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Editor's Note 

On behalf of the Department of History, University of North Bengal, I am presenting 
this researc.h Journal Karatoya to the scholars and students who are interested in the study of 
history and culture. A dozen of research papers covering varied aspects of Indian history 
stretching from the ancient to the modem times in incorporated in the journal. 

It i:i a general practice in an academic exercise of this type to make a brief observation 
about the c;ontents of the articles. The publication thus opens with an unpublished plastic 
image of Ganapati- Vighnesvara. The editor makes an in-depth study on this unique image of 
Ganesa from the district of north Dinajpur. On the basis of the iconographic traits it is believed 
that the ele:rhant-headed and pot-bellied deity may be dated not before the thirteenth century 
A.D. 

Prof. Syed Anwar Hossain of the University of Dhaka offers an interesting study on 
Psychohistory: A Challenge to Conventional History. In course of his arguments Dr. Hussain 
divides the phenomenon of psychohistory in three distinct sections covering almost all related 
aspects: 

(i) A precise definition 

(ii) Some psychohistorical works and the methodology used in 

constructing psychohistory. 

(iii) to include a critique of this still amorphous sub-discipline. 

An idea of the nature and characteristic features of the "Bon ' religion among the tribal 
people of Himalayan region can be traced from Mr. Sudas Lama's paper on Essence on Bon 
Religion: among the Hill Tribes. Mr. Lama argues that the 'Bon' in original form has transformed 
but its spirit or essence still remains unchanged even today in the tribal ritualistic practices. 

Professor Pranab Kumar Bhattacharyya analyses the presentation of some rare Warrior 's 
Stones in Eastern India. It is needless to mention that the practice of Hero-stone and Sati-stone 
worship was very popular in the western and southern parts oflndia; it was very insignificant 
in Eastern India. Dr. Bhattacharyya draws our attention to some sculptural representations 
housed in the North Bengal University Museum and the Varendra Research Museum, 
Bangladesh. These objects are associated with the worship of the Hero-stone. 

Interpretation of Bhakti ( devotion) with special emphasis on the Chaitanyacharitamrita 
of Krishnadas Kaviraja is the theme of investigation of Professor Pranabananda Jash. He 
offers an exhaustive but analytical study on the changing concept of the term bhakti from to 
time. Shri Chaitanya's understanding of devotion (bhakti) portrays the rich fabrics of human 
life with its religio-cultural ethos of the contemporary period. Barring to the metaphysical 
concept of the achintabhedabheda the doctrinal exposition of bhakti accompanied by the rasa 
theory givei; it a unique position in the realm of religious history of India. 



In his paper on the Regional Development Issue in Indian History throughout the ages 
Professor Ananda Gopal Ghosh explains the basis pattern of development issue in Indian 
history which is uneven and unbalanced. To quote Dr. Ghosh - "the uneven regional 
development is really complex as well as sensitive one in this multi-racial, multi-religious, 
multi-linguistic and multi-ethnic mosaic of the Indian sub-continent. 

Mr. Kaushik Bandopadhyay deals his study with the Legacies of Indian Connection in 
Myanmar and explains the historical and cultural linkage between these two countries. He is 
of the opinion that while the Indians played a vital and significant role in the politico-socio
economic life of colonial Burma (modern Myanmar), the Indian nationalist movement was 
very important in setting the pattern of direct challenge to British imperial rule in Burma. 

Professor S.D.Goswami presents a vivid description of the Peasant Movements (1893-
94) of Assam: Genesis and Dimensions. His study includes peasant grievances against the 
British rule and the movement was not confined to the geographical jurisdiction of Assam. It 
did not remain essentially a local or provincial issue but it gained gradual momentum through 
proper exposure and publicity by the Press and political personalities. 

Sankar Kumar Das highlights an important episode ofnationalist revolutionary activity 
in Midnapore ( 1902-1908). The path of militant nationalism or revolutionary nationalism was ., 
initially centred in Bengal, Punjab and Maharashtra, and subsequently it enveloped the entire 
country. In Bengal revolutionary nationalism gained a forceful impetus after the partition of 
Bengal. The followers of this group were inspired by the extremist ideology as narrated by Mr. it 

Das. 

The Hili Mail Dacoity: a Review in Historical Outline is the theme of Mrs. Anita 
Bagchi 's research. While dealing with the subject the author discusses the strategic importance 
of Hili as target of assault and role of contemporary major secret societies, viz. the Jugantar, 
Anusilan, etc. In this discussion Mrs. Bagchi has shown that "a large number of women became 
involved in the revolutionary programmes at least as sources of logistic support if not yet as 
full comrades." 

Professor Ratna Roy Sanyal and Swapan Kumar Pain draw our attention to the 
participation of the leftist students in the Mass Movements of West Bengal (1959-1966). A 
descriptive account of the movement and other related political activities in West Bengal is 
available in this paper. 

An analytical study on the history of North-East India and the partition historiography 
is dealt in the essay of Professor Mahadev Chakravarti. With an introduction to the concept of 
the North-East during the pre- and post-independence period, Dr. Chakravarty critically 
demonstrated the partition historiography from various perspectives. 

Professor Ratanlal Chakraborty in his long essay in Bengali has drawn a picture of a 
communal riot in historical prospective in an educational institution of East Bengal in the 
colonial period. This is a totally unexplored chapter unfortunately untouched by scholars like 
Suranjan Das and Sabyasachi Bhattacharya. 

.. 



I do not like to make any comment or remark on any paper incorporated in this volume; 
on the comrary, I would like to mention that the responsibility for the facts stated, opinions 
expressed and conclusions reached is entirely that of the authors concerned and the editor of 
the Journal accepts no responsibility for the same. 

* * * * * * 

It i.;; now my solemn duty to express my gratitude to our Honourable Vice-Chancellor 
Professor Arunabha Basumajumdar who is always a forceful inspiration for pursuing any 
academic works in the Department. I am thankful to my colleagues of the Department of 
History, the Finance Officer, the Registrar, the Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Commerce and 
Law for their warm encouragement and necessary cooperation for publishing this journal. 

I am greatly indebted to Professor Pranabananda Jash for his constant help, advice 
and guidance throughout the period I was engaged in editing this volume. His valuable 
suggestiom: have always been considered as an inspiration and encouragement. I have no 
words to espress my gratitude to him. 

I am also grateful to all the contributors for the enrichment of this publication by 
providing valuable research papers. 

Thanks are also due to the official and the staff of North Bengal University Press for 
their earnest cooperation in carefully printing the journal within a very short time. 

Bijay Kumar Sarkar 
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A, Unique Image ofGanesha from North Dinajpur 

Bijoy Kumar Sarkar 

Among the Hindu deities, Ganesha is one of the most universally adored ones. 

He was the principal object of worship of the Ganapatyas, one of the five principal 

Brahmanical sects. The elephant-headed and pot-bellied god was the object of separate 

worship in other parts of India, but there is very little evidence that the Ganapatyas 

ever prevailed in Bengal. However, the tremendous frequency of the Ganapati images 

in Bengal can be explained by the fact that as he was regarded as the remover of all 

obstacles (vighnavinasana) and bestower of success (siddhidata), he had an assured 

position not only among the different Hindu sectaries, but also even among the Buddhists 

and Jainai; to some extent. 1 Hence, he is worshipped before starting a new undertaking 

or a journey2 or at the beginning of any religious ceremony and on special occasions 

without reference to any particular sect.3 In all the Ganesha-sects of Bengal, especially 

among the merchant-businessman class, he is worshipped and esteemed as the giver of 

success4 and this is corroborated by the inscription on the image of the deity from 

Narayanpur (Comilla) dated in the 4th regnal year of Pala king Mahapala II ( c. 1078 

A.D., which reveals that one merchant named Buddhamitra, son of lambhalamitra; 

donated the sculpture. 5 Though he is regarded as Siddhidata in the puranas, he is also 

Vighnadata or Vighnaraja (King of obstacles) in case of not being worshipped. In the 

Manava Grihyasutra, he is the god of obstacles. The Yajnavalka Smriti contains a list 

of almost of all kinds of obstacles, which may occur due to the anger of the god Ganesha.6 

In Verse 53 of the Sian (Birbhum) Stone Inscription (approx. 1043 A.D.), Ganesha has 

been described as Vighnanayaka. 1 Originally, he was probably a god of fertility, viz. of 

agriculture, as many of his symbols prove.8 He is also the god of the month bhadrapada. 9 

In several puranas and agamas, Ganesha is variously described as one of the 

sons of Siva and Parvati, or of Parvati alone before her marriage with Siva, or of Siva 

1 
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alone or even having an independent origin. 10 These legends seem to indicate a non

Aryan origin of the god and his later absorption into the Hinduism, associating him 

largely with the Saiva cult. A small black stone image ofGanesha11 measuring 12.5" in 

height and 10.5 in width has been found from a small village oflslampur in the district 

of North Dinajpur .It is curious because the image of Ganesha is rare in the district 

where most of the images are those of Vishnu. He is seated inpadmasana, while most 

of the images of Ganesha in Bengal show the god in lalitasana or maharajalilasana. 12 

Padmasana denotes deep meditation and concentration. On the other hand, lalitasana 

symbolizes the gracious presence or serenity of a deity and maharajalilasana symbolizes 

the royal ease. According to the Brahmavaivarta Purana, Ganesha was fond of staying 

engaged in tapasya. 13 

The deity has four hands. Based on the number of hands, the four-armed Ganesha 

forms the biggest group. The texts like Amsumadbhedagama, Uttarakamikagama 

Suprabhedagama, Vishnudharmottara Purana, 14 Rupamandana, 15 Agni Purana, 16 

2 
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Matsya Purana11letc. invariably endow the god with four hands, the attributes held by 

them being any four among the following: 'Own tooth (svadanta), wood-apple (kapittha), 

sweet- meat (modaka), elephant-goad (ankusa), noose (pasa), snake (naga), rosary, 

lotus etc. 18 However, the attributes held in hands by the Ganesha image in question is 

considerably different. Here the divinity holds a sankha ( conch-shell), "the emblem of 

salvation", in his lower right hand, which is very much unique because most of the 

seated four-armed Ganesha icons of Bengal depict akshamala, (rosary) in varada or 

svadanta (tusk) in the same hand. 19 In the Hindu tradition, sankha is frequently associated 

with the Lord Vishnu, who overcame the demon Pancajanya, the grandson of 

Hiranyak.asipu; hence, the name (Pancajanya) of the conch shell associated With this 

deity.20 Sankha, though not found in any other sculpture of Ganesha in Bengal, does 

find mention as one of his attributes.21 The upper right hand, though not visible, might 

have carried gada (mace), "the emblem of destruction" and a symbol of strength and 

power. H wever, most of the Ganesha figures in Bengal of the seated, four-armed type 

are found with mulaka (radish) in their upper right hand, which symbolizes agricultural 

fertiliry22 in addition to being a favourite edible of the elephants. In the upper left hand, 

the god carries an object of the chakra type. Chakra, though not endowed in any other 

image of the divinity in Bengal, is also referred to as one of his attributes.23 In almost all 

the images of this type, some weapon, especially parasu, is found in this hand. However, 

the attributes of pasha and ankusha usually occur in the south Indian images.24 The god 

is represented with a full-blown lotus (padma), "the emblem of creation", in his lower 

left hand . This attribute is, of course, found in a very few seated, four-armed images of 

Ganesha but in the upper right hand of the god, not in the lower left. However, majority 

of the images of this type hold ladduka or modaka in the lower left hand and the trunk 

is applied to the left to taste the sweets. The modaka refers to a sweetmeat that denotes 

fertility. 2:1 

Thus, it is quite clear that the god, instead of being provided with the traditional 

attribute:; has been endowed with the ayudhas of Vishnu. At present also, Sankha, 

3 
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Chakra, Gada and Padma are seen clockwise in the four hands of Ganesha.26 It is said 

in the Brahmavaivarta Purana that Parvati, seeing Krishna with Sankha, Chakra, Gada 

and Padma, wished for a similar son and happened to obtain because of the boon given 

by Krishna.27 In the same purana, Ganesha is sometimes described as one of the aspects ~, 

of Krishna.28 Therefore, once again we see the impact of the Brahmavaivarta Purana 

in this, icon of Ganesha. 

The deity is endowed with a third eye, which is occasionally found in his images. 29 

The third eye (in the centre of the forehead and pointing up and down) namedjnananetra 

refers to the ability to see beyond the natural world, a superhuman power reserved for 

the gods. In addition, the same eye also stands for knowledge and wisdom.30 In latter 

Hinduism, Ganesha is regarded as the god of wisdom and art31
, which perhaps explains 

the depiction of the god with the third eye; 

The Ganesha figures in Bengal are generally bedecked with various jewelleries, 

of which particularly remarkable is the pair of the sankha-kundala, present in most of 

the images. However, the ornamentation of the divinity in question is very simple. 

Except the wristlets (valayas) and one set of necklace (hara), there is no jewellery on 

his person, nor does he wear any yajnopavita, which is worn by members of the three 

"twice-born" (dvija) castes as a symbol of spiritual rebirth He is not also endowed with 

the sacred thread made up of a long snake, as is the general feature of the Ganesha 

images. In between the chest and the belly of the divinity, there is a belt; which was 

probably meant to serve the purpose of an udarabandha to contain the lambodara 

(large, protuberant belly in which allegedly lies the whole world) of the god. Generally, 

the band or girdle round the belly of Ganesha is a naga, nagabandha. 

The trunk is unfortunately missing. However, it seems that the trunk was bent 

upwards reaching the god's mouth as it could not have been applied to the left or to the 

right in absence of the modaka-purna-patra. A remarkable feature of the Ganesha figures 

in Bengal is that contrary to both the 'karanda- or jata-mukutas' in other parts oflndia, 

the Bengal images uniformly show the jatamukuta for the god. However, the elephant 

head of the deity under discussion, is bare. The only other Ganesha image with bare 
4 
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elephant-· ead is found at Paharpur.32 In the later texts, a mouse is very often described 

as his mount (vahana). 33 It is also represented in almost all the Ganesha images of 

Bengal. The image is made of black stone of inferior quality and claims no elegance 

"' from artistic point of view as well. It has neither any pedestal nor any stela. Probably it 

is Ganesha in a folk-style. 

Thus, the image of Ganesha under consideration agrees with the description 

and legend of the deity found in the Brahmavaivarta Purana in respect of the meditative 

aspect and ayudhas of the god. It is very different in the sense that here the god is 

represented in deep meditation, while his other images discovered in Bengal depict 

him in the mood of earthly enjoyment, relishing sweetmeats with the help of his 

proboscis. The appearance of the god in the traditional role of a happy, well-to-do and 

well-fed householder or a businessperson is conspicuous by its absence. The exceptional 

representation of the god without any mukuta or with scanty ornaments points to the 

emphasis laid on the meditative and spiritual features of the deity. The conspicuous 

absence of mu/aka (radish), a symbol of agricultural fertility as well as modaka, which 

also denotes fertility and of which Ganesha is also very fond of, as common attributes 

of the god clearly reveals that the image was neither made nor worshipped by its devotee 

out of any material objectives, rather to pay his heart-felt veneration with fullest devotion. 

The depiction of Ganesha with the attributes of Vishnu shows a tremendous impact of 

the cult of the latter over that of the former in, addition to demonstration of syncretism, 

which had brought the two different sects very close to each other. It is not unlikely that 

the worshipper of this Ganesha image in question might have been a devout 

Vaishnava .. 

It is not easy to determine the date of the image. However, as its iconography 

mostly agrees with his account in the Brahmavaivarta Purana, which came to its present 

form in the 15th / 16th century A.D. and as it possesses the same ayudhas as those of the 

present-day Ganesha images, it may be dated in the 13 th or subsequent century A.D. 
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Psychohistory: A Challenge to Conventional History 

Syed Anwar Husain 

History is generally considered a discipline with fixed boundaries and focal 

points-periods, countries, regimes, dramatic events and great leaders. In terms of 

procedure and methodology also, History enjoys a distinction as being defined, clear an 

unambiguous. But starting from the mid-twentieth century up to date History has 

demonstrated itself to be an amorphous discipline with its frontiers and contours in 

constant shift under a cross-discipline impact. Historians were once found to be followers 

of such mentors as Gibbon, Macaulay, Ranke and Toynbee; they now seem to .;, 

demonstrate more attraction for Marx, Weber, Durkheim and Levi-Strauss. Until 

sometime in the past, History was more or less a concatenation of events, now it is 

primarily, and even entirely analytic in an interdisciplinary perspective. 

Historical analysis is now based on answering a question: why did a certain 

event happen? Rather than, as the case in the past, what happened? Or how did it 

happen? One of the ways to answer the question 'why' in history is to use psychoanalysis, 

and the history thus produced becomes psychohistory. 

This paper discusses the phenomenon of psychohistory in three sections. The 

opening section deals with an attempt to put across a precise definition of this sub

discipline. The second section is illustrative and draws attention to some psycho

historical works. Inherent in this section is an indication of the methodology used in 

constructing psychohistory. The third section is a critique of this still amorphous sub

discipline. 

I 

What Psychohistory is all about? 

Contrary to what appears at first sight psychohistory is not merely the use of 

psychological explanation in historical descriptions. Indeed, there is nothing new in 

such an approach; historians have always used such explanations in appropriate contexts 
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and with sufficient evidence. As Hegel has pointed out, all historical facts are 

psychological facts. But this is not exactly what a psycho-historian does; he uses a kind 

of eclectic and pragmatic methodology. He uses a particular theory of psychology

psychoanalysis; and in doing so he may be committed to Freudianism or its variations 

as found in Jungian, Kleinian and Lacanian traditions. In doing so he deviates from the 

path of conventional historical analysis. Unlike conventional historians a psycho

historian derives his 'facts' not from happenings only, and deduces his theories not 

from this or that instance but from a view of human nature that conditions and transcends 

historical happenings. Psychohistory denies the basic criterion of historical evidence: 

that the evidence be publicly accessible to, and therefore assessable by all historians. 

Moreover, this kind of historical exercise violates the basic tenet of historical method: 

that the hintorian be alert to the negative instances or counter-evidence that would refute 

his thesis and to alternative explanations that would make his own more tenuous. 

Psychohistory is thus a formalized sub-discipline, practitioners of which are 

committed to psychoanalysis as their principal explanatory device. Despite the dramatic 

growth of interest in the recent past, especially in the United States, in psychohistory, 

and where large history departments have had distinctively patronizing role, critics still 

regard thi:; sub-discipline with suspicion. Erik H. Erikson, for example, although a 

pioneer in this kind of exercise, with a pronounced self-defensive gesture accepts for 

psychohist.ory a status of"an in-between field". Moreover, he uses a hyphenated spelling 

for the field (psychohistory) because, as he goes on to explain, "Such a hyphenated 

name usually designates an area in which nobody as yet is methodologically quite at 

home, but which someday will be settled and incorporated without a trace of border 

1 Erik H. Erikson, On the Nature of Psycho-Historical Evidence: In Search of Gandhi", in 
Philosophel'S and Kings: Studies in Leadership (Excerpted from Deadalus, vol.97, No.3) 
(Bombay, n.d.), p. 14. 

2 William L. Langer, The Next Assignment", The American Historical Review vol. 53, No. 2, 
January, 1958, pp. 283-304; H. Stuart Hughes, History and Psychoanalysis: The Explanation of 
Motive" in his History as Art and as Science (New York: 1964); Bruce Mazlish (ed.), 
Psychoanalysis and History (Englewood Cliffs, 1963). 
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disputes and double names."1 But at the same time such self-confidents as William 

Langer, Stuart Hughes, and Bruce Mazlis have unhesitatingly called for closer 

cooperation between history and psychoanalysis.2 An awareness or imperative for such 

a close cooperation has resulted in the proliferation of historical works with a marked 

impact of the use of psychoanalysis as a device.3 

II 

Examples of Psychohistory 

To say that Hitler has a personal obsession with Jews and that this was an 

important fact in the history of Nazism is not an exercise in psychohistory, although 

statement such as this may have the traces of psychological input to historical exercise. 

A psycho-historian goes on to explain the precise psychic m~chanism that caused that 

obsession and to make this psychic mechanism responsible for the precise nature of the 

historical events resulting from the obsession. 

Rudolph Binion has demonstrated the use of psychoanalytic device in explaining 

Hitler's anti-Jewish policies and pogroms. He traces not only the Holocaust but the 

specific use of gas chambers to the treatment of Hitler's mother by a Jewish doctor.4 A 

Dr. Bloch had operated on her breast cancer, removing the breast, and then, when the 

cancer recurred, had vainly tried to arrest its progress by the use of the iodine compound 

called iodoform. Hitler, who had "loved Bloch like a kind father", unconsciously blamed 

him for his mother's untimely and tragic death, as well as for the "huge terminal bill 

paid on Christmas Eve". This experience of childhood, and traumatic at that, was the 
3 See, for example, E. Eriksson, Young Man Luther. A Study in Psychoanalysis and History 
(London, 1959), Gandhi's Truth: On the Origins of Militant Nonviolence (London, 1970); P. 

Loweberg, Fantasy and Reality in History (New York, 1995); and Decoding the Past: The Psycho 
-historical Approach (New York, 1980); D. Stannard, Shrinking History: On Freud and the Failure 
of Psychohistory (New York, 1980); The Psychohistory Review: Studies of Motivation in 
History and Culture (1972); L. Roper, Oedipus and the Devil: Witchcraft, Sexuality and 
Religion in Early Modern Europe (London, 1994) (this work throws much light on the use of 
psychoanalysis in history); W. Runyan (ed.), Psychology and Historical Interpretation 
(New York, 1995). 

4 See his Hitler's Concept of Lebensraum: The PsychologicalBasis", History of Childhood 
Quarterly vol.1, 1973, pp.187-215. 
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root ofhi.s latter rage against "the Jewish cancer, the Jewish poison, the Jewish profiteer." 

When Hitler was hospitalized for gas poisoning in 1918, the gas burned through his 

skin "just like iodoform", and he naturally "associated" his own condition with that of 

his mother's. Shortly afterward, in a hysterical relapse, he experienced the hallucination 

in which he was called upon to undo Germany's defeat, the Germany he was going to 

avenge being "transparently his mother". The gas chambers of World War II, similarly 

"associated" with the iodoform episode and his won gas poisoning, completed Hitler's 

psychological continuum. As Rudolph Binion concludes: "the futile surgery performed 

on his mother's cancer (the expulsion programme), yielding to representation of her 

death as mercy killing (the Euthanasia programme), and this in turn to his retaliation 

against Bloch (the Final Solution)". 

A more Bpecific correspondence between psychic and historical phenomena may be 

seen in that part of this article which explains Hitler's Lebensraum policy. In appealing 

for living space for Germany, Hitler is said to have been re-experiencing his mother's 

trauma, a trauma induced by the death of three infants before Hitler was born and 

communicated to the infant Hitler literally at his mother's breast. 

That is, even as he spoke to Germany's emergent need to relive a traumatic experience, 

his message was shaped by his oral-aggressive fixation and by the traumatic experience 

that his mother was reliving as she fixated him. His major premise was strictly oral

aggressive; that all history was a fight for feeding ground. His minor premise, that 

Germany could not feed her children adequately, expressed his mother's maternal trauma 

as it had come through to him in her compensatory overfeeding of him. And his 

conclusion, the eastern land-grab, pointed beyond itself toward world conquest, which 

points back to that satiety at the breast when self and world were one. 

Erik Erikson in his classic study Young Man Luther (1958) demonstrates psychoanalysis 

by tracing Luther's rebellion against the Pope to the childhood trauma he had suffered 

under a domineering father and his consequent identity crisis of his youth. 
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III 

Critique of Psychohistory 

A general objection to psychohistory is that it does not observe the rules of the 

historical craft. But history is more than mere presentation of facts and recreation of a 

phenomenon; it is essentially a scientific exercise in understanding episodes and 

phenomena all of which are rooted in human motivations and actions. Conceived and 

conceptualized in such a context historical exercise ought to be an endeavour to 

understand the psyche of creators of episodes and phenomena. Conventional history 

may remain half-history without understanding or analyzing human minds. 

There are two other commonly voiced objections. The first is that this is an 

individual-specific method unworkable in a group or societal context. An individual 

may be an object about which a good deal may be known; but it would be difficult to 

collect psychoanalytic data about a group. These criticisms may be right, but certainly 

... 

not pointing to impossibility. In fact, many analysts, building on earlier psychological ... 

work, have thought about collective psychology and psycho-historians have addressed 

precisely this issue in studying how totalitarian leaders can command support, for 

example. 

The second criticism is that it is wrong, if not downright impossible, to psycho

. analyse the dead. If sufficient psychological data relating to dead are available there is 

no reason why he cannot be psycho-analysed; and this is why there is a widely held 

view among the sympathies of psychohistory that this kind of objection is obtuse.5 

Concluding Observations 

It is undeniable that psychohistory is still an amorphous sub-discipline awaiting 

confirmation by the general body of history fraternity.• But it is also evidentially true 

that it has passed its embryonic stage, and the progress registered over the past half 

century has been remarkably steady, although quantitatively not phenomenal. The unique 

strength of psycho history is that it seeks to get straight into human motivations that are 

at the root of human actions the aggregation of which is history. Psychohistory is poised 

to add strength, and challenge to conventional historiography. 

5 See, for example Ludmila jordanova, History in Practice (London, 2000), p.57. 
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Essence of Bon Religion: Among the Hill Tribe 

SudasLama 

Religious beliefs and practices have been a universal feature of human 

society. Religion, like other cultural elements such as family, marriage, incest prohibition, 

etc. is found everywhere in the world. But the concept 'religion' is not adequately defined 

to comprehend the large assortment of the kinds of belief and behavior which exist 

world ove:r and which diverse opinions on the subject might place under it. The system 

of belief and practices, doctrine and behavior gradually evolved and was organized to 

face the unknown supernatural world and restore confidence to the mind of the 

community and the individual when it is shaken by crisis and dangers. 

The term 'tribal religion' is used in a generic sense to include all religious 

traditions of known tribes world over in general and in India in particular. Each tribe 

has its own religion, exclusive to its members. But when religions of different tribes are 

compared with one another, these religions form a set of overlapping religions, each 

individual tribe's religion being a sub-set ofit. In one religious tradition, ancestor worship 

could be prominent, while in others it could be magic or Shamanism. And in others it 

could be belief in supernatural being or supernatural power. But all of them contain 

rituals, beliefs and traditional experience. 

II 

As we know that "Bon" is the primitive native religion of Tibet and it has, in 

spite of the influence of Buddhism, preserved itself till the present day, but not in its 

original form. Bon was originally a cult of nature worship. They worshiped God in an 

iconic fonn represented by a lump of earth or made of grain. It is said to have been 

widespread in Inner Asia, China, East and West Turkistan, Manchuria, Mongolia and 

the Tibetan Plateau. Tibetans of the early days were apparently completely subject to 

their formidable natural surroundings. Their religious ideas, which were rooted in and 
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dominated by nature, revolved round the various good and evil spirits with which they 

peopled their wild, highland landscape. These spirits in time became gods who had to 

be propitiated to avert harm and worshiped to secure help. The belief in the spirits 

developed into a cult with its own elaborate ritual. There were Shamans or specialist 

priest who professed to be experts in controlling nature through their knowledge of the 

ways of propitiating the spirits. These practice varied from place to place and from clan 

to clan. The original 'Bon' rites were aimed essentially at assuring protection and 

assistance to the person, as well as the tribal chieftains and certain privileged families 

against evil in situation of crisis and in the face of danger to life. 

If we go back to the history of Tibet when Buddhism made its way to the land 

of snow in 7th Century A.D. during the kingship of Srong-tsan-gampo who made the 

good relationship with the king of Nepal and China through the marriage. So when 

Tibet patronized the Buddhism, there was encounter with ban, and Bon lost its 

importance in -Tibet and thus compelled to migrate to other area. Bon in its nature is 

very much animist and it has practice of sacrifices of animals and even human beings 

and such other practices were openly indulged in and they formed an important part in 

the religious observances of the bon. A fair idea about the original character of the Bon 

can be had from the ancient manuscript (9th or 10th C A.D.) where the Tibetan rites are 

described (RA.Stein, Tibetan Civilization). "The officers are assembled once every 

year for the lesser oath of fealty. They sacrifice sheep, dogs, and monkeys, first breaking 

their legs and then killing them, afterwards exposing their intestines and cutting them 

into pieces. The sorcerers having summoned, they call of the gods of heaven and earth, 

of the mountains and rivers, of the sun, moon, stars, and planets, saying: should your 

hearts become changed, and your thoughts disloyal, the gods will see clearly and make 

you like these sheep and dogs". The victims sacrificed as men, horses, oxen and asses 

and prayers are offered in this form. 

The form of religion practiced by the tribal people of that time is regarded as 

Animism. The basic premise for this cult is that the animistic belief is to communicate 
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with supernatural beings not about metaphysical or dogmas of moral life, but about 

urgent practicalities like securing food, curing illness and averting danger. Bon religion 

had to go through various challenges and changes because of the Buddhism. But change 

in the ritual and ceremonies affected its appearance- the form, the essence or spirit of 

the religion remaining intact. 

III 

Im1er Asia is largely populated by the many ethnic groups, out of which Tibeto

Mongoliad form the largest group of Himalayan region. Because of their Tibetan 

affiliation and tribal in nature they preserved the Bon religion or its spirit till modem 

days but not in original form. The modem Himalayan tribes are Murmi, Limbu, Khambo, 

Toto, Bhu.tia, Lepcha, Gurung, Kiranti, and many more are ethnic group who practice 

the rites f bon. There is a few worship or puja among these groups which shows the 

essence of Bon till date preserved by this Mongoloid family. The animistic nature of 

primitive Bon is reflected by the rites of different tribe of Himalayan region: 

1) Ancestral Worship:-

Among the tribal we find the system of worshiping their ancestor once in a 

year. For this rite they need specialized shaman who chants the mantra in order to 

please the ancestor. They do not have any idol of ancestor but this puja is followed 

by the sacrifice of hen. This was for the protection of their Kula from any disease 

and dangers. Tribal people believe that their well-being lies in the hands of their 

ancestor and they think that the Kula or ancestor is very sacred. 

2) Worship of Rivers: 

To avert the natural calamities and to please the gods of river, the Tibeto

Mongoloid group worships the river to bless the inhabitant by fertile land. This 

worship is followed by the sacrifice of goat. And worship is performed by the clan 

priest of particular tribe. This worship of nature is specially meant to enhance the 

fertility of land. 

3) Soil Worship: 
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Soil or land being the integral part of nature as well as of agriculture, the followers 

of animism worship the soil collectively once in a year near the village. For this 

worship they choose the highland of the village and made the than or stan, where 

they gave the sacrifice of birds. Villagers believe that if Soil god is pleased by the 

puja and sacrifice, their production will be good. Side by side they also worship 

god of rain. Tribal people have the conception that if the rain-god is not pleased, 

there will be no rain and it can cause draught, famine and many more. So in order to 

get the blessing of god of rain these tribal people offer the puja by sacrificing lots of 

goat, sheep and birds collectively by all the villagers once in a year. 

4) Worship of cowshed: 

As Bon culture of tribal people is totally related to the animistic form of worship 

and is tribal in nature they also give preference to cattle. To avoid the illness of 

cattle, and to assure the good quantity of milk from cow they worship cowshed. 

5) Worship of Manasa (the snake Goddess); 

Bon religion is based on supernatural power and three divinities of the world 

and Manasa is one of them. So this culture of worshiping Manasa is totally hon 

culture and by this they want to have the blessings of the goddess. Besides the 

above-mentioned belief there are many rites and culture like worshiping of trees, 

Mahakala and giving sacrifice during the puja. 

This culture of worshiping natural phenomenon and celestial body by the hilly 

tribal of Himalayan region especially by the Tibeto-Mongoloid group shows that 

Bon in original form has declined but its spirit or essence remain till today in the 

form of tribal ritual. 

To conclude, we can say that Bon religion being the primitive native religion of 

Tibet and having been chased by the Buddhism has lost its original nature, but its 

essence or belief lies in the mind of people which passes generation to generation. 

The Tibeto-Mongoloid group of people being influenced by the creed of Buddhism 
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and Christianity are able to maintain their ancestral religion by following the rites 

and culture. 
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The Warrior's Stones in Eastern India 

Pranab Kumar Bhattacharyya 

Among a large number of stone Sculptures taken notice of in a recently published 

Catalogue of North Bengal University Museum, our attention has been drawn to a 

Warrior's Stone (mentioned in the Catalogue1 as Hero-Stone) found in Eastern India. 

In fact, hundreds of Hero-Stones and Sati-Stones have been discovered in Western 

and Southern parts oflndia.2 In comparison, we come across a handful of Hero-Stones 

and a very insignificant number of Sati Stone in Eastern India. Most of the Sati Stones 

found in Eastern India, particularly from Bengal and Bihar are relatively of the modem 

period.3 Below we present the descriptions of the Hero-Stones so far recorded in the 

Museums of Eastern India. 

A] From North Bengal University Museum 

1. Hero-Stone: Sand Stone; 40 Cm. X 20 Cm. X 11 Cm. Depiction of the Hero 

in the act of fighting with one step forward and holding sword in one hand and the 

shield in the other. The figure is accompanied by small figure of a fighter with a weapon 

(indistinct) in one hand and an umbrella looks like a canopy over the head of the hero. 

The solar symbol appears on the top left. The slab with elliptical stela found from 

Rajshahi (Bangladesh) possibly belonging to early Christian era.4 

Hero-Stone - North Bengal University Museum 
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B] The Varendra Research Museum preserves the following Hero-Stones: 

2. The combatant Hero with raised sword and a shield under a cap Canopy 

represented in low relief on a rounded slab made of black Stone: (47 Cm. x 18.5 Cm). 

The Hero wears beard and moustache and ornaments on his ears, neck, arms, wrists 

and ankle. He is clad in a dhoti which is tied round the waist by a piece of cloth and his 

hair gathered in large bun behind the head. Above the Canopy to the left is the solar 

symbol. He is accompanied by another fighter wearing kuntala and holding spear in 

both hands below. 

The two inscriptions, one at the top right and the other below the left foot of the 

combatant are Devata and Thakura, both implying 'god'. The slab was found from 

Deogram, Bogra District (now in Bangladesh) and i:; dated 9th Century A. D.5 

3. Hero-Stone made of -black basalt ( 4 7. 5 Cm. x 31. 7 Cm.) found from 

Kashiabari, Atrai, Naogaon in Rajshahi (now Banf;ladesh). The Hero is standing in 

alidha pose on a pointed slab. He holds a sword in rif ;ht hand ( damaged) raised over his 

head and an indistinct object in the other hand. The fi.5'ITe wears a dhoti and an uttariya, 

and a pearl upavita, a necklace, urujalaka and round ear-rings. The curly hair arranged 

in jatas which are piled cap like on the head. The back slab is plain except for the 

double de:corative borders. The figure may be dated c. 11th Century A.D.6 

Hero-Stone: Kashiabari, Atrai, Naogaon, Rajsahi 
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It is possible to trace the origin of the cult of Hero-Stone to the Menhirs of the 

Megalithic cultures in India of the first millennium B.C. and their geographical 

distribution in the Indian peninsula seems to coincide with that of Megalithic settlements. 

The Hero-Stone is known as kirttistambha inRajasthan,paliya (i.e. protector) in Gujrat 

and its transformation into a deity in the cult of Vithoba in Maharastra and in the Sangama 

literature (c300 B.C. to 200 A.D.). The counterpart of ma-sati-k-kal (Sati-Stone) may 

be found it Vira-k-kal (Hero-Stone).7 We have not come across any such terminology 

for eastern India indicating thereby less popularity of the cult in the region. The Hero

Stone found in Eastern India are much less elaborate in composition than those found 

in peninsular India. Hero is rarely shown on horse-back or seated on elephant.73 

Hero-Stones are generally carved in locally available rocks like sandstone and 

chlorite schist in Purulia and Burdwan and laterite blocks in Midnapore but in eastern 

Bengal in black stone as it is a usual practice for Pala-Sena groups of sculptures. Hero

Stones preserved in the Varendra Research Society Museum bear close resemblance to 

Pala-Sena sculpture, similar to those found in Budhpur. 

Memorial Stones generally dedicated to men who have met their death in an act 

of heroism or have died on the battle field. The soul of the hero goes out of the world of 

the living and enters into heaven ( cf. Hato Va prapsasi Sv_argam .. ). 8 A similar interesting 

tradition exists in Scandinavian mythology, where Odin, god of death and battle, was 

believed to welcome into his hall warriors who died a heroic death on the battle field. 9 

In Indian tradition, in heaven life is timeless, and the heaven is known by various 

nomenclatures: Brahmaloka, Suryaloka, Indraloka, Kailasa, and so on. 

On occasion the divinization of the hero, it is compared to such other religious 

activities, like the sacrificial ritual and asceticism, which are said to be conducive to the 

attainment of heaven or of release from rebirth. The metaphors which like battle, sacrifice 

and asceticism are found in various texts. 10 Great hero Arjuna is welcomed in Indra's 

heaven, 'the abode of heroes. Incidentally, Arjuna was, in fact, the son oflndra. 11 

The austerities and practices of the ascetics are compared to the painful death of 

the hero in the battle, or the voluntary death (sometimes, of course, against her will) of 

the sati on the funeral pyre of her husband. All are seen as superhuman feats, and were 

assured of the bliss in highest heaven. The symbolic death of the as-cetic leads him, 
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however, to a different life from that of the hero in heaven, For example, the ascetic 

denies himself sexuality, whereas the hero is waited upon by damsels (Apsaras) in 

heaven and lives a life of enhanced sexuality. 12 The Sati, on the other hand, also attains 

heaven, after self-immolation and is destined to live a bliss-ful life in company of her 

beloved husband. 13 

As mentioned earlier that though the Western and Southern parts oflndia yielded 

a large number of Hero-Stones and Sati-stones, we have come across a very few of such 

stones in eastern India. 

C] From other places of West Bengal: 

In recent years, a few more Hero-Stones have been found in Purulia, Bankura, 

Midnapore and Burdwan districts of West Bengal. Again, it is only in the extremely 

western A~.ansol sub-division and the upland areas rather than the coastal or alluvial 

plains of Midnapore, Hero-Stones have been discovered. 14 It appears, however, that 

Hero-Stones become fewer in agriculturally fertile areas. 15 When agriculture became 

mainstay of the people, the necessity of fighting for snatching live-stocks from other 

hordes became unnecessary, for which the services of the heroes was very much sought 

after on earlier occasions. 

The Hero-Stones were generally related to the exploits of the people who remain 

unnoticed in royal charters and Panegyrics, and the oral traditions preserve the memoirs 

of heroes. The Hero-Stones, it may be pointed out, show clearly 'a substratum cult' ,16 

and the veneration of these is rooted in tribal and folk religion'. Hero-stones, perhaps, 

commemorate the conflict between the emergent political elite and autochthons 

population of the region. Sengupta17 has drawn our attention to the new geopolitical 

formation called bhums (cf. Birbhum, etc.) of the Hindu tribal chiefs in the medieval 

west Bengal to the conflicts mentioned above. 

The presence of the Sun and the Crescent Moon usually at the top of Hero -

Stones and Sati-Stones, possibly signify the indestructible time, and the land-grants 

usually contain a phrase indicating perpetuity i.e. 'as long as the sun and the moon 

exist'. 18 Thapar has drawn our attention to the Mahanirvana Tantra, a later text, mentions 

that the nada and the vindu- two nerve centres of the human body - actually stand for 

the Sun and the Moon and their union is sought in yogic practices. 19 The rituals which 

are being performed by the sadhaka also known as vira (hero), are the same as are 
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associated with the worship of the Hero-Stone, like male animal sacrificing and use of 

intoxicants for libations. 

But in course of time some sort adjustment and assimilation between the cult of 

Hero-Stone and Brahmanical became inevitable as the Hero-Stones are in many cases 

situated close to Brahmana grantees. 'The upward mobile family of the hero and the 

newly settled Brahmana grantee may well have had to make major adjust-meats.20 The 

establishment of Hero-Stones in temple court-yards was, however, considered to be 

concessions made by the Brahmanical system to local tradition, and this practice 

apparently enhanced the prestige of Hero-Stones, and the worship (puja) of Hero-Stones, 

were to be performed in accordance with the Brahmanical practices, shedding the earlier 

Tantrika form of worship. It is interesting to note since 9th century A.D. onwards, the 

perceptible changes in popular attitude towards the Hero-Stones began to be felt. Hero

Stones are now made of black stone and their ornamentation and sophisticated method 

of wearing cloths and above all inscribing inscriptions on them as Thakura and Devata 

i.e. god, tended to show that they began to come loser to the main deity for which the 

temple was dedicated. 

In the process some elements of high culture are borrowed and some elements 

of folk culture are elevated and became visible. Hence, it becomes difficult to categorize 

Hero-Stones as belonging to either the folk or the high culture. 20 But definitely represents • 

unrecorded accounts of the heroic resistances of the people who tried to save their own 

stocks from attacks of wild animals, also sometimes, the clutches of the more 

Sophisticated predators who attempted to profane their soils. 
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Asochya hi hatah surah 

svargaloke Mahiyate I I 

varapsarah Sahasrani suram 

ayodhane ham I 

tvaramanani dhavanti mama 

bhartta bhavediti II 
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Interpreting Bhakti : Chaitanyacharitamrita 

Pranabananda J ash 

The genesis of the bhakti (devotion) mode ofreligion according to the tradition 

is from the: Dravidadesa, i.e. South India. It is stated: 

A ham bhakti iti khyata ... ............. .... . 

Utpanna Dravide chaham vriddhim Karnataka gate kvachit 

Kvachin Maharashtre Gurjare jirnatam gate ................... . 

That is- "I am called bhakti ... .. .I was born in Dravida, grew up in Karnataka after 

spending sometimes in Maharashtra, became old in Gujrata ...... ". 

However, the form of Bhakti underwent a great transformation in the middle 

age. The rich literature it produced is considered an important addition to the enrichment 

oflndian rdigion and culture. The Bhakti cult, with its direct contact between the devotee 

and divinity, overcame the myriad barriers of caste and community. The present paper 

is a holistic attempt to throw light on Bhakti (devotion) movement - its genesis, its 

special and egalitarian implication and also its metaphysical aspect that gave a fillip to 

the develo:pment and enrichment of several vernacular languages in medieval India. 

The Bhakti literature also portrays the rich fabrics of human life with its religio-cultural 

ethos of the contemporary period, as propounded by the great Bengali saint-philosopher 

- Sri Chaitanyadeva. (C. AD. 1485/6-1533 AD). It is the Chaitanya Mahaprabhu who 

enlightens the human soul with an optimistic message with regard to the permanent 

solution of the conflict between man and man, sect and rext rooted in religious dogma 

and fanaticism. He illuminates us with the concept of a new religion based on the twin 

principle of humanity of god and the divinity of man. 

The concept of Bhakti ( devotion) played an important role for making an 

egalitarian socio-religious order, irrespective of any caste, colour and sex, during the 

Mediaeval time. 1 Sri Chaitanya was one of the foremost personalities who took the 

cause of th,~ common and divergent elements in the society and made them relevant to 

the Bhakti phenomenon for a sort of social resuscitation. Adoration to Krishna-Radha 
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and the doctrine of devotion are woven round the texture of the Chaitanya's School of 

Vaishnavism in Bengal, popularly known as the Gaudiya Vaishnavism. The rudimentary 

principle of this school centers round the spirit of sincere devotion of worshipper and 

the worshipping object and thereby growing into a deepening consciousness of the .. 

Infinite and Eternal. The concept of bhakti (devotion) during the time ofChaitanya and 

afterwards added a new impetus to the Vaishnava theology.2 It plays an indomitable 

role not only in the religious life of the Vaishnavas in order to achieve Ultimate Reality, 

but it has also remained concerned with the task of organizing his followers through the 

Samkirtana and Mahotsavas. 3 

The followers as well as philosophers of Chaitanya, specially the six Gosvamis 

(Rupa-Sanatana-Raghunatha Bhatta-Raghunatha Dasa-Gopala Bhatta and Srijiva) of 

Vrindavana, have discussed bhakti in an exhaustive manner in their works like the 

Bhaktirasamrita-Sindhu4
, Ujjvalanilamani5 and Samkshepa-Bhagavatamrita by Rupa 

Gosvami, Brihad Bhagavatamrita by Sanatana; the Sandarbhas (Tattva, Bhagavat, 

Paramatma, Sri Krisna Bhakti and Priti) by Jiva Gosvami, Haribhaktivilasa of Sanatana 

Gosvami and Gopala Bhatta6 and these works were followed by the writings ofVrindavan 

Dasa, Krishnadasa Kaviraja and others. 

A close scrutiny of the contents of the Chaitanya Charitamrita by Krishnadasa 

Kaviraja will reveal that theology of the Gaudiya Vaishnava School founded by Sri

Chaitanya is characterized by certain distinctive features which distinguish it from other 

Vaishnava schools of thought. Besides its concept of achinta bhedabheda to explain 

the nature of Brahman, its ontology of Radha, its ideas on the values of human life of 

purushartha7
, the doctrinal exposition of bhakti accompanied by the rasa theory gives 

it a unique position in the realm of religious history. The Gaudiya Vaishnavas accepted 

bhakti as doctrine and a part of theology. They thus evolved a system of partial religious 

emotionalism and explained to intricate classification and nomenclature. Again, the 

rasa theory in relation to bhakti and its various categories with special emphasis on the 

madhura-rasa not only exhibit the profound philosophical knowledge of the Acharya, 

but all these new and fresh ideas taken together amply demonstrate the exclusiveness 

and originality of the Gaudiya Vaishnavism. 
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Before coming to the point of our discussion it is a pre requisite to have an idea 

about the meaning of the term 'Bhakti', and its transformation from time to time during 

the pre-Chaitanya period. The word Bhakti is derived from the root 'Bhaj Sevayam' by 

adding the suffix 'ktin' , which means 'service with love for God". Bhagavati anurakti 

('love for God') from these two words the first and last letter, when combined gives the 

word - 'Bhakti' -"an intense love for God". Thus 'Bhakti' is a spontaneous feeling 

which implies a person to be devoted and faithful to another ... Going a step further the 

root 'bha'', expresses love of the devotee for God and also of God for the devotee"; 

thus it is a mutual relationship of 'reverential devotion' and ' loyal love' .8 

It is to be noted that bhakti in some form or other was not unknown in the Vedic 

and Upani shadic ideas. 9 But it is to be noted that the idea of devotion or the doctrine of 

bhakti which form the salient feature of Vaishnavism are not very conspicuous in the 

Vishnu worship of the Vedas and the Brahmanas more closely associate withyajnathan 

with bhakti or prasada.10 Yet from the time of the Svetasvatara Upanisad onward bhakti 

became an indispensable term for using the sense of faith and devotion. 11 The Ashtadhayi 

of Panini and Buddhist works speak of this in the sense of the love directed to God. By 

the time of the composition of the Bhagavata Gita (c. second century B. C.), it is 

established as a technical religious term. Like Jnana-Karma-Yajna, Bhakti is also 

considered as one of the powerful avenues for realizing the ultimate reality which reaches 

its acme of perfection (parama). 12 It is of the nature of amrita (nectar or immortality) 

or 'it also means that it is undying in nature'. 13 Sandilya explains the term as 'absolute 

devotion to God' (sa paranuraktrisvare) 14 and Svapanesvara illustrates the devotion by 

describing it as a function of the mind with reference to the supreme being similar to 

what is evinced in regard to worldly objects under particular circumstances.15 In the 

later devotional literature a distinction is drawn between bhakti and premam. Bhakti is 

the spontaneous attachment for the desired object, God, being entirely possessed by 

and absorbed in him. Premam is the most concentrated love for God which is full of the 

most intense attachment, and which purifies the heart completely. Divine love (prema) 

is the completion and perfection of devotion (bhakti). 16 

In order to create popular interest of the concept of bhakti, the Puranas, especially 
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the Bhagavata-Purana, looked at the ideas of devotion with a new dimension in addition 

to its earlier bearings. The Puranas introduce emotional joy and ecstatic flavor into it. 

Bhakti or devotion is now loving, joyous and voluntary homage. The jiva by means of 

devotion realizes his intrinsic nature of partnership with god who is kept in obscuration 

by maya which represents the principle of illusion. 

But the interpretation of devotion (bhakti) is further illustrated in an in-depth 

and subtle manner by Chaitanya and his followers in the subsequent period. According 

to the Gaudiya Vaishnavas, bhakti has broadly classified as Sadhana-bhakti, Bhava

bhakti and Pre ma. -bhakti, and each of these three is the representation of different 

stages of realization. 

Sadhana-bhakti is attainable by the senses like hearing the Lord's name, singing 

His kirtana (name) and seeing His beauty. It can be practiced under some given 

circumstances when the devotee completely disregards the obligations of the 

Varnasrama-dharma (Sammatambhaktivignanam bhatvangatvam na karmanam) 17 and 

does not covet sensual enjoyment and liberation. 18 

The VaishnavaAcharyas ordain sixty four rites and rituals for a devotee to attain 

Sadhana-bhakti, like submitting to the guru, accepting mantra or initiation and learning 

bhakti from him; serving the guru faithfully, performing nama samkirtana, etc. 19 

Sadhana-bhakti is also of two kinds- Vaidhi-bhakti and Raganuga-bhakti. When a 

devotee (bhakta) practises Sadhana-bhakti being inspired by the procedures of the 

scriptures, it is called Vaidhi2°, but it is called Raganuga when such a bhakti flows 

spontaneously without any scriptural injunctions or procedures.21 The Raganuga-bhakti 

is again of two types - Pre ma or Karma-rupa and Sambandha-rupa. The source of the 

former is the passionate desire to be Krishna's beloved like the Gopis, while the latter 

seeks establishing relationship with Krishna as His servant, friend or parents. 

Bhava-bhakti is the direct outcome of inner emotion of Krishna, but this is 

something different from love. Bhava-bhakti which is the ultimate stage of Sadhana

bhakti has been described by Rupa Gosva.111i as follows: 
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"When the bhakti for Krishna develops in one's mind, he becomes impatient; 

no one doei, waste his time unnecessarily. He begins to sing His name constantly and 

eulogies him. He then longs for union with Him and starts loving his abode. Outward 

calm is followed by modesty and indifference to the sensual enjoyments. Yet, he remains 

firm in his hope of attaining Him." 22 

On attaining Prema-bhakti which is considered as the final stage of devotion 

and the culmination point of all forms of devotion or bhakti, the devotee feels that 

Krishna is something like his own possession which he would like to keep with love. 

This form of devotion (bhakti) reveals gradually in nine distinct succeeding stages with 

the cultivation of the following deeds, like faith (sraddha), holy company (sadhu

samgata), spiritual practice (bhajana kriya), removal of constraints in the spiritual path 

(anartha nivrittih) devotedness (syattate nishtha), the taste for the state of devotedness 

(ruchistath }, attachment to that State ( athasakti), emotional feeling ( bhava) and premam. 23 

Without going through further elaborate interpretation about the various 

classification of bhakti-bhava (like vaidhi-bhakti or raganuga-bhakti or Prem-bhakti,) 

we may note that the Gaudiya Vaishnavas regard Lord Krishna, the ultimate ideal, as an 

object of love and devotion. The devotee considers Him as the beloved. The exchange 

ofloving reciprocation between the lover (devotee) and the beloved (Krishna) is called 

bhakti-rasa (love sentient), which according to the Vaishnava scriptures are of twelve 

kinds: 

I . Santa-rasa (quiet devotion); 

2. Prita-rasa ( devotion as his faithful); 

3. Preya-rasa ( devotion as a friend); 

4. Vatsalya-rasa (devotion as parents); 

5. Madhura-rasa I ujjvala-rasa ( devotion with erotic); 

6. Hasya-rasa (comic); 

7. Adbhuta-rasa (marvelous); 

8. Vira-rasa (heroic); 

9. Karuna-rasa (pathetic); 

10. Raudra-rasa (furious); 
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11. Bhayanaka-rasa (terrible) and 

12. Vibhatsa-rasa (ghastly). 

Of these the first five are mukhya or primary, while the remaining seven are 

considered as gauna or secondary. 24 According to the Gaudiya Vaishnavas, Lord Krishna 

can be realized by practicing these twelve kinds of bhakti-rasa (love sentient). However, 

the primary rasas are remaining constantly within the heart of the devotees, whereas 

the seven others appear and disappear. A devotee adopts a particular devotional attitude 

according to his inclination and leaning. But madhura-bhava ( an attitude of conjugal 

love) is the best sentient (rasa) for realizing Lord Krishna. 25 The expression of madhura

bhava is distinctly projected in the concept of Radha and her love for Krishna. Her love 

for Krishna transcended all barriers of this mundane world. Sri Chaitanya introduced 

Radha as the idealized representative of bliss. From the philosophical perspective it 

may be said that it is the Gaudiya Vaishnavism which presents the concept of Radha

Krishna-tattva in its most mature and developed form. A super mundane (Paramarthika) 

is transferred semantically to empirical reality (Vyavaharika). Such a form of all 

absorbing love advocated by the Chaitanya School ofVaishnavism through madhura

bhava has been expressed in the following; 

Yuvaker arti yatha yuvati dekhiya I 

Sei rupa arti ar na dekhi bhaviya II 

E karane bhaktagana bhaje Yadupati I 

Patnibhava tar prati sthir kari mati II26 

i.e "as a young man yearns for his sweet-heart, in the same manner the human 

soul may yearn for Krishna. In order to imbibe the same yearning, the Vaishnavas worship 

Yadupati (Krishna) with an attitude of conjugal love." But it is very difficult to perform 

this kind ofworship,27 because the love sentient entertained by Radha towards Krishna 

was entirely different from the ordinary earthly passion.28 Premam (love for god) and 

Kama (lust or earthly passion) characteristically differ from each other as iron from 

gold, in colour and element. Earthly passion (kama) denotes sensual enjoyment of one's 

self while premam devotes to make Krishna happy.29 In order to practice madhura-rati 
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(conjugal love attitude to Krishna) the devotee have to undergo a series of succeeding 

stages, suc;h as, rati, premam, sneha, mana, pranaya, raga, anuraga, bhava and 

mahabhava. Mahabhava is regarded as the supreme form of the realization of love for 

Krishna. In fact, there are many other stages in between these succeeding stages, but we 

have hardly any scope to analyze them in an amplified form. 30 

Thus while dealing with the evolution of the concept of devotion ( bhakti) it 

may be said that earlier Vaishnava Acharya had extolled bhakti as a religious attitude, 

but itis the contribution ofMahaprabhu Sri Chaitanya and his disciples and/ or followers 

to present bhakti not only as a path but they interpreted it also as a rasa. They accepted 

bhakti as a doctrine and a part of theology. The Gaudiya Vaishnavas thus evolved system 

of practical, religious emotionalism and explained its intricate _classifications and 

nomenclature. So Chaitanya transformed the bhakti form of ritualistic procedure into a 

devotional ( bhakti) movement which for a long time over flooded Bengal, its neighboring 

regions and even touched the far off southern soil. To him love and devotion to Krishna 

would lead to the illumination of the mind and to ultimate salvation. He recommended 

dance and music to produce a state of ecstasy in which the bhaktas could have a vision 

of god. W. at bhakti accomplished in a practical . sense to unify the country culturally 

through music, dance, literature, painting, sculptures, temple architecture and allied 

activities c:annot even be measured. The entire country from Kashmir to Kanyakumari 

and Gujrat to Bengal the atmosphere was surcharged with devotional flavor (Bhakti). 

No doubt, several Vaishnavite Acharyas like Madhavendra Puri, Advaitacharya, and 

Srivasa -and others flourished before the advent of Chaitanya, "but the advent of 

Chaitanya''' as observed by S.B. Dasgupta, "was something like a fruition of all their 

devotional penances, and it was an event which was really epoch-making in the religion 

and literature of Bengal. Chaitanya, as he is interpreted by his followers, embodies in 

him the quintessence of both Radha and Krishna, and is both the realizer and realized 

in the same personality." 31 
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I. Chaitanya Charitamrita by Krishnadasa Kaviraj, Basumati Publication, Calcutta. 
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1982.pp.202 

3. It is well known that Chaitanya adopted effective, though simple, methods to 

strengthen his movement by performing Samkirtana and Mahotsavas for propagation 

of his faith, and also for holding the community of his followers together. Samkirtana 

is an informal mode of group singing to accompaniment of musical instruments, 

reciting the name of Krishna loudly with devotion. The Mahotsavas (grand festivals) 

ceremony, also known as macchavas helped Chaitanya to keep in touch with the 

Vaishnava devotees. Such festivals were generally organized at the time of the 

inauguration of temples or when wealthy devotees volunteered to arrange them for 

purpose of community gatherings. These Mahotsavas were preceded and followed 

by Kirtanas and attracted large crowds. 

4. It expounds systematically the theory of bhakti-rasa and its emotionalism. It is divided 

into four vibhaga-Purva, Daksina, Paschima and Uttara, and each of these vibhagas 

are subdivided into two laharis. Any way, the Purva-vibhaga explains different types 

of bhakti, the Daksina treats bhakti as a rasa, and the Paschima describes the five 

mukhya and the Purva to unfold the history of the seven secondary rasas. 

5. Madhura-rasa or ujjvala-rasa is explained separately because ofits prime importance 

in the bhakti-rasa. The text consisting of fifteen Prakaranas (divisions) deals with 

Krishna as a hero and his eternal consort Radha (Radha-Prakarana) exhaustively. The 

succeeding stages of Madhura-rasa are also mentioned in an elaborate manner. 

6. For all these textual information please consult S.K. De, Early History of the 

Vaishnava Faith and Movement in Bengal, Calcutta, Second edition, 1961. Also see 

B.B. Majumdar, Chaitanya Charitera Upadana, where best possible details are 

provided regarding the literary works of the Gosvamis. 

7. Chaitanya considers love for god as the fifth or Panchama Purushartha instead of 
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to have impersonated the five companions of Krishna in Dvaparayuga who were 

Dama, Sudama, Srivasta, Suvala and Suvahu. It is stated that the love-fluid Of 
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earthly love. 
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Regional Development Issue in Indian History 
throughout the Ages 

Ananda Gopal Ghosh 

The primary objective of the present paper is to highlight the issue of the regional 

development in Indian History throughout the ages i.e. from the pre-colonial' to the 

post-colonial phases. Needless to say, the span of the pre-colonial phase is vast and 

elastic. It will encompass even the Maurya-Gupt_a Imperial duo's times, because without 

these first two imperial-ruling dynasties, the present discussion will remain incomplete. 

Th<:: basic pattern of development issue in Indian History throughout the ages 

except the Maurya and Gupta imperial phases was uneven and unbalanced. This 

unevennesB was and is very much visible even today in the different regions of the 
. 

country. It :is not that this uneven or unbalanced development system was confined in 

the frontier region or a region far away from the capital or economically barren only. 

The uneven regional development issue is really complex as well as sensitive one in 

this multi-racial, multi-religious, multi-linguistic and multi-ethnic_mosaic of the Indian 

sub-- continent. India's experiences of the regional development are unique and 

unprecedented in the annals of development of the world. Because India's diversity is 

unparallel and it cannot be compared with any country not even with China. It is in this 

historical backdrop, I would like to examine the issue in the regional perspective which 

is the focal point of the present write-up. 

II 

The unbalanced regional development is a chronic problem in most parts of 

India but the case ofNorth Bengal and North East India is proverbial. A glaring example 

is the pre-merger and the post-merger co·och Behar. To tackle the case ofNorth Bengal, 

the West Bengal Government has set-up a separate board for development known as 

the Uttar Banga Unnayan Parshad and the Union Government of India has set-up a 
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separate secretariat for the North-East states. It is the hard proof of the unbalanced 

regional development. The examples can be multiplied. But for the convenience of the 

constructive discussion, I would like to confine it to North Bengal and North-East India 

in particular. 

III 

The Bengali lexicographical meaning of the English vocabulary "Region" is 

'Anchal ''. It comes from the earthy and colloquial Bengali word 'Aachal'. However, 

the connotation of the present English vocabulary 'Region' is different in many respects 

from the Bengali word 'Anchal'. The region may be a conglomeration of heterogeneous 

or homogenous areas. There is no unified or cohesive character of the region at least in 

North Bengal and North East India. Obviously, the sub-region issue cannot be excluded 

from the discussion canvas of the present discourse. 

IV 

Conceptually region and regional development issue is the direct product of the 

Merchant-Colonial-Imperial Rule. In the pre-colonial phase the centre versus region 

question did not arise because the central power was absolute and centralized. The 

emperor or the king was at the apex of the power-centre. Naturally, no body raised any 

question on the paradigm of the development. But what was interesting is that the first 

Imperial Ruling Dynasty - the Mauryan rulers were very much aware of the regional 

development issue. The classic example was the construction of the Sudarshan Lake at 

Junagadh (presently in Gujrat-Rajasthan border area) for water supply and irrigation. 

The Danda Samata and the Danda Manyata codes were also the illustrations of the 

balanced development plan. Both Chandragupta Maurya and Chanakya were well 

acquainted with the diversity of the Empire. Subsequently, the Imperial Guptas had 

toed in the lines of the Mauryas with modifications. This balanced development system 

had been continued up to the time ofHarshavardhana, the last Indian Empire builder of 

the Aryavarta Region. However, after the demise of Harshavardhana, we do not find 
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any Imperial ruling dynasty in the Indian sub-continent. This vacuum unconsciously 

had given the birth to regional identity question. It was very much visible in the field of 

language. Had India been governed by an Imperial dynasty, the multilingual environment 

would not have come into picture because a strong and centralized government could 

not promote the cause of multilingualism. Unilingualism is the creed of the centralized 

state or the Dyna.stic Rule. For example we can mention the case of China. The Manchu 

Dynasty, though not capable of preserving the territorial integrity of China, acted as a 

symbol of unity. So, despite the advent of the warlords (which were also Chinese) the 

Chinese people felt the necessity of a kind of unity. 

The regional identity in India was further cemented by the local languages. It 

was acted in two-ways. First, the foreign rulers who had settled here patronized and 

espoused the cause of the local languages rather than the holy language (Sanskrit) or 

the court language of the pre-Muslim India. This promotion of the regional or local 

language in the long run led to the birth of the regional identity. Secondly, the Bhakti 

movement of the 15th and 16th centuries also promoted the cause of the regional or 

local language because all the preachers of the Bhakti movements preached their social 

and religious doctrine through the spoken language of the people. For example, Srimant 

Shankar Deb of Assam preached in Assamese, Sri Chaitanya Dev in Bengali, Ramdas 

in Marathi and Vasaveshwara in Telegu languages. This, in the long run, had given the 

birth to the Assamese, Marathi and Telegu identity. At the outset, it was confined to the 

language and culture. However, with the passage of time particularly after the 

introduction of the democratic elements, the regional development question was cropping 

up in an embryonic form. What is interesting was that the Colonial administrations of 

the three Presidencies - Bengal, Bombay and Madras had entered into a long-drawn 

conflict in regard to the regional economic development, service opportunity and other 

subsidiary issues. I am presenting here a specific example of such conflict. 

After the introduction of the I.C.S. examination system for the recruitment of 

the civilian for India, it was found that among the successful cand_idates, the percentage 
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of the Bengalis was much high. The students of the other regions could not succeed 

much. Naturally, resentment was growing in the other regions oflndia. In order to meet 

their grievances, the government of the Madras presidency had suggested that the 

recruitment for the I.C.S. cadre should be based on region. A bit interesting argument ·• 

because the cause of the regional voice was uttered from the mouth of the colonial

imperial administrators. Like the caste system, the regional identity i.e. regional 

development issue was so deep rooted that the colonial-foreign administrators were 

divided among themselves. They became the champion of region and regional issue of 

the Colonial India. This was really a matter of serious study and analysis. It was not an 

American type of regional rupture i.e. South versus North. It was something more than 

American regionalism or Chinese regionalism. Was it only a Colonial device of divide 

and rule? It is very difficult to get the answer straight way without proper historical 

evidences. The issue is so serious that any sweeping or passing comment will not help 

us to get the appropriate answer. Let us study the issue from other perspectives. 

History suggests us that unbalanced regional development is the direct offshoot 

of the colonial-administrative and economic system. Accepting this dictum, we want to 

say that the case of India and Indonesia is unique one. We found close similarity between .. 

the unbalanced regional development of the Dutch East Indies i.e. Indonesia and the 

British East Indies i.e. India. Both were colonial powers. But there was a difference 

between the British colonialism and the Dutch colonialism in practice, though 

theoretically both had the same kind of background. Geographically and to some extent 

historically, the past of India and Indonesia is identical. Indonesia was consisted roughly 

of227 islands with multi-religious profile despite the predominance of the Muslims. A 

serious conflict was started between the province of Aceh and the province of Java 

immediately after the independence. Prof. Nur-uddin, the leader of the secessionist 

movement of Aceh, has complained that the ·oil, coal and other mineral resources of 

Aceh was used for the industrial development of Java. The seeds of this unseen regional .,, 

development were sown by the Dutch Colonial Government. It is actually a colonial 

legacy. And even today Indonesia has been suffering from such colonial hangover. 
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India on the other hand was consisted of 563 princely states and twelve British 

Indian provinces on the eve of the independence. It is true that the movement of the 

Colonial-Imperial rulers had brought the sub-continent under one political umbrella 

with two broad political administrative structures - the British India and the princely 

India. Again in British India there was no unitary system of administration. For example, 

we can mention the names of the multifarious administrative structures such as Non-. . 

Regulation., Scheduled District Act, Excluded Area Act, partially Excluded Area Act, 

Inner line Regulation etc. Such type of various administrative devices had given the 

birth to th! unbalanced regional development issue because for each administrative 

unit, the Colonial-Imperial Government had introduced a special type of development 

model. A j,ertinent question has been raised by the post-colonial historians and the 

social ·scie:ntists. The question is why the different types of administrative structures 

were introduced by the Merchant-Colonial-Imperial power. The stereotype answer is 

that the Merchant-Colonial power's ulterior motive was to implant the policy of divide 

et empera i.e. Divide and Rule. It is partially true, but not wholly. The post-colonial 

scholars have presented a new view on the British mindset. The early Merchant-Colonial 

administra ors ·had firmly believed that India was a mere geographical expression. It is, 

in practice,, a conglomeration of the different regions under one roof. Eminent British 

statesmen, Sir Winston Churchill once told - 'India is a geographical expression. It is 

more a united nation than the Equator'. The comment of Churchill was a reflection of 

his misunderstanding of the underlying unity of the Spiritual India. India may be 

compared with the ancient Greece, Athens, Sparta, Corinth, etc. The administration, 

the rituals and above all the king was different in each city state. Still, there was an 

undivided Greek mentality among the citizens of the city-states because the religion, 

gods and goddesses, language, myths and finally the culture were one. However, the 

much-talked, much-discussed and much-used hackneyed phrase 'Unity in Diversity' 

was used indiscriminately by the Merchant-Colonial think-tank. This 'Unity in Diversity' 
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dictum had greatly influenced merch;1I1ts-colonial administrators to introduce various 

administrative frames and development models for Colonial India. 

However, we can precisely mention the case of the introduction of the Railways 

in the Khashi-Garo-Jaintia Hills. In order to save the tribal identity in the form of 

language, religion and culture, the Colonial Government did not like migration or 

settlement of the non-tribals in the tribal regions. If they introduced rail, they could not 

check the migration of the advanced plain people. Even today, the Meghalaya tribals do 

not like the introduction of the Railways in their homeland. As a result the pace of the 

economic development of Colonial and Post-Colonial Meghalaya is very slow. At the 

outset the Colonial Government's policy of segregation and in the post-colonial phase 

the schizophrenic attitude of the tribal people of Meghalaya, in practice, has retarded 

the process of development. The North East as well as the part of the Northern Bengal 

is the classic examples of this paradigm of development. 

However, the Colonial Governments policy towards the tribals was not uniform. 

On the contrary, we found dichotomy in the policy of the Government. For example, 

the Colonial Government had introduced the railway lines in the first phase in the 

ferocious tribal infested places of the North Western part oflndia such as Dera Ismail 

Khan, Dera Ghazi Khan, Dera Bugti, Jamrud etc. This railway line was economically 

not viable. Still, the British Colonial Government had patronized the cause of the railway 

lines whereas they did not introduce the railway lines in the Khashi-Jaintia-Garo Hills 

region. Apart from this, the tribal people of the North East had become the Britisher's 

religious brothers. The most of the tribals had embraced Christianity. The tribals of the 

North Western part of India, on the other hand, were the followers oflslam and did not 

like the British domination. As a result of different reasons, the tribals of the two regions 

wuld not come in the broader spectrum of development. 

The merchant-cum-colonial adventurers had entered India through the oceanic 

routes. The time, when they had settled in this part of the globe, is regarded by the 

historians as the 'Oceanic Age'. The advent of the 'Oceanic Age' had a far-reaching 
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impact upon India because in the pre-oceanic age, India's development center or region 

or mart wa:; concentrated in the heartland of India. It is true that the maritime region 

was also there. However, the land-regions received much more attention with the advent 

of the oceanic merchants' power in India. We found that the maritime regions were 

developed tremendously. In fact, the early phase of the merchant-colonial powers' 

expansion was confined to the coastal belt of India - a new paradigm of development. 

Calcutta, Bombay and Madras came to be the new nodal centers of the merchants

colonial powers' political, commercial and administrative expansion. So, a new trend 

was emergt:d in the practice of development of the coastal region. The classic example 

was Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Goa, Pondicherri, etc. These new centers had never 

been the centers of importance either as trade or politics or administration in the history 

of the sub-continent. However, the merchant--colonial powers of Europe had 

concentrate:d in the oceanic region. For example, in Bengal area the Hooghly-Ganga 

river basin was developed as the most flourishing center oftrade-cum-commerce-cum

administration. It was an unprecedented event in the history of the world that all the 

leading-maritime-cum-commercial powers of the contemporary world- the Portuguese, 

the Dutch, the French, the Danish, the Armenians and the English - had settled in and 

around the Hoogly-Ganga-Bhagirathi riverine-region. In the initial phase it was a 

commercial hub, but with the passage of time it became the commerce-cum--industry

cum-administration-cum-cultural hubs of the country. As a result, a new paradigm was 

emerged in the field of development. The inland region could not receive much attention 

of the merchant-colonial powers. Though it is true that the inland region was brought 

under their control in the later phase, it finally emerged as the immediate cause of the 

unbalanced regional development, a worst feature of the merchant-colonial powers' 

development policy. This Colonial legacy of the unbalanced regional development had 

given the bi.rth to coastal versus land feud in the Colonial period and core versus periphery 

and center versus margin tug of war in the post-Colonial period. 

The coastal versus land feud had another pernicious effect on th.~ regional 

development question. The coastal belt area was selected for the growth of the modem 
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industries despite the non-availability of the raw materials. For example, the jute industry 

was developed in and around Calcutta and Howrah, but the jute-producing areas were 

located in the East and North Bengal region. This colonial hangover is very much visible 

even after the sixty years of the de-colonization of India. 

The Merchant-Colonial-Imperial ruler's innovation of the 'Martial Race Theory' 

was another factor, which was responsible for unbalanced regional development. It 

was actualiy invented after the last Anglo-Sikh war (1849), though it was implemented 

in the soil after the great political upheaval of1857-1858. Since then Punjab had enjoyed 

the 'Most-Favoured Province' status. Apart from the Punjab, the Western part of the 

United Provinces (presently Hariyana and Western Uttar Pradesh) was the largest 

beneficiaries of the Martial Race Theory. As because it was an agricultural zone, the 

Merchant-Colonial Government had extended the facilities of irrigation, farming and 

fertilizer to these regions. In fact, the largest irrigation network in the world was built

up in this region by the merchant-colonial rulers. This had given the birth to a prosperous 

Agricultural class in the Punjab and the Western Uttar Pradesh cutting across the religious 

lines. This prosperous Agricultural class had also formed a political party composed by 

the Hindu, Sikh and Muslim peasants known as the Unionist Party on the basis of 

agricultural development solidarity. Even in the hey-day of communal-tension in 1946, 

the Unionist Party of the Punjab had retained their class unity and agricultural solidarity. 

The communal solidarity did not succeed to break the agricultural solidarity. 

The change as well as continuity of history and geography is another important 

factor to be reckoned to locate the cause of the unbalanced regional development. It is 

true that the geography is never changed. It is nature's creation. But due to the change 

of history, the geographical importance of the region is changed. The change may be 

positive or negative. For example, due to the partition of the country, nay Bengal, in 

194 7 Haldibari, a trade mart of the Princely state of Cooch Behar, had lost its commercial 

importance particularly in respect of jute trade. Before the partition special jute train 

was introduced between Haldibari and Calcutta. Same is the case of Kalimpong of 

present Darjeeling District. Since time immemorial, Kalimpong had been the important 
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commercial hub between Tibet and the plains of Bengal. This position of Kalimpong 

had been continued up to the out-break of the Sino-Indian conflict in 1962. After the 

Sino-Indian imbroglio, Kalimpong had lost her former glamour as an international trade 

center. So despite geographical location, Kalimpong had lost her former status in the 

sphere of trade and commerce due to the historical phenomenon. On the other hand, 

due to the partition and afterwards due to the Sino-Indian conflict in 1962, Siliguri, a 

sleepy foothills village of the pre-partition days, is turning into the most vibrant and 

international commercial .hub of West Bengal, nay, India. 

The development patterns of the Princely states and the British Indian provinces 

or States was also uneven. This unevenness was distinctively visible in the field of 

education, agriculture and other spheres. If any researcher of the post-colonial India 

carefully observes the centers of discontent, he will find that the most of the centers 

were form(~rly the Princely states. This is very much true in the Princely states of the 

North East India i.e. Cooch Behar, Tripura and Manipur. The same is the case of 

Vidharbha and Telengana. They are formerly a part of the Princely states. All these 

formerly princely states are agitating for the creation of the separate states on the pretext 

of the unbalanced regional development. 

The lack of talent power is also an important cause of the unbalanced regional 

development. Despite the abundance of the natural resources, the Arab countries, the 

African countries and the North Eastern part of India including North Bengal, became 

the victims of the non-availability of the talented power. On the other hand, Israel with 

her constraint of natural resources has developed her economy with the help of talent 

power. Prof. B. D. Bhattacharjee, Vice-chancellor of the Jawharlal Nehru University, 

has rightly explained the role of talent power in the development of Israel. 

In the last phase of my discussion I am coming to the question of the unbalanced 

regional evelopment in the Hindu Nepal and the Islamic Pakistan. I consciously used 

the terminology Hindu and Islamic in the prefix of Nepal and Pakist~. The separation 

of the East Pakistan from the mainstream Pakistan is another classic example of 
'· 

unbalanced regional development. In Nepal, the same kind of problem has originated. 
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The unbalanced development between the Kathmandu valley and the Nepal Terai has 

triggered the present day violent agitation in the Terai region. 
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Legacies of Indian Connection in Myanmar 

Kausik Bandyopadhyay 

Introductiion 

From time immemorial, India has had strong historical and cultural ties with 

Myanmar. The spread of Buddhism has been the most enduring legacy of Indian 

connection in Myanmar (Burma)1• Buddhism came to Burma from India in the Asokan 

era, and since then has permeated every aspect of Burmese life. It was a philosophy that 

enabled the Burmese to meet the challenges of the outside world with supreme 

confidence, yet at the same time breeding a strong indifference to the outside world. 

The subjugation of Burma and the end of Burmese monarchy after the Third Anglo

Burmese \.Var provided a traumatic experience for the Burmese and an unprecedented 

break witb the past. However, under British imperialism, both the countries suffered 

the same pain of suppression and economic exploitation, and their sentiments also ran 

together to get liberated from the yoke of foreign rule. The Indians played a very 

significant role in the economic life of colonial Bmma. They were prominent in transport, 

industry, labour, road construction, banking, insurance and exchange business, wholesale 

and retail trade. Moreover, trade was the vital aspect oflndo-Burmese economic relations 

in colonial period. Geographical proximity, joint administration and complementary 

character of the economy between India and Burma, contributed to a large extent to the 

developm~nt of their trading links. The Indian nationalist movement, on the other hand, 

was instrumental in setting the pattern of direct challenge to British imperial rule in 

Burma, a!, it not only provided the Burmese people with the basic objectives of 

constitutional reforms but it also gave them the message of non-violent struggle and 

boycott methods which they later employed in their fight for freedom from colonial 

exploitation. Thus on the cultural, economic and political planes, India and Burma had 

close ideological and methodological exchanges, which proved beneficial to both. As 
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Swapna Bhattacharya rightly says, "If the governments and people of India and Myanmar 

want to improve their relations, the fulcrum of the past would definitely provide a good 

foundation."2 It is on this premise that I look to revisit the legacies of Indian connection 

in Myanmar, emphasizing mainly the reciprocity in economic and nationalist movements 

between the two neighbours and outlining the prospects of a culturally viable economic 

relation between them. 

Indians in Colonial Burma: Immigration, Economy a_nd Politics3 

The British governed Burma first from Calcutta and then from Delhi. Till 193 7 

it remained a province of British India. Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries labour 

and administrative personnel were inducted from India into Burma to support British 

rule. Before the Second World War, Indians numbered one million out of a total 

population of 16 million in the country. Forty percent of Rangoon's population was 

Indian. This large immigrant community played a major role in the economic, social 

and political life of colonial Burma. The direct domination of the rich Irrawaddy plain 

and delta by the British was necessary for the empire, and Rangoon, the main protected 

port, became the main centre of colonial Burma, relegating Mandalay to the _ranks of 

historic city. Once the region was pacified in the early 20th century, the British controlled 

tq.e entire country and its approximately 8 million inhabitants, with close to 3000 British 

soldiers, 4000 sepoys, 10000 military police (for the most part Indians, except for the 

officers) and 7000 civil police ( also mostly Indians but also Karens, Kachins and Chins). 4 

Besides, in 1852 the British started organizing a massive migration oflndian labour to 

Burma from Assam (by road) or Madras and Calcutta (by sea) to ensure their control 

· over the country. The knowledge of the English language as well as the col9nial British 

legal and administrative system facilitated the influx of educated Indian migrants. Thus 

a class of minor Indian officials (in the colonial administration, justice system, armed 

forces and p~lice, as well as educational system), attracted by higher wages than those 

prevailing in India, soon settled down in Burma, first around Rangoon, then in the 
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entire country. Small traders also began to move into Lower Burma and the Mandalay 

region to take advantage of the colonial-type economic organization that the British 

had set up there. 5 

These Indians, often of low castes, came to Burma not as conquerors, but as 

servants of the British Empire. Telegu Chettiars (moneylenders), Marwari bankers, Parsis 

as well as some Tamil and Gujarati merchant castes soon began to control the region's 

financial 2nd commercial business. Furthermore, large estates grew around some Bihari 

zamindar families, particularly in Irrawaddy fluvial plain. In 1938, 25 percent of the 

country's fertile land belonged to Indian capitalist landlords. Agricultural labour, mainly 

seasonal (November to April), was also imported to work in Burmese rice fields, in 

particular from eastern India (Bihari and Andhra population), as well as a number of 

' coolies' orters) in Burmese ports. The city's rickshaws long remained the monopoly 

of Tamil Madrasis. The Indian population thus played an important role in the newly 

annexed province. In 1890, five years after Mandalay was annexed, 38 percent pf the 

population of Bhamo, close to the Chinese province of Yunnan on the Irrawaddy River, 

was Indian and at the beginning of the 20th century, close to half of Rangoon's population 

was of Indian origin.6 A number oflndianmigrants did marry Burmese women. Children 

of Hindu fathers and Burmese mothers (Buddhist), raised according to Buddhist precepts 

(while children of Muslim fathers and Buddhist mothers were raised according to the 

Muslim religion), were an important part of the urban population at the beginning of 

the century. The period between 1890 and 1920 was a time of massive economic growth 

and political stability in colonial Burma. However, its economic prosperity only benefited 

those who were involved in the colonial trade. Close to 80 percent of Burmese products 

(particularl.y rice) were exported to India, while the rest were sent to China. Besides, 

the Chinese maintained a considerable presence in Burma.7 

As I have already mentioned, the Indians played a very significant role in the 

economic life of colonial Burma. They were prominent transport, industry, labour, road 

construction, banking, insurance and exchange business, wholesale and retail trade. 
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Moreover, trade was th~ vital aspect of Indo-Burmese economic relations in colonial 

period. Geographical proximity, joint administration and complementary character of 

the economy between India and Burma, contributed to a large extent to the development 

of their trading links. The presence of a large number of Indian trading community of 

Chettairs was an important factor in the augmentation of trade between the two 

CXlll1ries. 

Contemporary studies and documents including the riot enquiry committee 

reports suggest that there existed a serious apprehension in the minds of many Burmese 

that the Indian immigration was largely responsible for unemploymt:!nt in Myanmar. 

This was but natural in a society where immigrants played a crucial role. It was also 

recommended that in the interests of both the countries some vigorous efforts should 

be made to ascertain the extent of conflict of interests between Indians and Burmese 

and to formulate policies to remove the causes of the existing conflict "without injustice 

to each community and recognizing the rights of both. ''8 

Despite the criticality of the issue of Indian immigration in colonial Burma and 

the kind of impact it had on mid-twentieth century India-Burma relations, it is important 

to revisit India's contribution to the making of modem Myanmar. To the extent Indian 

business groups played a positive role in the country should be accorded due recognition. 

As Bhattacharya has shown, Indian labour and money played a crucial role in building 

the city of Rangoon.9 Many Indians, who served as public servants in Burma, "loved 

the country, learnt the language and came close to the Burmese people. They also enjoyed 

high respect in society."10 In Bhattacharya's words: "During the British period a large 

number of active Indians adapted themselves so spontaneously to their new life in 

Burma and worked hard to make really a melting point, a multi-ethnic multi-religious 

tolerant liberal city." 11 More importantly, as Nihar Ranjan Ray once remarked: "Sino

Burmese relations are older than Indo-Burmese, yet when India appeared on the Burmese 

scene, she seemed to have made an important and abiding impression. This is not merely 

limited to the field of religion but goes very much deeper into the very basis of material 
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life."12 One must not therefore forget the close mental bond the Indians cultivated towards 

their adopted country and the identification of both the Burmese and the Indians with 

Burma as their country. This can inspire the people of_the two countries to build up a 

solid prosperous relationship. And the complementarity between the two countries at 

the political level needs to be analyzed in this context. 

Nationalist Movement in Colonial Burma: Revisiting the Indian Connection13 

In 1he pre-British period, nationalism in Burma had always gone along with a 

strong devotion to Buddhism and an allegiance to the royalty. When the British came, 

the traditional Burmese institutions were abolished or strictly controlled, revealing an 

intellectua l vacuum. As British rulers and their Indian servants mastered the Burmese 

political sphere, the Burmese intellectual and political leadership was merely non

existent. Despite this, a strong nationalist feeling began to develop from the 1920s. In 

this procei;s, 'the Burmese were strongly influenced by the intellectual and political 

developmt::nts taking place in India. The rise in power of the Indian National Congress 

with its branch in Rangoon, the widespread distribution of its nationalist press right up 

to Burma, the visits of Indian national leaders like Gandhi, Tilak and Subhas Bose to 

the province and the participation of Burmese leaders in the central assembly in Delhi 

strongly influenced the initial nationalist debates in Burma. "If Burma (Myanmar) had 

been politically isolated from India", Albert D. Moscotti writes, "its progress towards 

self-rule would have been slow and more uncertain."14 At the initial stage of its nationalist 

movement Burma suffered from lack of leadership. As Aung San once remarked: 

We are fully prepared to follow men who are able and willing to be leaders like 

Ma.hatma Gandhi, C.R. Das, Motilal Nehru and Tilak of India; . .. Let anybody 

appear who can be like such a leader, who dares to be like such a leader. We are 

waiting. 15 
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However, while admiring and copying the Congress model, some Burmese leaders 

tried to define a distinct identity, different from the national one developed in India. 16 

At various stages the Indian nationalists set the pace for reform in Burma and 

demonstrated methods of political action aimed at gaining freedom from foreign rule. 

The boycott, the hartal and the legislative walk-out were the techniques of political 

agitations which spread to Burma from India. 17 Moreover opposition to a common 

enemy strengthened the bond of cooperation between the nationalist movements of 

both the countries. The movement which the Burmese leaders launched followed more 

or less the lines of the non-cooperation movement started by Gandhi in the 1920s to 

attain complete independence from the British rule. Burma also had a branch of the 

Indian National Congress, the membership of which was confined mostly to Indians 

settled there. A number of prominent Burmese nationalists too were members of the 

Provincial Committee of the Indian National Congress and attended its sessions. U 

Ottama, a political monk and the leader of the 'Home Rule' agitation, who was also in 

touch with the Bengal revolutionaries, and U Chit Hlaing, the President of the General 

Council of Burmese Associations (GCBA), were the two most prominent figures among 

them. 

Indian National Congress and the GCBA worked in tandem during the whole 

Non-cooperation Movement and even beyond that. Whenever the occasion came each 

of them supported the other in its course of freedom struggle against the rule. In one of 

its half-yearly conferences at Pakokku in 1925, the GCBA took the following resolution: 

As Burma and India are both desirous of independence, and as the Indian National 

Congress and the Burmese General Council thinks and acts along similar principles, it 

is to be placed on record that the GCBA will give all support to Congress organizations 

in India and Burma. 18 

Burmese leaders never doubted the wise intention of the Indian National 

Congress in their course of struggle against foreign rule and whenever the occasion 

came both of them cooperated with each other against their common enemy - British 

imperialism. 
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Most of the Indian political, religious and even the sectional and caste 

organizations such as the Khilafat, Muslim League, Hindu Mahasabha, the Khalsas 

and the Akalis, Arya Samaj and the Nattukottai Chettiars had their branches in Burma 

which invited political leaders and religious preachers from India. Gandhi, Nehru, Subhas 

Bose and Jatindra Mohan Sen Gupta paid visits to Burma and influenced not only the 

Indians but also the Burmese public opinion. As in other colonized countries, Gandhi 

remained an icon in Burmese political life throughout its struggle for national 

independence. From the 1930s, as in India, national movement in Burma began to get 

radicalized under the impact of Thakins who formed the Dobhama Asiayone or 'We 

Burmese Society'. Aung San and U Nu were its noted leaders. The close links between 

the nationalist movements of two countries get vividly reflected in the comments of 

Gandhi and Ba Maw. Gandhi, during his visit to Burma in March 1929 said, "In India it 

is a common saying that the way to Swaraj is through Mandalay."19 Ba Maw, on the 

other hand, recollects in his Memoirs of Revolution: 

It had .always been like that; Burma had followed India politically from as far as the 

First World War, which may be said to mark the beginning of our new political 

consciousness. The great wave of the future, as it was hopefully called, which that 

war set free reached us through India. That country's example largely guided us through 

the inter-war years. Some of the current words and techniques of the communist and 

socialist wing of the Indian National Congress began to be employed by our more 

restless youths in the years before the Second World War, and such a phenomenon 

further increased due to Indian impact.20 

But an important feature of the nationalism of Burma was its anti-foreignism 

directed against the British but at times against the immigrants from India as well. 

Presence of a large number of Indians in Burma, their economic position, their transitory 

character, the appearance of the moneylenders and the growth of aggressive nationalism 

in Burma created bitterness against Indians in the minds of certain sections of the 

Burmese people. This should again be understood in terms of a global historical 

experience of immigrant societies. 
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It is also important to note that the Indian revolutionaries abroad came to forge 

a close nexus with the Burmese political movement in the early twentieth century. The 

role of Inaian revolutionaries in the context of complementarity of political-nationalist 

movements of India and Burma is immortally personified in Sabyasachi, the hero of 

Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay's celebrated novel Pather Dabi. In fact, the impact of 

Indian revolutionaries of Burma on the Bengali youth was quite inspirational. That the • 

Bengal-Burma contact remained a constant source of concern for the British becomes 

evident from the continuous proscription of Pather Dabi till Sarat Chandra's death.21 

As we all know, Burma was separated from India in 193 7. The relations between 

the two nations, however, by no means deteriorated. To promote mutual cooperation 

and understanding Nehru visited Burma two months after separation. In Burma, he 

addressed several meetings and met many important nationalist leaders of Burma. He 

appealed for wider cooperation and preservation of friendly spirit between Indians and 

Burmese. 22 Subhas Chandra Bose, the Congress President in 193 8, appealed; "We cherish 

feelings of friendship, cordiality ~d esteem for Burma and her culture and civilization, 

with which so much in common. We also feel that Burma must have her freedom just as 

India must. (But we expect our Burmese friends to do justice to the Indian minority.)"23 

After 1938, the Indian National Congress became a great source of inspiration to the 

young Thakins of Burma who by now had become quite popular in their country. They 

started sending delegates to the annual meetings of the Indian National Congress. This 

gave them an opportunity to come in contact with Nehru, the Congress leader and 

Jayprakash Narayan, the socialist and also with l:llany Indian communists who operated 

within the congress Socialist ranks. The proclamations and methods of the Indian 

National Congress were studied and often copied by the Thakin nationalists. In March 

1940, Aung San led a Thakin delegation to the Ramgarh session of the Indian National 

Congress. The delegation met important Congress leaders as well as many politically 

sensitive ·places. At Ahmedabad, on 7 April 1940 Aung San addressed a meeting of 

students with the followings words: "If a struggle is started in India, it will have its 
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repercuss:lons in Burma and its is just possible that the struggle may be started 

simultaneously in Burma and India. If Mahatma Gandhi's experiments in non-violence 

succeed it will give a new light to the world and we are watching it sympathetically."24 

A significant development during the period of Japanese occupation of Burma 

was the lia.iso:n between Bose and some important Burmese leaders including Ba Maw. 

Bose's 'Sovereign State of Azad Hind' established at Singapore in October 1943 later 

shifted its headquarters to Rangoon in January 1944. The cooperation between Bose, 

Japan and Burma had obvious impact on Indo-Burmese relations. India never forgot 

the interests of her Asian neighbours during the critical days of the Second World War. 

In 1942 when the AICC gave a call for Quite India Movement it did not confine its 

demands for freedom to India alone. Rather it demanded freedom to entire Asia including 

Burma. 25 Nehru too reiterated that the Congress party "want to see not only India free 

but also Burma, Malaya and the rest of Asia now under the Japanese."26 It was this 

concern for Burma and other Southeast Asian countries that motivated the AICC in 

June 1935 to instruct the Congress participants in the Shimla conference to make it 

clear that upon the conclusion of the war the Indian Govt. should not "support any 

policy aimed at the continuation of imperialist control of any one of the countries of 

south East Asia", nor shall it "allow the use oflndian resources for the deprivation of 

freedom of any of these countries. "27 

During the post-World War period, British policy towards Burma was influenced 

to a very great extent by the developments that had taken place in India. In 1942, the 

Indians had waged the Quite India Movement against the British. The cry of nationalism 

had spread throughout the country. It gradually became evident that the Indians were 

going to achieve independence in the near future. In such a situation the British had to 

keep in mind India while formulating a policy for Burma and vice versa. They knew 

that "Burma's post-war status would inevitably influence and be influenced by what 

happened in India. "28 The growing pressure of Burmese demands for freedom compelled 

the British Govt. to issue a policy statement called the White Paper on Burma on 17 
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May 1945. It envisaged Governor's personal rule for the country for another three years, 

·at the end of which elections were to be held and Burma was to attain self-rule.29 This 

White Paper was denounced not only by the people of Burma but also by the Indian 

leaders. The Burmese saw it as an instrument deliberately devised to withhold the 

independence of the country. Nehru also described this Paper to be unsatisfactory 

document and declared that if the British Government desired to meet the demands of 

th~ Burmese people it would have to revise its policy towards Burma,30 

During the last stage of India's struggle for independence, Indians expressed 

concern over the independence of other countries of the region including Burma, which 

were under colonial rule. The Indian National Congress expressed its deep anxiety over · 

the attempts being made to "maintain the political and economic subjection of Burma, •· 

Malaya, Indo-China and Indonesia."31 In a resolution of 23 September 1945, the AICC 

declared: 

To continue imperialist domination over these countries, under whatever name or 

guise, would be a denial and repudiation of the professions made by the United Nations 

during wartime and sow the seeds of future wars .... A free India will inevitable seek 

the close and friendly associations with her neighbour countries, and would especially 

seek to develop common policies for defence, trade and economic and cultural 

development with China, Burma, Malaya, Indonesia and Ceylon.32 

This AICC resolution on Asia's freedom had its echo abroad. At New York on 

24 September 1945, Viajaylakshmi Pandit emphasized that "India's freedom can have 

no meaning unless Burma, Malaya and other colonial possessions are also free."33 

The developments that took place in Burma during this period always drew 

attention of the Indians. On the eve of the formation of the Burmese Interim Govt., 

Nehru sent a warm message to the people pf Burma on 27 Sept. 1946 in which he said 

"I expect this will rapidly lead to the freedom and independence of Burma and also to 

close relations between our two countries."34 J.B. Kripalini, the Congress President, 

also pleaded for close and friendly relations between India and Burma. On 23 Sept. he 
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said: "Indian nationals in Burma must identify themselves with the people of Burma 

and mix with them as sugar does with milk. Knit together in a common friendly 

relationship, India, Burma and Ceylon will be in a position to fulfill their historical 

mission in 1he creation of a federation of Asiatic nations that would constitute a powerful 

bulwark against imperialism and exploitation, whether of the Western or the Eastern 

type."35 

It was not only that the Indians supported the Burmese struggle. The Burmese 

nationalists reciprocated similar sentiments of sympathy towards India's struggle for 

independence. On 24 July 1946 Aung San expressed his deep concern for India in the 

following terms: 

Our policy towards India ... in Burma is one of the broadest conception and generosity 

... We have no axe to grind, we nurture no ... racial bitterness and ill will ... We stand 

for more than friendly relations with our neighbours. We want to be not merely good 

neighbours, but good brothers even .. . We stand for immediate mutual understanding 

and joint action, wherever and whenever possible, from now for our mutual interests 

and for the freedom of India, Burma and indeed all Asia. We stand for these and we 

trust Indian national leaders in India implicitly.36 

U Saw, another nationalist leader and ex-premier of Burma expressed his 

confidence that '"'An independent India as a united nation will be a source of strength 

to Asia strategically, politically and economically."37 

Naturally, when India and Burma became independent respectively in 194 7 and 

1948, despite the hardening issue of immigration to be settled by the respective 

governments shortly, both looked towards a prospective future relation of sustainable 

cooperation and mutual understanding. Given Burma's geo-strategic importance to 

India's northeast frontier, a solid political and economic relation complemented by 

cultural exchanges became the most viable policy option for India. The international 

posture of the new democratic Burmese government under U Nu, particularly adopting 

the Nehruvian diplomatic approach of non-alignment, raised hope for such an enduring 
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relationship between the two countries. But the rise of military Burma under the 

leadership of General Ne Win in 1962 by staging a coup d'etat and the continued 

domination of the junta till date in the backdrop of increasing Chinese influence in the 

country, .that hope has been under serious stress for the last four and half decades. The 

recent political and cultural exchanges between the two nations at both official and 

private levels have once again raised some hope for improved relations and future 

cooperation on a serious and long-term note. 

Postscript 

While dealing with the question of building and strengthening a reciprocally 

viable friendly relationship between the two countries, it is important to emphasize the 

need to develop an open-ended approach by the academics/scholars of Myanmar. In 

colonial Myanmar, "the lack of an elite meant that there was little to guide and spur on 

the people to reach out for greater achievements."38 That is why in present Myanmar it 

.. 

.. 

is imperative that the intellectuals take the lead in inspiring the younger generation to • 

become a part of global village of scholars. As Burmese society "still remains a society 

waiting for its true potential to be realized"39, academic open-endedness accompanied • 

by regular scholarly and cultural exchanges with countries like India, which have a 

strong presence in the global academic map, especially in the humanities and social 

sciences, might open up a new horizon for Myanmar. 

In the present scenario of building up a viable relationship between the two 

countries, cultural exchanges should play a pivotal role. As scholarly visits, academic 

presentations and conferences and joint research ventures form an integral part of such 

fruitful exchanges, both India and Myanmar should look forward to engage more and 

more in such programs. And India can be gateway of scholarly/academic exchange for 

students, teachers and scholars of Myanmar from various branches of humanities and 

social sciences. Returning scholars and involved academics might be able to do wonders 

with the output of their visits, projects and works by helping or showing the respective 

governments to devise workable policies towards a road not only to reciprocally viable 
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cultural relationship but to sustainable political relationship and integrated economic 

development. 

More importantly, from a Burmese as well as Asian point of view, the developing 

countries alon& with their constant effort to develop economically need to flex their 

academic muscle to combat cultural imperialism of the west that is still looming large 

over us. It is only by keeping regular scholarly interactions with global academic coterie 

of scholars and making quality contributions (articles, books, projects) to international 

academia that the developing nations could make their presence felt internationally, 

which shouJd be an important step towards recognition of a country's worth and strength 

as a nation ~:tate. India has done this in many branches of humanities and sciences in the 

last three decades, not to speak of its earlier contributions and achievements. Myanmar 

has also had immense potential to do that in the coming future. Especially, quality 

research on the history and culture of Myanmar would fill up an important gap in the 

modem and contemporary studies on South and Southeast Asia. Regular academic 

exchanges and collaboration with Indian universities and institutions can be a useful 

platform for Myanmar academics in this regard. In face of US sanctions, Myanmar can 

assert its national identity by cultural means, using academic input, performing arts or 

sports as cultural weapons and thereby drawing attention of the global media and the 

world opinion to its potential in the concerned fields. I would therefore conclude by 

putting prime emphasis on the point of gaining recognition for Burmese scholarship in 

global academia because this would help the political establishment to generate 

economic, :;ocial and cultural development. 
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Peasant Movements (1893-94) Of Assam: 
Genesis and Dimensions 

Shruti Dev Goswami 

With the establishment of British rule in 1826, agrarian relations assumed a 

new dimension in Assam. In the initial stages the British refrained from making a radical 

change in the revenue system of their predecessors but retained it with such minor 

modifications which were considered absolutely necessary. A major step in this direction 

was, however, taken in 183 3 when in parts of central Assam ( former districts of Darrang 

and Nowgong) the land tax was for the first time introduced in place of personal labour 

and produces which formed the nucleus of the former system of taxation. This system, 

generally called the rayatwaree system, enabled the Government to enter into an 

agreement directly with the rayat, who was expected to pay only that amount as revenue 

which was fixed by the Government. This change in the method of payment, however, 

put the Assamese peasantry under severe financial strain. Since cash was difficult to 

obtain, the peasants had to sell a considerable part of their output to meet the revenue 

demand, while their consumption-oriented mode of production remained virtually 

unchanged. Moreover, in assessing land no uniform principle was followed; there had 

been numerous instances of "lighter rates having been imposed when they should have 

been heavier and vice versa". 1 Bearing full testimony of this anomaly, Anandaram 

Dhekial Phukan, the doyen of nineteenth century Assamese renaissance, rightly pointed 

out in his well documented memorial submitted to A.J. M . Mills, Judge of the Sudder 

Dewani Ada/at on deputation to Assam in 1853, that assessments were made without 

any particular distinction being observed as to the quality and capacity of the soil; the 

• 

.. 

"' low rupit (arable) lands, yielding fifty maunds of corn per poora (1.5 acres ., 

approximately) were assessed at the same rate as high rupit lands producing only fifteen 

to twenty maunds. This, according to him, made the pressure of taxation "light upon 

some but heavy upon others.2 Again, in regard to the rates of assessment no unifom1ity 
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was mainta'ined. For example, in 1839 while the rate of rupit land in Darrang was Rs. 

1.8 annas, in Lakhimpur and Sibsagar it was fixed at Rs.I per poora. 3 Similarly, the bari 

(homestead plot) lands were assessed at Re. I in Kamrup and annas 8 in Sibsagar and 

Lakhimpur. 1 This discrepancy in the rates being inconvenient, Francis Jenkins, the 

Commissioner of the province, submitted a proposal 'in J 839 to raise the rate of rupit 

land in all the districts to the level of Darrang, which was then the highest in the province. 

Though the proposal was then summarily rejected as 'inexpedient' the same was renewed 

in a different form in 1865 by Henry Hopkinson, the new Commissioner of the province. 

It was effecdvely argued this time that in the absence of a uniform rate a tendency had 

lately developed among the rayats to migrate from the heavily assessed district-to the 

one where the revenue was less. On this occasion the Government approved of the 

proposal and authorized the Commissioner to raise the rate of rupit and non-rupit lands 

considerably in all the districts. 5 This periodical enhancement ofland revenue was made 

in spite of the fact that the rayats were overburdened with numerous other taxes6 and 

any alterations in the rates would greatly unsettle their domestic economy. Already in 

1853 Dhekial Phukan drew the attention of the Government to the increasing difficulties 

of the Assamese rayats and earnestly appealed that before any enhancement of revenue 

was decided. upon in future the Government must ensure a corresponding improvement 

in the paying capacity of the people. "Unless therefore", he cautioned, "the Government 

provides the people with better and improved means of cultivating their lands, an increase 

of assessment will inevitably lead to an increase of the unhappiness of the people. "7 

That Dhekial Phukan's assessment was correct none can deny. In the prevailing 

situation peasant movements were inevitable and already in October, 1861, the Tiwa 

(previously called Lalung) community of Phulaguri, near Raha in Nowgong district 

was in a fierce rebellion against the district authorities.8 As in later times the leading 

part in this uprising was played by the raij mels, which, with the blessings of the village 

elders and other respectable persons of the locality, were to a great extent successful in 

rallying the masses againstthe district officers. A me! in Assam was a 'time-honoured 
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institution' and a 'recognised feature ' of the Assamese social life, for, in a period when 

legal and constitutional safeguard was unthinkable, it was the only means through which 

the people could obtain protection from the oppression of the local functionaries .9 Thus, 

in the last decade of the nineteenth century when agrarian situation became serious, a 

number of mels were formed in different parts of the districts of Kamrup and Darrang 

and with the support of some well-to-do (including the Dolois and the Gossains, meaning 

spiritual guides) people a no-rent campaign was started. 10 Well organised and always 

well attended, these mels provided ample opportunities to the aggrieved rayats of the 

two districts not only to discuss their problems and means of redress but also to develop 

a spirit of independence and self--reliance. 11 The mels, therefore, once again took a 

leading part in the peasant movements of late nineteenth century Assam and no rayat 

dared to disobey the decisions of the mels without facing social ostracism and other 

penaldes.12 The local authorities unfortunately remained indifferent to the problems of 

the peasants but often took recourse to brutal suppression of the mels with a view to nip 

the spirit of unity of the peasantry in the bud. 

It was, however, not the increasing burden of taxation which alone the rayats 

resented. In pre-British times, land in Assam was owned collectively by a clan or 

community, each adult member of the clan was given two pooras (approximately three 

acres) ofrevenue-free land in lieu of personal service to the state. With the establishment 

of British rule certain administrative changes were effected, the most important of which' 

was, as stated already, the replacement of manual service by a money tax. This change, 

unfortunately, failed to produce 'either an adequate pecuniary collection to the 

Government or satisfaction to the people.' Moreover, no concrete step was taken to 

protect the rayats from the extortion of the revenue collectors, nor any accurate accounts 

taken of the collections actually made. 13 "Even persons of intelligence", wrote Archibold 

Bogle, the Collector of Kamrup, "would be puzzled to say how much a rayot would 

have to pay to the Government. To the unfortunate peasantry the account must have 

been wholly incomprehensible. "14 Similarly, keeping the experience of the Bengal system 
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in mind Dhekial Phukan expressed great concern at the lack of adequate protection of 

the tenants when he wrote, 

Often, too, the fiscal officers cause an over-assessment of the 

Ryots' lands by false statements in the survey papers; and cases are not 

of infrequent occurrence in which the Mofussil revenue officers are guilty 

of levying a general cess or other illegal impositions for their private 

use. It would be easy to say that redress of these grievances might easily 

be obtained by application to the courts. We have, however, to observe 

that none but the poor Ryots themselves can feel how many 

insurmountable obstacles lie in their way to redress; that a civil or 

summary prosecution for damages, exactions, or dispossession, is 

actually beyond their means; and that they are obliged to submit to 

loss and privation rather than leave their cultivations and sojourn half a 

year at the distance of eighty miles to obtain an award for damages.15 

True, many of these defects were removed by the Settlement Rules of 1870 and 

subsequently in 1886 by the Assam Land and Revenue Regulations. But the demand of 

the state had increased to such an extent that whatever benefit the rayats derived from 

these regulations had all been neutralised. The risks of tax collection being enormous 

and the commission allowed being extremely meager the tax collectors were forced to 

exact the ultermost farthing from the ryots. 16 The fact that rural poverty in Assam was 

increasing can also be explained by the increase in the number of tax-defaulters which 

grew from 3,311 in 1879-80 0 nearly 13.,000 in 1895-96. 17 This, coupled with the high 

mortality owing to the devastating black fever ( kalaazar) epidemic between 1891-190 l '18 

and excessive consumption of opium19 made the conditions of the peasantry extremely 

deplorable. 

Thus, agriculture and market facilities being in a backward state and commerce 

being entirdy in the hands of the Manvari (Keya) merchants, the average Assamese 

peasant in ithe late nineteenth century had very little savings even in the most normal 
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times. Circumstances compelled him to remain satisfied with the few maunds of paddy 

and some vegetables which he produced in his own garden. His mode of cultivation 

was primitive, the implements he used in tilling the land were of "the rudest and ·

simplest kind", irrigation and flood control measures rarely practised and manure seldom 

used in agriculture. Paucity of capital and enterprise rather than land continued to be 

widely felt. His primary concern, under the circumstances, was for the present as scarcely 

was there a surplus for him and in the event of the failure of crops owing to natural 

calamities, he was reduced to complete "wretchedness and misery.20 

II 

In this back drop of events let us study the nature and magnitude of the peasant 

movements of 1893-94. The ostensible and immediate cause of unrest was undoubtedly 

the steep rise in the rate of land revenue which in the settlement of 1893 was raised by 

about 53 per cent on the average, but in some areas it was as high as 70 to 100 per 

cent.21 A revision in the rate had become necessary for two principal reasons. Firstly, 

the decermial settlement effected in 1883 had expired on 31 March, 1893 and secondly, 

the rate then in force was fixed some twenty-five years ago, and which in the opinion of 

the local authorities had "failed to secure to Government its fair share of the produce of 

the land.22 Though in this settlement the three-fold classification ofland was retained, 

the villages were now divided into four classes and the revenue was fixed on each of 

the three kinds ofland on the basis of the class in which the village fell. Again, the main 

consideration of determination of the class of the village was the demand of land as 

shown by the density of population and the proportion of the settled to the total area. 

Moreover, no distinction was observed between the better and the inferior land of the 

same class in a village.23 Assessment in such a situation was not likely to be accurate. 

Be that as it may, this measure of the Government created great apprehension and 

resentment among the masses, nearly eighty-five per cent of whom, according to the 

census of 1891, lived on agriculture. Almost everywhere the rayats raised a storm of 

protest demanding the repeal of the enhancement order. While on a tour of the 
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Brahmaputra valley districts in the winter of 1893, the Chief Commissioner of the 

province, VI. E. Ward, received a number of complaints in this regard. 24 But nowhere 

the situation became so explosive as in Rangia and Lachima in the Kamrup district and 

Patharughat in the Mangaldoi sub-division of Darrang district, where an unprecedented 

scene of an impending upheaval was witnessed, and which forced the Chief 

Commissioner to promptly reduce the increase to an average of 37 per cent.25 The 

infuriated rayats were not satisfied by this abatement and demanded that collections in 

the .enhanced rate be postponed till the final orders were passed by the Government of 

India. Unfortunately, the Chief Commissioner remained adamant and insisted on timely 

payment of revenue in the rates already announced, assurance being given at the same 

time that in the event of a diminution of the .rates being ordered by the government of 

India the excess payment made by the rayats would be refunded. 26 

III 

The earliest signs of disaffection of a serious nature were witnessed in Rangia 

and Lachirna in December, 1893. A vigorous no-rent campaign was launched in both 

the places and the peasants were warned that any attempt to pay revenue would be 

treated as a gross disrespect shown to the mels. 27 Caught in a dilema of losing property 

if they failed to pay and on the other hand of being 'cursed and excommunicated' in 

case they did so, the poor villagers did not know what to do. Who was superior - the 

Government or the me!, was the question which they were unable to answer.28 

At about 9 A.M. of 24 December, 1893, an unruly crowd of about 250 men 

raided the Rangia hat (market) and destroyed property worth Rs. 300/-. It is interesting 

to note here that the wrath of the raiders were directed not against the Government 

alone but also against the Marwari traders as evidenced from the destruction and looting 

of the shops owned by these people on the pretext that "their presence had caused the 

enhancement of land revenue." 29 Encouraged by the inability of the small police force 

under Reilly, Assistant Superintendent of Police, Kamrup, to suppress the riot, the 

insurgents appeared again in much bigger number on the 30th December and threatened 
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to attack the thana (police outpost) and the office and residence of the tahsildar ( officer 

in charge of revenue collection in a tahsil or revenue circle). Apprehending further 

trouble, R.B. McCabe, Deputy Commissioner of the district, arrived at the scene of the 

disturbance on the 6th January, 1894, along with a police party and succeeded in arresting 

some of the offenders involved in the incident of 24th December. But the crowd grew in 

strength and in the evening of 10th January, 1894, about 3000 rayats, representing all 

the mouzas (fiscal units) of the Rangia tahsil began to assemble in the premises of the 

thana, where, in addition to fifteen arrested culprits, a sum of Rs. 34,000 (being the 

amount collected from the Tamulpur tahsil) had been kept. The Deputy Commissioner 

first tried to dissuade the people from collecting in large number and becoming 

unnecessarily excited by pointing out to the order that he had passed on that day 

prohibiting the holding of the mels.30 But in spite of his request the people refused to 

disperse and began to shout 'Bridhi Khajana Dibo Nawaru '(We can not pay revenue 

at the enhanced rate).31 At about 9 P.M. the mob beca.'Tie restless and started moving 

towards the thana with a view to releasing the prisoners detained therein. The Deputy 

Commissioner, with the help of Reilly and a few police constables tried to frustrate 

their attack by opposing them with arms. In the melee that followed, McCabe got 

accidentally separated from the police party that accompanied him and it was with 

great difficulty that he could be finally rescued from the mob. In the process a few 

shots were fired though no one was injured.32 It was undoubtedly a very unfortunate 

incident and could have been avoided if both. the pa.'1:ies would have maintained utmost 

restraint in their temperament. In the words of a modem writer: "To McCabe the 

demeanour of the people appeared to be extremely insolent, to the people McCabe's 

effrontery was the symbol of a tyrannical mle". 33 

The bold defiance or the peaasants at Rangia compelled McCabe to take a 

serious view of the situation. The incident was not an. accidental one; it was planned in 

advance. Realising that the exasperations of the rayats were too deep-rooted to be 

removed by mere assurances, the Deputy Commissioner decided to meet the situation 
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by fortifying the thana with additional troops. Accordingly a message was sent to the 

Darranga ontier out-post to immediately send fifteen sepoys of the 13 th Bengal Infantry 

to Rangia. Almost simultaneously a telegram was sent to the Deputy Commissioner of 

Darrang district to despatch twenty frontier policemen. Meanwhile it was deemed 

necessary to defend the Cutchery ( court building) from any possible attack. Steps were 

also taken to prevent disaffection from spreading. into the neighbouring areas and as a 

prohibit01y measure orders were issued on the 13th January for the attachment of all 

licensed guns in Rangia, Nalbari, Barama and Bajali tahsils, all forming a compact 

block and where the inhabitants had already decided on a common course of action. 

Some local leaders, not connected with the outbreak, were sent to the disturbed areas 

as special constables to induce the rebels to obey the orders of the district officer and 

to cooperate with him in maintaining peace.34 The success of these measures were 

questionable as though at Rangia out of an estimated amount of Rs.90, 000 a sum of 

nearly Rs.60, 000 was collected within a few days, in Nalbari, Barama and Bajali the 

people continued to resist payment. In Barama, in particular, the mels were held almost 

regularly in spite of the prohibitory order. They appointed their own dak (postal) peons 

"to carry orders from one village to another, and organised a corps of lathials ( clubsmen) 

to oppose::: attachment ofproperty." 35 

While steps were being taken at Rangia to restore law and order a serious 

insurrection took place on 21 January, 1894 at Lachima, about thirty miles west of 

Rangia. The trouble started when some people, enraged over the conduct of a mouzadar 

(officer in charge of mouza or fiscal unit) and a mandal (a surveyor ofland) engaged 

in revenue collection duty, assaulted them so badly that the latter died of the wounds 

that he had sustained.36 Hearing about this disturbance the Extra Assistant Commissioner 

of Barpeta immediately sent an Inspector of Police to the place. The officer initially 

succeedc:::d in apprehending seventy-five suspected culprits; but soon he was 

overpowered by a mob of about 3,000 men and the captives were freed. The situation 

there having gone out of control, an urgent request for assistance was sent to Gauhati 
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the following day. With a few sepoys McCabe arrived at Lachima in the midnight of 

22nd January. There was practically no resistance from the people when fifty-nine 

principal offenders were taken to custody for interrogation. But in the afternoon of 25th 

January a huge demonstration was organised in front of the Deputy Commissioner's 

camp and a petition demanding the release of the arrested persons and believed to 

have been signed by 6,000 rayats was submitted to him. The Deputy Commissioner 

declined to accede to their demand and tried to satisfy them by an assurance that any 

remission of revenue made by the Government of India would be at once refunded. He 

also pointed out that the rayats by occupying land after 1st April, 1893, had indirectly 

accepted the new settlement rules and the authorities were duty bound to serve bakizai 

(recovery of arrears of revenue) notices to those who had defaulted with payment.37 

All these efforts to pacify the people proved unsuccessful, whereupon the police took 

upon itself the duty of dispersing the crowd with a view to preventing any possible 

attempt to advance upon the Deputy Commissioner's rest camp. Not a single shot was 

fired; the butt of the rifle was enough to break the assembly.38 Unfortunately, the district 

authorities here resorted to inhuman suppression of public protest. In the name of 

'public interest' even the Gossains, the Dolois and the village headmen were not spared. 

Large number of suspected criminals were yoked to the plough like bullocks and were 

compelled to draw it across the field.39 It is strange that O'Dwyerism was practised 

here in its worst from without even an O'Dwyer.40 Police atrocity finally succeeded in . 

restoring peace at Lachima. This prompted the Deputy Commissioner to send a part of 

the police force to Bajali and Barama from where informatiqn regarding secret assembly 

of men continued to come. Meanwhile, he undertook a visit to a number of adjoining 

villages to explain to the people 'the futility of active resistance' and all this he could 

do without noticing any sign of disloyalty. He was happy to report on 22nd February, 

1894. 

No ill-will is (now) borne against the Government officials, and in 

· every place I have seen the native ·gentlemen have called to thank me 
for the extreme leniency with which Government has acted towards 

the misguided people.41 
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IV 

The echo of the peasant uprisings was soon heard at Patharughat, about twelve 

miles to the east of the Kamrup border. It was on 24 th January, 1894, the Deputy 

Commissioner of the district, J.D. Anderson, first heard about a me! in the Sipajhar area 

which was attended by thousands of rayats coming even from distant places like 

Mangaldoi and Kolaigaon, and where matters relating to the recent enhancement of 

land reve . ue had been discussed. Receiving positive information of similar mets being 

convened at Patharughat where the peasants had been very much agitated over the last 

few days and apprehending a Rangia-type situation there, the Deputy Commissioner, 

accompanied by J.R. Berrington, Officiating Commandant of Military Police, and about 

thirty sepoys arrived at Patharughat on 27th January, 1894. While he was coming to 

Patharughat the Deputy Commissioner saw a number of notices, issued on behalf of the 

'raij' being pasted on the trunks and branches of the trees from which he came to know 

that the proposed me! would be held on the 28 th January. The purpose of this mel was to 

demonstrate the determination of the peasants to resist payment at the enhanced rate, 

and if possible, to present their grievances to the Deputy Commissioner with the hope 

that he might be able to reduce the burden at his own discretion (Kijani khajana bridhi 

nakare). 42 

There was no apparent indication of an impending danger when Anderson. 

reached P atharughat and possibly the situation there would have remained well under 

control had he been informed in advance about the dissatisfaction which was fast 

spreading among the rayats, and he, on his part, would have refrained from doing 

something which would add fuel to the fire. Strangely, without caring to have a more 

detailed 1nowledge of the sufferings of the people the Deputy Commissioner decided 

to enforc,~ law on the guilty persons perhaps under the erroneous belief that no one 

would dare to lay violent hands on his officers. Instead of persuading the angry rayats 

not to be carried away by the conviction that the Government was unsympathetic to 

their difficulties he made things more complicated for him by foolishly sending in the 
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morning of 28 th January the local tahsildar along with Berrington and a few sepoys to 

distrain the properties of the rayats on whom bakizai notices were served. This action 

of the officer further infuriated the villagers who had great dislike for the police. They, 

therefore, not only resisted attachment of property but also started collecting in large 

number in front of the rest-house where the Deputy Commissioner was staying. An 

attempt was first made to explain to the people the futility of such resistance_ as the 

matter was then under the consideration of the Goveflli-nent of India. The agitators 

were not satisfied and continued to squat on the ground insisting on an immediate 

cancellation of the enhancement order.43 This defiant attitude of the people was too 

much for Anderson to bear. He asked the police to drive them from near the rest-house 

into the open field on the other side of the Mangaldoi road, completely forgetting that 

he was thereby trying to deal with an angry crowd with a small force. Hardly had the 

police carried out the orders of the Deputy Commissioner, sounds of a 'fresh mob' 

approaching the bungalow were heard. It was too late for the officer to realize that the 

situation had suddenly taken a new turn as many of the new comers had come armed 

with lat is ( clubs) and spilt bamboos. 44 A scuffie had become inevitable. It is difficult 

to say who provoked whom. But the sight of the police advancing towards the 'excited 

crowd' with 'fixed bayonets' undoubtedly infuriated them more. At the same time the 

rebels, drawing strength from their 'overwhelming number', were also very confident 

of the success of their agitation. Be that as it may, what followed on that fateful day can 

be better realized than described. The people fought a pitched battle (doli ran) with 

bamboo-sticks and clods of earth. The police replied with volleys of gun-shots, killing 

at least fifteen and injuring not less than thirty-seven.45 Fighting a grim battle with 

remarkable determination the crowd finally gave in and retired to safety. A summary 

trial was then arranged. Thirty-seven persons were tried; of these seven were found 

guilty and convicted and the rest discharged.46 Thus, in the face of naked repression the 

resistance movement died down though in some parts of the district the rayats continued 

to 'maintain a hostile and defiant attitude' for a long time. In these piaces the people 
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Patharughat uprising, would have been enough to curb the violent and hostile attitude 

of the people rather than the extreme step the Deputy Commissioner chose to take. 56 

Conclusion: 

Th(;! wide-spread peasant struggles, 'based on the unity of the entire peasantry 

and a section of the non-cultivating landowners' , introduced a new era of peasant 

awakening in Assam by effectively upholding the value and utility of organised resistance 

to governmental injustice. The emerging middle class made common cause with the 

peasants and helped them keep alive their nascent spirit, though the emphasis was 

gradually shifted from militant to a constitutional path of agitation. The popular ray" 

mets were converted into more representative and broad-based organisations - the Rayat 

Sob has (associations), with active support of the Assamese middle class. The Tezpur 

Rayat Sabha, for example, did not fail to ventilate the growing dissatisfaction of the 

rayats. Among its various activities the most important was the agrarian reforms. 

Similarly, the Nowgong Rayat Sabha and the Upper Assam Association, both born in 

the late 1880's, had large number of members from among the rayats of the respective 

areas. Still later, under the influence of the Indian National Congress, a number of 

peasant organizations were formed in remote areas like Charduar, Naduar, Sootia and 

Choyduar in the Darrang district.57 Let alone the Rayat Sobhas, an elite organization 

like the Jorhat Sarbojanik Sabha, founded in 1884, boldly took up the cause of the 

peasants and organised public opinion in their favour. Between October, 1892 and 

February, 1893, the Sobha held a series of meetings to "protest against the policy of the 

Government for an excessive increase of revenue".58 No wonder, therefore, a num~er 

of its members were seen actively supporting the cause of the struggling rayats and its 

President, J agannath Barooah, even went to the extent of hiring, at his own expense, 

lawyers from Calcutta for the release of the arrested leaders of upper Assam. 59 Thus, 

peasant movements in Assam did not remain confined to the rural areas; but with the 

progress of time the urban elite began to make "a united front with the proprietary 

peasants on all common issues against the rulers.60 The unity of purpose and idea, 
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which was the fountain-head of strength of the Assamese peasantry, found a new direction 

thereafter. 

The peasant movements of late nineteenth century Assam did not remain 

essentially a local or provincial issue but with the interest shown by the all-India press 

and more particularly by his open advocacy and sympathy that Dr. Rash Behary Ghose 

had shown in course of his speech at the Imperial Legislative Assembly on 29 March, 

1894, the so called 'Assam Riots' gained the publicity which they rightly deserved. It is 

true the replies given by the Government on that occasion were mostly unsatisfactory61 

and evasive in character as they did not underline.any definite policy towards the Assam 

rayats. But still, by lifting a local issue from the regional to the national platform the 

cause of th_e toiling masses of Assam was remarkably served. The hushed voice of the 

peasantry began to find a new expression. It is perhaps due mainly to the increasing 

awareness of the Assamese rayats that at the time of the next resettlement (1905) the 

lessons of 1893-94 riots were not entirely lost sight of. 
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Revolutionary Nationalism and the Revolutionists 
of Midnapur (1902- 1908) 

Sankar Kr. Das 

At the outset I beg to offer an explanation as to the title of my essay. Historians 

have labelled the revolutionary activities of the early phase of the national movement 

of India as the activities born of revolutionary terrorism. Bipan Chandra writes, the 

term revolutionary terrorism is used 'without any pejorative meaning and for want of a 

different term' .1 Sumit Sarkar at first hesitates to call this facet on national movement a 

facet of revolutionary terrorism. But on thinking that as the main activity of the impatient 

young men of the first decade of the twentieth century was only political assassinations 

i.e. the assassinations of the oppressive officials and traitors, and as they failed to rise 

their activity 'to the level of urban mass uprising or guerrilla basis in the countryside 

their mission can not be characterized as revolution' . So Dr. Sarkar concludes, "The 

term terrorism hence remains not in appropriate."2 Ramesh Chandra Majumdar writes 

that there is a considerable volume of opinions as to the characterizing of the early facet 

of the revolutionary activities of the national movement, and that the high debate is 

there over whether it was terrorism or revolution". Dr. Majumdar has by-passed the 

debate noting that" . .. both terrorism and revolution were condemned useless, inasmuch 

as they were not likely to prove successful in driving away the British form India" 3 

'Revolution' generally means 'an attempt to make a radical change in the system of 

government'. This is what we see in the case of the French Revolution (1789) and also 

in that of the Russian Revolution (1917). History records lots of instances of revolutions 

of the same category as were organised to make a total change in the system of the 

government by crushing and bringing down despotic rules and regimes. This sort of 

revolution was/ is only possible against a native ruler in an independent country. But in 

any country under any over-mighty and well-structured colonial government like India, 

this sort of revolution for bringing about a total change by driving out the alien ruler 
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cannot be dreamt of. In view of this consideration, the educated youths of India 

particularly of Bombay and Bengal were searching out new paths that would lead them 

to their desired end. They found and at the same time they experienced that the repressive 

policies of the British government and its over- exploiting administration on the one 

hand and on the other hand the political mendicancy of the Moderates who were sure of 

reliefs from the government if they carry on their constitutional movements, went beyond 

the limits of their toleration. Again the Extremist ideology of passive resistance failed 

to give them any positive lead to come out of their despondence. It was in this situation 

history flashed before them; and there flashed before their eyes the history of the 

Carbonari movement, the methods and activities of the Irish nationalists and also of the 

Russian nihilists and populists. So they decided to strike terror into the hearts of the 

rulers by political assassinations; and they expected that thereby they would awaken 

the national consciousness· and the patriotic instincts of the countrymen, and inspire 

them to stand by the revolutionaries as sympathizers and covers in their life and death 

fight against the violent and cruel enemy of the country. It is thus clear that the young 

nationalists as their last resort took to political assassinations in making of the alien 

ruler quit India and thus winning political freedom of the country. The nationalists 

found justification of political murders in one Matthew Arnold's poem where he writes 

that when a wretch takes a life for private gain or hatred we call it murder (i.e. crime) 

but when an arm is, without love or hate, austerely raised against a power exempt from 

common checks, dangerous to all that is no crime. The Indian Epics and the Gita plead 

for 'Dharmayuddha ' which is waged against enemies as a virtuous deed. Therefore, the 

revolutionary activities of the nationalists sum up the idea of revolutionary nationalism 

and they do never hint on the idea revolutionary terrorism. 

The Swadeshi Movement stirred the political and national consciousness of 

Bengal. All flowed in the upsurge of the anti-partition movement. The boycott 

programme was a direct hit to the authority and a challenge to the Manchester economy. 

Besides, Bengal expected that the partition of the province would surely be annulled. 
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But gradually the partition movement collapsed. The boycott movement failed to achieve 

the desired object. So the young nationalists took to the only remedial path of creating 

terror into the hearts of the government. 

The birth of revolutionary nationalism in Midnapur had an earlier beginning. Long 

before the birth of Indian National Congress Rajnarain Bose, one veteran headmaster 

of the Midnapur Collegiate School, had been setting up a number of sabhas and samities 

for the promotion national feeling among the people of Midnapur. Bose was out and 

out militant nationalist. The bondage of his native land and the gradual anglicizing of 

the culture and civilization of the country eched his heart. This is evident from what he 

once said to Bipinchandra Pal, "I.shall feel myself blessed enough ifl could kill at least 

one of the enemies ofmy country before my death."4 His nephews Jnanendranath Bose 

and Saty1mdranath Bose arid his two grandsons Arabinda Ghosh and Barindra Ghosh 

were highly inflamed and influenced by his patriotic and fief)'. revolutionary ideology. 

Bose had a great love for Midnapur and till death he had close contacts with the 

people o:f the district town. It was likely that being inspired by this precedent of the 

Sanjibani Sabha, a secret society., Jnendranath Bose and Hemchandra Kanungo set up 

a secret society in the town in 1902. They urged the students in particular to join the 

samiti which was outwardly mainly a centre for physical ex(;!rcise and sword fighting 

and so o . Inwardly the centre acquainted them with the tragic plight of the nation, and 

taught them their sacred duty to free mother India from the foreign domination. 

Meanwhile the Midnapur samiti came under the district supervision of the Calcutta 

Anusilan samiti. Within a year or two a good number of branches were set up in different 

parts of the district. All the branches were then commonly familiar as 'akhra s .. It is 

known from the police reports that four arkhas of Midnapur viz. Sakti Samiti, Swadeshi 

Samiti , Sanatan Samiti and Basanta Malati were secret political centres, and these 

were tinged and tempered with religious nationalism. 5 

There are references to some akhras like Mian Bazar akhra, and Katrabali akhra of 

Midnapwr town, Bandemataram Ground akhra of Contai, and Balichak and Kantasal 
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akhras of Debra P.S. in the local weeklies. Those akhras had a high esteem among the 

local for their secret and open activities. In Mahishadal and Tamluk also there were 

akhras of great repute. One illustrious feature cf the akhras is that they were given 

financial assistance and other helps in kind by local zamindars like Raja Narendralal 

Khan of Midnapur and Digambar Nanda of Mugberia (Contai). The sympathy and 

support of the zamindars for the akhras i.e. for the revolutionaries is a very prominent 

and peculiar feature in the revolutionary nationalism of Midnapur. These zamindars 

knew it well that they might be harassed by the government on any occasion.6 

By 1907 the revolutionaries of Midnapur became fully conversant with the 

revolutionary ideology preached and propagated by the Calcutta Anushilan Samiti 

revolutionaries particularly by Arabinda and Barindra, the two grandsons ofRajnarayan, 

who styled himself the grand father of nationalism. 7 The periodical Yugantar was by the 

time openly preaching the tenets of armed rebellion. It was breathing revolution in its 

every line, pointing out how revolution was to be effected. Raja Ke ( who is the ruler/ 

king?), Vartaman Rananiti ( Rules of Modem Warefare) and Mukti Kon Pat he ( Which 

way lies Salvation?) and so also Bhav<Ei Mandir (Temple of the Goddess Bhavani) 

initiated the young revolutionaries to prcceed on a..'1d on thinking of nothing this and 

that to attain the sacred sanctuary frP.~ ~~~i£. 'TT::e bcyco:t-swadeshi nationalists, thus 

got energized, participated in the Anti- partiti0n Movement with all vigour. They sta.rted 

without a second thought punishing '.i_1~ ~~:,:p-keeper selling foreign cloths and so on 

and chasing and assaulting the poEtical personnels who were treating the boycott

swadeshi volunteers roughly. 8 It was thus that Midnapur particularly the district town, 

became a stronghold of revolutionary activity. It was then - Hemchandra Kanungo 

returned from Paris having a thorO'.!gh training in the manufacture bombs and other 

explosives. As a result, the Anushilan Samiti started bomb-manufacturing in a 

Muraripukur garden house in Maniktala , a suburb of Calcutta. This added a new lease 

of life to the gradually invigorating revolutionary nationalism of Bengal. Now the 

revolutionaries decided to put a stop to the brutal torturing of the nationalists by killing 
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Fuller and Andraw Frazer the Lieutenant- Governors of East Bengal and Bengal 

respectively. It is to be noted that in the bomb blast on the Special Train of Frazer at 

Narayangarh in Midnapur Barindra Kumar Ghosh, Ullaskar Datta, Prafulla Chaki and 

t Kshudiram Basu took active part.9 The attempts proved abortive. But it made the 

government aware of the gradual spread of the revolutionary activities in Midnapur and 

Dacca. ~;o repressive measures were let loose indiscriminately. As a reaction, Midnapur 

burst in revolutionism. 

After Fuller and Frazer, the next target of the revolutionaries was the much coveted 

Chief Presidency Magistrate Kingsford under whose orders participants in the boycott

swadeshi movement and the suspected revolutionaries were flogged severely without 

any discrimination. On apprehending that the revolutionaries might make Kingsford 

their target for his atrocious repressive measures, the government transferred him to 

Muzaffarpur in Bihar. The Anushilan Samiti leaders this time entrusted Kshudiram and 

Prafulla with the task of doing away with this notorious judge. It was the good luck of 

Kingsford and the bad luck ofKshudiram and Prafhulla that their bomb was thrown on 

a hackney carriage of one Kennedy which resembled the carriage of Kingsford on 

April 30, 1908. The bomb took away two innocent lives one of mother Kennedy and 

the other of daughter Kennedy, consequently Prafulla shot himself dead, and Kshudiram 

was tried and hanged. 10 

On May 2, 1908 the Muraripukur garden house was searched. The police found 

therein a number bombs and cartridges. The principal revolutionaries like Arabinda, 

Barindra. along with thirty two others were arrested, and they were charged with 

conspiracy. While the trial was going, the revolutionaries shot one public prosecutor 

and a Deputy Superintendent of Police dead in the High Court premises. Most of the 

accused including Barindra were transported for life, and the rest were sentenced to life 

long imprisonment. 11 
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From the Muraripukur Raid the police came to know fully well the whereabouts of 

the revolutionaries and that Midnapur had became so turbulent that it required a tough 

officer to control the situation. Accordingly Donald Weston was appointed District 

Collector of Midnapur. On coming Midnapur Donald studied the situation thoroughly 

and found that some zaminders like the Raja of Narajole and Digambar Nanda were 

involved in terrorist activities. 12 Weston stationed punitive police in places where the 

revolutionaries were active. Besides, he unleashed police repression so vigorously that 

Midnapur got panick-stricken. One newspaper Bangalee writes in this respect " .... 

police rule has been substituted in place of the reign oflaw". 13 Be that as it may Donald's 

inhuman measures was in one sense a sort of blessing for revolutionary nationalism of 

Midnapur. It is may be noted that before.the arrival of Donald the people ofMidnapur 

were indifferent to the activities of the nationalists. Donald's measures now made them 

aware of the realities of the movement. As many persons of the upper strata of the 

society were directly or indirectly taking in the national movement, they viewed the 

activities of the revolutionaries with some sort of admiration. It was thus, revolutionary 

nationalism gained a solid ground among them, and they began to adore the martyrs 

with ballads and songs. 

To the people of Midnapur their martyrs became very much like heroes and legends, 

and they were terrorists in no way and in no sense. It is because those heroes sacrificed 

themselves at the altar of their motherland for the good of the nation. 

Revolutionary nationalism from 1908 onwards could not withstand the governmental 

attacks. After the Muzafforpur incident, the Muraripukur Raid and the transportation of 

the leaders, revolutionary activities became quiet. Yet it did not peter out, and this is 

evident in the history of national movement of India. 
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The Hili Mail Dacoity: A Review in Historical Outline 

. :\nita Bagchi 

Tridib Chaudhuri, in the Introduction of the book Freedom Struggle and 

Anushilan Samiti states, 'In the five-decade long history of the anti-imperialist movement 

in India there never was a period when the revolutionaries failed to exercise a powerful 

impact upon the course of its development through their militant activiti~s and their 

boldly conceived plans for mounting armed onslaughts against the seemingly 

unassailable might of the all powerful imperial government of Britain' 1. 

The revolutionaries had to go on with their activities, burrowing underground. 

The Jugantar and Anushilan, the two pivotal secret societies, had spread widely in 

Bengal. The headquarters of the Anus hi/an Samiti was situated at Dacca with a network 

of subordinate samitis or branches in the towns and villages of eastern and northern 

Bengal2. The revolutionary occurrences that commenced in different districts of North 

Bengal since 1908 reveal that the people of North Bengal mostly the student class were 

actively engaged in such operations as obviously designated by the British administration 

as crimes3. According to Charles Tegart, 'by the end of 191 7 the conspiracies were 

under control'4. But in reality, the spirit of patriotism was still alive. 

Reported references of whole-hearted participation in Samiti's activities by the 

members of North Bengal have been made in Jadugopal Mukhopadhyay's memoir5. 

The second phase of terrorist activities had started by 1930 but this time it was 
I • 

marked with slight wind of change which seemed to blow over terrorists in general6. 

The change was to be noticed in the occasional nullification of initiation vows and 

participation of women in the revolutionary network of the Samiti. From this time names 

of women activists are noticed in ~e report of the Intelligence Branch 7. Tegart regards 

the advent of female terrorists as a sinister development at this stage and comments, 
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'In the Civil Disobedience Movement women took an active part in picketing and the 

step in India from non-violence to violence is a very short one'8. 

Large number of women became involved in the revolutionary programmes at 

least as :murces of logistic support if not yet as full comrades. But the most striking 

development was the involvement of a few Muslim members in the terrorist activities 

at this point of time. 

It is remarked that the Muslims were systematically excluded from the akhras. Sa 

But we have definite sources of information indicating a change in the views of some 

Samiti leaders. Reference may be made to an interview of Prankrishna Chakrabartti, 

the commander-in-chief of the 'Hili Mail Dacoity' where he makes an explicit statement, 

'a few persons can not liberate the country. So our organization must be well-based, 

covering all communities. We must give up all feelings of communalisrn' 9. This change 

in attitude of the Samiti people made the Samiti organizations much distinctive in nature 

in this corner of North Bengal and we find one Muslim gentleman, Abdul Kader 

Chowdhrny, involved directly with the operation of the sensational Hili Mail Raid. 

Involveme:nt of a Muslim revolutionary as a front ranking leader is a unique instance 

the parallel of which is rare in the history of terrorist activities in Bengal. 

Strategic J mportance of Hili as Target of Assault · 

The town ofHili in the district of Bogra and under the jurisdiction of Panchbibi 

P.S. had some economic importance. There were 16 or 17 rice mills at that time at Hlli. 

Besides the importance as a trading post, Hili Railway Station was the centre for 

distribution of mails. All the mails for the entire Balurghat Sub-division were handed 

over to Mail peons. The Darjeeling Mail Train towards Calcutta would arrive at Hili at 

00.25 hours and from Calcutta northwards at 02.15 hours (Standard time ). 1 O The postal 

bags delivered by the Mail trains remained in the station unprotected until the distribution 

of the same in the next morning. The revolutionaries decided to make an assault upon 

the Hili Rail way Station with a view to securing the valuable contents of the postal mail 

chest. 
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It came to be revealed that the dacoity was intended to be carried out for the 

purchase of arms and ammunitions and for subscribing towards the cost of the defence ~ 

of Inter-provincial Conspiracy Case . . 

The society of the revolutionaries at Dinajpur was then known as the Anushilan 

Revolutionary party and its headquarter was at Calcutta (not at Dacca as in earlier 

phase). Profulla Narayan Sanyal was the District-in-Charge of Dinajpur district and 

Saroj or Ketu Basu was the Town-in-Charge ofDinajpur town. 

The operation was carried on the night of 28th October, 1933. In the command 

of the action was Prankrishna Chakrabartti with Hrishikesh Bhattacharji as second-in

command. The other members of the action party were: Satyabrata Chakrabortti, Saroj 

Kumar Basu, Haripada Basu, Profulla Narayan Sanyal, Kalipada Sarkar, Abdul Kader 

Chowdhury, Kiron Chandra De, Ramkrishna Sarkar, Asoke Ranjan Ghosh, Sasadhar 

Sarkar, Lalu Pantle, Bijay Krishna Chakrabarti and Anil. Kiron and Abdul Kader did 

not take part directly in the operation. The distribution of responsibilities among the 

members of the action party was as follows: 

Sasadhar and Asoke were deputed to open the mail chest and cut open the mail 

bags and remove there from the registered and insured covers, parcels and other articles, 

Profulla and Kalipada were attached to them as extra men. 

Bijoy, Lalu and Anil were deputed to enter the station rooms to· break open all 

the boxes and to take possession of the railway cash. Saroj and Satyabrata were deputed 

to act as gunners. To assist them as 'lightmen' Haripada was attached to Satyabrata and 

Ramkrishna to Saroj. 

The uniforms worn by the gunners consisted of short trousers and shirts with 

short sleeves. All the others were supplied with Khaki shirts. According to the police 

record Kalicharan Mahali, the Mail Chest peon tried his best to save the public property. 

But he received bullets from the raider's guns which ultimately led him to succumb to 

death at Calcutta where he had been transferred for treatment. 
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The Amrita Bazar Patrika flashed the news in some details 12. The Dinajpur 

Patrika, a local news paper, also circulated in news. According to the police record the 

total booty in cash and property amounted to Rs. 4624/-. The party, after the operation 

had been over, was split up into three groups, one consisting ofLalu, Bijoy, Ramkrishna 

and Sasadhar; another of Kalipada and Anil and the third of Prankrishna, Satyabrata, 

Saroj, Prafulla, Haripada, Hrishikesh and Asoke. 

This third group proceeded to Birampur ferry ghat and crossing the river Atreyi 

before the sunrise of the next day morning, they passed Chintaman cutchery on their 

way to Sarr~ia (now in South Dinajpur). Ramsinghasan Singh, a constable, under the 

guise of a dealer in jute was following the party. Ramsinghasan rapidly arrived at Samjia 

and went to the cutchery of Babu Kshitish Chandra Roy, the local Zaminder. With the 

help of the Zamindar, Ramsinghasan chalked out a plan to entrap the whole group by 

announcing that a group of seven dacoits was approaching with guns. Prankrishna's 

party arrived at Kutubpur where they met a cart man. But the cart man beforehand was 

apprised of the party and also instructed to go direct down on to the sands on the bank 

of the river i;o that they could not escape. The boats of the ferry were sent to the opposite 

bank of the river. The Zamindar Khitish Chandra collected a large number of villagers 

in the cutchery. When the boats came across, the seven persons of the party were about 

to board, but instantaneously they were encircled. Fighting ensued but ultimately they 

all were captured and brought to the cutchery and handed over to police custody. They 

were all suffering from heavy injuries. All these happened at the sunset of 29th Oct, 

1933. Mann1atha Kumar Roy, a pleader of Bulurghat Bar (later the famous dramatist), 

went from Balurghat with the police officers. He went there as a correspondent of 

Associated :Press 13. The accused were sent to Dinajpur town in the police custody. 

A special Tribunal court was formed at Dinajpur. The president of the commission 

was Mr. E.~.:. Simpson, the president, the other two members being Mr. Bipin Behari 

Mukherji and Moulavi Emdad Ali. Charge sheet was submitted against the 13 arrested 

persons and also 2 absconders. 
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On 27 February, 1934, the special tribunal convicted and sentenced the accused 

persons, who were as follows 14. 

1. Prankrishna Chakrabortti - sentenced to death. 

2. Saroj Kumar Basu - sentenced to death. 

3. Saryabrata Chakrabortti - sentenced to death. 

4. Hrishikesh Bhattacharji- sentenced to death. 

5. Prafulla Narayan Sanyal - sentenced to life transportation. 

6. Haripada Basu- sentenced to 10 years' R.I. (Rigorous Imprisonment) 

7. Kalipada Sarkar - sentenced to 10 years. R.I. 

8. Kiron Chandra De - sentenced to transportation for life. 

9. Abdul Kadir Chaudhuri - sentenced to transportation for life. 

10. Ram Krishna Mandal - sentenced to 10 years. R.I. 

11. Asoke, Sasadhar and Lalu pleaded guilty and got R.I. for comparatively shorter 

tenure of 5 years each. 

The Tribunal allowed them only seven days for filing appeal to the Honourable High 

Court. The High Court reduced the sentences and exempted the four convicts from 

capital punishment 15. 

The Special Bench was formed consisting of three judges of the High court to 

hear the appeal of the convicts. The judges were Manmatha N. Mukherjee (Honourable 

Chief Justice, H.C.), Justice Patterson, H.C. and Justice Surendra N. Guha, H.C. After 

a thorough examination of the whole case proceedings of each individual accused the 

Bench gave the following verdict 16: 

Satyabrata - R.I. for 10 years (Rigorous Imprisonment) and transportation. 

Saroj - R.I. for 10 years and transportation. 

Hrishikesh - R.I. and Transportation for life. 

Prankrishna - R.I. and Transportation for life. 

Haripada - R.I. for 7 years and transportation. 

Profulla - R.I. for 10 years transportation. 
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Abdul Kader - R.I. for 7 years and transportation. 

Kiron - R.I. for 5 years and transportation. 

Kalipada- Acquitted. 

A petition was filed before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council for 

permission to appeal against the judgment of the Honourable High Court, on behalf of 

the Government, but it was refused on 16th April, 193 5 (File 1290-3 3) 17. In the closing 

part of 1934, all the convicts except the four against whom the petition was pending 

before the Privy Council were transferred to Andaman. The remaining four also were 

transported after the refusal by the Judicial Committee, to the island by the 'Maharaj a' 

vessel 18. 

Bes:tdes the main accused terrorists as mentioned above, many people were 

arrested under the BCLA(Bengal Criminal Law Amendment Act) as there was no proof 

of direct link with the raid 19. They were : Ami ya Krishria Bhattacharya, Satya Ranjan 

Raichaudhuri, Barada Bhusan Chakraborty, Rabindra Chandra Mitra (Falguni), Sushil 

Kr. Acharji, Gour Mohan Pal and Bidyut Kr. Ray. Bijoy Krishna Chakrabarti, an 

absconder, was arrested in June, 1934 and was convicted and sentenced to 10 year R.I. 

Subodh Datta Chaudhuri, another absconder, was arrested in February 1935 and was 

identified as Anil who took active part in the operation. One Charubabu identified as 

Kshirode Banerji and a Jugantar absconder wanted in the Chittagong Armoury Raid 

case had connection with Hili and Balurghat. He was arrested in 193 5 and was sentenced 

to 6 year RI. 

As defence counsels Jogindra Chandra Chakrabarti and Nishith Nath Kundu, 

the two renowned Advocates of Dinajpur, played very commendable role20. Both of 

them were well known congress leaders. The other lawyers were21 . J.C. Dutta, D.C. 

Bhattachai:ji, K.K. Saraswati, N.C. Dasgupta, D.D. Kundu, S.K. Sen, S.C. Guha 

Khasnobis, S.C. Roy, A.C. Banerji, S.K. Sen, RC. Mukherji, and Mr. T.P. Das (Bar-at

law). It is told by Mehrab Ali that the Barrister who stood in favour of the arrested boys 
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was Prabhat Mukhopadhyay22. But in the list given in the judgment no where is 

mentioned the name of P. Mukhopadhyay. 

Social Base of the Anushilan Group in the Locality 

Like every organization, the Anushilan Samiti also often suffered from internal 

crisis. In the earlier phase it is found that at some stage in the second decade of 20th 

century, the Anushilan boys unknown to the society moved from village to village and 

town to town being hounded out by the police. They had to carry on activities in extreme 

secrecy. Slowly the Samiti youths came to understand the utility of maintaining social 

link and started to work as school teachers, doctors and other professionals under the 

guise of which they could consolidate their organization and make a social base. 

Beside, the revolutionaries gradually began to implement the policy of 

utilizing the Congress platform for the progress of their plan. The resolution of Congress 

on Purna Swaraj, adopted at the Lahore Session in 1929, gave a fresh incentive to the 

revolutionary activities in India in general and Bengal in particular.22
a Thus by and by 

the militant politics came to make a deep root in the political as well as social life in the 

country. The Chittagong Armoury Raid on 18th April, 1930 practically created a great 

sensation through out the country. The public sympathy which the heroic sacrifice of 

the revolutionaries aroused became an instance before the revolutionary youths of the 

· country. Thus it is felt that the revolutionaries who designed the plan of the Hili Mail 

Raid had in their mind that until and unless, there was a social base, any kind of 

revolutionary scheme would not be materialized. 

Pran Krishna Chakraborty in his interview with H.D. Sharma gave a vivid 

description of how much the Anushilan members were serious in the task of preparing 

a social base of the Samiti in the locality of Hili and in its surroundings. He made a 

clear confession that there was psychological distance between the Hindu activists and 

the Muslims. Still he could realize the importance of Muslim co-operation and contacted 

some Muslim people with a view to broadening their base among the Muslims. Abdul 

Kader Chowdhury who played a very important role in the commission of the Hili Mail 
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Raid, became member of the Anushilan Samiti23 . He was a medical practitioner. That 

the Samiti had tried to develop their contact at the grass root level is evident from a 

reference to one Rahimuddin of Antasimul village within Tapan P.S. in Dinajpur24 

district. He was a poor elephant rider. He, under the inspiration of Dr. D.N. Banerjee, 

acted as custodian of arms of the Anushilan revolutionaries. Dr. D. N. Banerjee was an 

Anushilan l(~ader, working at Manahali village under Tapan P.S. The revolutionary 

members of the Samiti made occasional visits to the village of Birampur in order to 

develop good contact with the villagers. It is clearly stated in the judgement that 

Hrishikesh, Prankrishna, Profulla, Saroj, Satyabrata, Kiron, Sasadhar and Anil used to 

visit frequently the families of the pals. Often the young boys stayed there and used to 

take meal in their house. They had also contact with another house - the family of the 

Sahas at Birampur. Of the two bases which were selected for undertaking the operation, 

one was Birampur and the other was Panchbibi to the South of Hili. At Panchabibi, a 

house was rented by Abdul Kader Chowdhury. Prankrishna stated in his interview that 

they all assembled at the residence of Abdul Kader Chowdhury and from there they 

moved towards the station and did the action. As Chowdhury developed dysentery on 

that particular day, he could not take active part. But he was all along with the planning 

of the action. In spite of inherent weakness and ultimate disaster, the Hili Mail Dacoity 

was a very important case in the revolutionary history of India. Prankrishna who was 

the leader of this action likes to designate the case as important next to the Chittagong 

Armoury Raid Case25 . 

Nevertheless, it seems that the revolutionary boys could not develop reliable 

net work of social connections and their action plan was not well-thought out. A 

sensational incident like an assault on a railway station naturally induced the government 

and its loyal officials to take all possible steps for the capture of the attackers. In fact, 

with minimum effort a constable like Ramsinghasan could arrest them with the help of 

a local Zarnindar and some common village people. The Zamindar could easily make 

the villagers convinced that the party approaching was of the dacoits. Consequently on 
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their arrival the crowd assaulted them mercilessly. The heroes of the action had to 

surrender helplessly beset by an angry mob. This happening points to the inherent 

weakness of Samiti's organization. The youths, no doubt, were great patriots but emotion; 

in this case, it seems, won pragmatism. 

The special Tribunal court did not fail to make mention of the 'magnificent' 

service rendered to the crown by Ramsinghasan, Kshitish Chandra Roy and other loyal 

officers.26 The Committee of the British Indian Association took a resolution 

appreciating the loyal and gallant services rendered to the crown and to the public by 

Kshitish Chandra Roy, the Zamindar of Samjia27. Thus it appear~ that the revolutionary 

members of the Anushilan Samiti were not much prepared to accomplish such a large 

. scale operation against the Britishlmperial Government at that point of time. But their 

patriotic fervour could never be dampened. 

They sailed for Andaman with same courage and spirit. They again started protest 

by taking part in the hunger strike there in the cellular jail against the authority in 1937 

but that is a separate chapter of history. 

Brief Life Sketch of Some of the Revolutionaries 

Prankrishna Chakrabartti: Prankrishna, son of Smt. Giribala Devi and Janakinath 

Chakrabortti was born in 1910 in the village named R_udrakar under the P.S. Palong in 

the district of Faridpur (now in Banglad~sh)28. He was educated at Rudrakar High 

School. Prankrishp.a came into contact with Brahmachari Sitanath De in his boyhood 

and he himself acknowledges that Sitanath De was his first preceptor29. Slowly he 

came into contact with the leaders like Niranjan Ghosal, Asutosh Chatterjee and others. 

,. 

1 

When he was a boy of class VI/VII in the school, he began to organize club, library or • 

student organization in order to get more and more boys into close contact for the 

fulfillment of Anushilan aims - i.e. the liberation of the country. After completion of 

Matriculation he took admission in the Dacca Mit ford Medical School. But when he 

was a student of 3rd year, he had to give up his studies to avoid arrest by the police. 
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Once when he went to Jalpaiguri for organizing revolutionary works, he was caught at 

the railway station with arms. While being shifted from Jalpaiguri jail to Calcutta 

Presidency Jail after having been sentenced for 7 years' imprisonment, he escaped from 

a running train near Hili station. It happened in 193230. He went underground. He had 

a good link with Anushilan members of Balurghat and the organization of Prabhat 

Chakrabortti ofFaridpur. 

He was rearrested on the bank of the river Atreyi at Samjiaghat on 29th Oct, 

1933, afternoon, the day following the commission of the Hili Mail Dacoity under his 

leadership. It is already known that he was transported to Andaman. He took part in 

hunger strike in 1937. He was released at last on 31 st August 1946. 

After independence as a believer of Marxist philosophy he initially associated 

himself with the R.S.P. but later he joined the CPI and ultimately became a member of 

the CPI (M) after the division of the Communist Party31 . He was the father figure in 

the refugee Rehabilitation Movement. He became the Chairman of the UCRC in 197832. 

He died on 21 st October, 2002. He left his wife and three daughters at his death. 

Hrishikesh Hhattacharji: Hrishikesh Bhattacharji was born in 1915 at Barabandar in 

the town ofDinajpur. His father was Rameshchandra Bhattacharya, a local Zarnindar33. 

He took his school education in the Girijanath High School and later was admitted to 

the Rajshahi College in I.Sc. course. He became involved with the revolutionary activities 

of the Anushilan Party34. 

Hrishikesh was the second-in-command in the operation of the Hili Mail Dacoity 

and remaim:d in the Cellular Jail from 193 5 to 1946 and was released on the 31st 

August 1946. He took part in the Hunger Strike there. He was inspired in Communist 

ideology and took part in the Tebhagamovement in 1946-194735. From 1959-1967, he 

was the Secretary of the CPI, West Dinajpur District Committee and a member of the 

State Committee36. He died on 30th January 1967 due to a motor accident. He was a 

bachelor3 7. 
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Saroj Kumar Basu: Saroj Kumar Basu was born at Balubari Village in the district of 

Dinajpur. His father Anandamohan Basu was a legal practitioner. But Saroj lost both 

his father and mother (Kadambini Devi) at the age of 3 or 4 within a short interval.38 

Consequently he had to take shelter in his material uncle's house in Raiganj. His primary 

education was completed in the Gopal Bandhab Primary School of the locality. He 

passed the Matriculation Examination in First Division from the Raiganj Coronation 

High School. Then he took admission in K.N. College, Berhampore, Murshidabad 

District, under the instruction oftheAnushilan Samiti39. It is to be mentioned here that 

Saroj Kumar came to be involved with the revolutionary works of the Secret society 

when he was a student of class VII in the school. He got his inspiration from Bibhuti 

Guha and Barada Bhusan Chakraborty40. He took part in the hunger strike in the cellular 

jail for 37 days in 1937. Again he fasted for 36 days in theAlipurjail after his repatriation, 

in 1938 from the island. 

After the release from long imprisonment, he initially associated himself with 

the Railway workers' Union which was guided by the Communist Party. After the division 

of the Communist Party, he ceased to participate in any direct political activities41 . 

He married Gitadevi at the age of31. He joined a Primary School at Dhamardangi 

in Itahar in 1965 and led a life of a recluse till the day of his final 

departure on 27th May, 2005. A firm believer in the ideology of Armed Revolution, he 

never deviated from his spirit till he breathed his last42. 

Satyabrata Chakravartti: Satyabrata was born in 1916 at Dinajpur town (now in 

Bangladesh). His father Kalikumar Chakravartti was a service holder43 . He at the age 

of twelve came in contact of the Anushilan Party. From different sources it is evident 

that there was an air of revolutionary political culture in his family environment. Barada 

Bhusan, his wife Ashalata, Kulada Prasad all were linked with revoluti~nary political 

activities in Dinajpur44. Satyabrata got his school education at the Zilla School of 

Dinajpur45 . He was a student of I.A. in Rajshahi College. He was wanted in the Luke 

Shooting case (1932) but evaded arrest for about a year46. After transportation, he took 
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part in the hunger strike in the cellular jail in 1937, and was repatriated in 1938. He 

participated in another hunger strike in 193 9. He took active part in peasant movements 

in 1946 and 194 7. 

Abdul Kadt:r Chowdhury: Abdul Kader Khan was born in 1901 at Samshiba village 

under .Khethlal P.S. in the District of Bogra47. By Profession he was a medical 

practitioner. He took his medical education from a Dacca Medical School. His father's . 

name was Moulavi Abdul Latif Chowdhury. He joined the Non .. cooperation Movement 

. of 1921 and the Civil-Disobedience Movement of 193 0-31 and suffered prison terms in 

both the case:s48. He was one of the principal convicts of the Hili Mail Dacoity Case. In 

the judgment of the Special Tribunal, it is clearly mentioned 'there cannot be the slightest 

doubtthat we are convinced that he was not only a party to it but he filled a prominent 

role, furnishing a base of operations and acting in concert with Prankrishna'. He was 

sentenced to transportation for life and the Honourable High Court reduced it to seven 

years' prison term and was deported to Andaman where he joined the hunger strike for 

37 days. After release he ·devoted himself in organizing people's movement in Bogura. 

Mansurul Aziz published one article on th~ basis of an interview with Abdul Kader 

Chowdhury in the 'Shaili Patrika (16th June, 1995) published from Dacca49. He was 

then at the age of 95. No more information is known about his last days. 

Kiron Chandra De: Kiron Chandra De was born in Coochbehar in 190850. His father 

Nabadwip Chandra De was Naib in the Coochbehar State: He read in the Jenkins High 

School upto class VIII. Later his father, under the royal order, came to Dinajpur as the 

King of Coochbehar had estate in the locality ofDinajpur and settled in Birampur. But 

sudden death of Nabadwip Chandra compelled Kiron to discontinue his formal 

educaiton51 . 

Under the inspiration of his teacher, Kiron Chandra became involved with 

Anus hi/an Samiti's activities. He played a very important role in the commission of the 

Hili Mail Dacoity. The Special Tribunal court in its judgment had to comment that 

people of his type are often more dangerous to society than criminal themselves. Such 
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a comment was made because of Kiron De's dauntless co-operation in each and every 

step of the operation of the Hili Mail Raid plan. He was punished with transportation 

for life which later was reduced to 5 year imprisonment and transportation. He also 

took part in the hunger strike in the island. After his release he began to organize 

communist movement at Birampur. Later he had to shift to India where he also associated 

himself with the political activities of the Communist Party52. He died in 1993 at 

Balurghat53. 

Acknowledgement: The author acknowledges her debt to the family of Saroj Kumar 

Basu; to Sri Gopesh Bhattacharji, youngest brother of Hrishikesh Bhattacharji and to 

Sri Kaushik Bandhyopadhyay for their help. 
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Participation of the Leftist Students in the Mass 
Move1nents of West Bengal (1959-1966): An Overview 

Ratna Roy Sanyal & Swapan Kumar Pain 

Students are the essential part of the society. They are considered as the pillar of 

nation of any country. From the earliest times, we came across the various movements 

organized by the students of the different parts of Colonial India. In Colonial India, the 

movement of the students was against the British imperialism. But in Post-Colonial 

era, the movements of the students remain unabated and in many cases the movements 

have assumed an alarming aspect. The goals of the different movements of the students, 

fighting in different political banners are not only political, but also social, humanistic 

and cultural. The students of all countries have always swooped down upon with 

constructive mind for the development of their countries. They have embarked upon 

the reconstrnction like un-retarded waves and have rocked seriously upon the existing 

political, social, economic and cultural structures. The students swooped down upon 

the movements irrespective of caste, colour and creed. The movements of the students 

of West Bengal are no exceptions to that. The character of the movement of the students 

of West Bengal began to change since the 1960s. Starting as nationalists they gradually 

assumed Left and Extreme ideology. In the present paper an attempt has been made to 

highlight the: movement of the students in West Bengal during the tumultuous period of 

1959-1966. ost-Independent India nay West Bengal has to face a series of problems as 

a newly born state political instability, economic problem, problems of immigration 

and migration created an untoward situation throughout West Bengal. 

Afte independence, till the 60s, student movement did not come anywhere in 

India so comprehensively as was apprehended. But after the 60s the embryo of the 

students' disaffection matured into a decisive shape. The main reasons were the internal 

political and social ferment and very shocking economic crisis1• 
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In 1948 the Radhakrishnan Commission was constituted for the upliftment 

and betterment of University education. The commission submitted its Report in 1949 

and in it the weakness of the socio-economic fabric of the then India became distinctly 

clear. The Report at the Page 374 reads like this: "The boarding arrangements tie up 

closely with discipline. Poor and unwholesome food not only breeds malnutrition and 

disease but can become a centre of seething discontent. No single factor has a more 

vital effect upon the atmosphere and morale of a College or a University than the 

prevalent conditions under which students live. Convenient and comfortable quarters 

for study and sleep, sufficient and whole some food at low cost, are essential component 

to good spirit and the best progress in University work. Unfortunately most Universities 

and Colleges in India do not have adequate residential and dinning facilities for students. 

As a general rule only a small fraction of the students finds accommodation in hostels"2
• 

Before the outset of the 60s, on 31 st August in 1959, the historic Food Movement 

in Calcutta along with the whole state of West Bengal shocked the Bengalees. This 

Food Movements took a serious tum in 1959 and 1966. On August 31, 1959, food 

marchers came to Calcutta from the adjoining Districts of Howrah, Hooghly, 24 Parganas, 

Nadia, Burdwan and Medinipur and gathered in the Esplanade area to protest against 

soaring prices of food grains and other essential commodities. The demonstrators were 

all along peaceful but the police suddenly surrounded them and without giving any 

warning took recourse to severe lathi charges. Calcutta went wild over this incident, 

tram cars and buses were burnt and the police had to fire 44 7 rounds in Calcutta and 

Howrah. Strike calls were given by the left parties. According to their estimate, 80 

persons were killed as a result of police firing. 3 Sudhir Roy Chowdhury, a PSP, MLA 

said on the floor of the West Bengal Legislative Assembly, "It is nd wonder if there is 

any sporadic eruption of the volcano that the Government has spread throughout the tll 
country. They should know that a volcanic eruption can not be suppressed by firing 

rifles. Have the ministers any right to govern the country by rifles . ........ The Government 

could not manage the show, because it was incompetent, because it was callous, 
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characterless and corrupt." 4 The death of 80 agitators in the police firing shook the 

entire nation. In this historic movement the revolutionary role of the students became 

obvious with their involvement to the movement. 

Before the sad memories of 1959 tapered of, came the year of 1960. Students of 

Calcutta University, Jadavpur University, Visva Bharati University, North Bengal 

University and almost all the Colleges of West Bengal began launching blockbuster 

movements on the issues which were related to their institutes and the prevailing 

educational system. As a matter of fact they combated against the situation. Students of 

school, too, came forward from different districts of west Bengal with a view to getting 

redress for their various problems through organizing movements and leading them to 

success. The crystallization of the grievances among the students began as per their 

assessment of the political condition of their state diverse activities on the basis of 

different political calculations started to gain militancy. And West Bengal came into 

limelight as a first class nursing home of indomitable student upheaval 5
• 

A quest for adding an international dimension to the thinking of the students of 

West Bengal in the background of Indo-Chinese confrontation started from this point. 

But unfortunately at this time the student movements got a stumbling block in course 

of its procession towards an expected goal. Deplorably as a consequence of this shock 

ultra nationalism in a frenzied attempt got the better of the progressive student force 

and side by side with it the Students Federation was declared anti-national and an illegal 

organization. The student community stood up with their full strength against this blind 

ultra nationalism. In support of it in different dailies of that time information and news 

on war were published to enlighten the students of that time about the excesses that 

were committed by the ultra nationalists. For example: 

a) "To sit in a discussion with China India is always ready"- Nehru 6 

b) "China agrees to discuss frontier Problems" 7 

c) "India refuses the unconditional proposal of China" - 8 

d) "Order has been given to drive away the infiltrators"- Nehru 9 
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Students analyzed a bit deeply the main news in the 'Ananda Bazar Patrika' of 

1962 and as a result they became doubtful about the truth of this news. They believed 

that this war was not being fought for saving the country from external aggression, but 

it was something else which seemed to them confusing. Supposedly students were 

conscious the truth underlined the mystery enshrouding the war reports. The National 

Council of the Communist Party of India branded China as aggressor and appealed to 

liberate farmers and ordinary people to stand by Nehru for the cause of their motherland. 

The rank and file of the Students Federation decided to go against the leadership of the 

students Federation. In true sense of the term they rebelled against the leaders of the 

students Federation on this issue. The leaders in return called the rebels 'China Roaders'. 

Emergency was declared by the administration of the country for the whole national 

boundary. The leaders of the Congres.s Party like Nepal Roy, Atulya Ghosh and many 

others in different public gatherings commented, "Communists are antinational, cut 

asunder their hands and legs10
• Some reports in 1962 of November and December 

published in Ananda Bazar Patrika increased the respect among the students about 

China. 

"The slogan of the Chinese soldiers in the snows of the Himalayas of 

brotherhood of the Indians and the Chinese". 11 

This information about China made the students more enthusiastic to know 

more about this country and beside this some reports again about the patriotism of the 

ruling class made them apprehensive of the veracity of its patriotic devotion. To quote 

Ananda Bazar Patrika -

"Refusal of the students of schools to buy Red Pencil"12 

The anti-Chinese sentiment increased and with it the College authorities became 

more inimical and they declared the Student Federation as illegal. Students who fought 

out peaceful resolution of all academic problems were out rightly expelled from their 

colleges. On the allegation of burning a picture of Nehru the students Union of Calcutta 

University was banned-13 
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The In do-Chinese war influenced very deeply the sensibility of the students and 

their positive attitude. A storm of debate arose on such subject like war expansionism, 

imperialist economics and politics. Many conscious students began to be vociferous in 

saying that a socialist state can not attack another country. They emphasized that 

aggression and imperialist designs on the territories of other countries are the inevitable 

result of imperialist economic exploitation. A sort of rift in the lute appeared in the 

movement of the two students' organization. One of these declared that the China was 

the aggressor country and another assured that the truth was exactly the opposite of it. 

At this time the apolitical students started slogan voicing that they wanted peace and 

not war, thus avoiding the debate over the role of China in the controversial Indo

Chinese showdown 14
• Posters began to show up in different Colleges and Universities 

of West Bengal containing such rhymes: 

"Jakhani prashna othei juddha na shanti 

Amader beche nite hainako bhranti 

Amarajabab dei, shanti, shanti, shanti". 15 

("Whenever question arise 

If we wanted peace or strife 

We reply we want peace well nigh"). 

The l[ndo-Chinese war ended on the 20th November 1962 with the unilateral 

declaration of truce by China. As a result of this the force of the student movements 

suffered a se:tback. 

After July, 1965 Students agitation started over the issue of hike of Tram and 

Bus fare. They picketed in the streets of Calcutta day after day and it acted as an 

inducement to the Tram Company employee strike for one single day against the said 

hike. This enthused the students to go forward tremendously. Students, as a token of 

their sincerity as protestors, boarded the Buses of different routes and requested 

passengers to refrain from paying escalated fares. A sort of stronghold unity developed 

among the passengers against the price hike. The passengers even began to resist the 
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Tram and Bus Company to extort the increased rates of fare. Being faced with this 

reluctance from the side of the passengers the conductors too refrained from taking the 

increased fare. On the 3rd day of the movements i.e. 29th July 1965 order under the 

section 144 was promulgated in Calcutta. The police pounced upon the students with 

batons and teargas. Due to this repressive nature of the police action the student 

movement gradually became violent. Many students were wounded and many other 

arrested. Those who arrested were Azijul Hoque, Shyamal Chakraborty, Subhas 

Chakraborty, Asit Sinha, Shipra Bhowmik and so on. As a protest against these arrests 

the Left Parties called a bandh in Calcutta on 31 st August 1965. The public unanimously 

responded to this call. The Calcutta University was declared for 3 days closure16
• 

Indo-Pak war began with a bang at a time when the resistance movement against 

their escalation of fare gathered momentum. Taking the opportunity of India's being 

engaged in an international confrontation, the self seeking evil forces tried to foment 

communal riots in Calcutta and its adjoining areas. Being circumstanced thus political 

parties and students found it impossible to carry on with their programme of resisting 

any more fare hike. Now the principal duty of the student organization was to try hard 

to save communal harmony. Side by side with it anti war movement was also launched 

by the students. Both these seemingly were very tough tasks. In spite of this hassle the 

students Community of West Bengal came forward to help the Leftist student 

organizations to work together for keeping harmony among the various religious 

communities. On the other part of West Bengal, in the erstwhile East Pakistan, students 

started a pioneering movement against war and for establishing peace in their country 

on the basis of the principle of peaceful co-existence. In Calcutta too an impact of this 

movement was felt. The Leftist student organizations of Calcutta made their demand to 

end war even in the war time fluster through amicable settlement as much loud as 

possible for them. In the mean time public opinion of both the countries rose high and 

through a friendly intervention of the then Soviet Union, the Indo-Pak war ended at 

last. This military clash between the two countries triggered off a sort of a terrific 
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economic crisis in this country17 especially in West Bengal the tremendous food and 

fuel crisis. It was at this time students began pamphleting like this: 

"Whenever people want job and food 

In the frontier the bugle of begins to hoot" 18 

In the . istory of the Indian politics of the 60s, the Food Movement of West 

Bengal of 1966 was a historic event. This historic Food Movement had socio-economic 

perspective. By utilizing different loopholes in the West Bengal Land Reforms Act, 

feuclal lords began to keep their holding intact by way of deluding the government. The 

Land which was redundant remained fallow for longtime affecting total harvest. This 

meant that they had not to pay a huge.amount of tax against the quantity of lands that 

they owned. Along with this the rate of agricultural growth also began to go down. The 

Government used to levy a quantity of tax on the husking mills. But the owners of these 

mills did not pay this taxes19
• According to Saibal Mitra, the student leader, the Food 

Movement took a tremendously violent turn because of the feudalistic agricultural 

politics oft e congress led Government under the leadership of Prafulla Sen.20 Apart 

from this, a huge quantity of rice continued to be illegally passed over to the erstwhile 

East Pakistan in collusion with the police. Apart from this subsequent to the lndo-Pak 

War the prices of the essential commodity shot up to go beyond the reach of ordinary 

buyers. For food and Kerosin Communist Party on the 30th January of 1966 called a 

massive gathering at the foot of the 'Sahid Minar' . A good number of students 

participated in this gathering to express their solidarity with the cause of the movement.21 

In 1966, on 16th February thousand of school student boys and girls alike 

expressed their grief over the dearth of rice and kerosene while standing before the 

office of the S. D. 0. of the Basirhat sub-division of North 24Parganas. Here they 

demanded continuous immediate supply of rice and kerosene oil at a cheap rate regularly 

without interruption. At first it was a spontaneous outburst of the people against inflation, 

price rise and c~ail~ent of Civil Liberties. The police lathicharged on the aggrieved 

demonstrators and in this police action six students were wounded and 40 of them were 
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arrested. After this incident the Food Movement spread throughout the district. It requires 

to be mentioned that the students demonstrated their protests against the police atrocities 

and the police in response fired upon them. In this firing Nurul Islam, a teenage student 

of the Tetulia Multipurpose School was gunned down. Nurul Islam became the first 

student martyr of the Food Movement of 1966. 22 Close on the heels of this incident 

Food Movement spread from South to the Northern part of West Bengal. 

In the North especially in the North Bengal University and its surroundings the 

students in great number took part in this Food Movement. In this movement participants 

were Kisan Chatterjee, Dilip Bagchi, Pabitra Pani Saha, Harisadhan Ghosh, Probodh 

Sarkar, Ranjit Chattopadhyay, Ashok Nanda, Amit Sen, Kumkum Bhattacharyya and 

such others. In the view of Kisan Chatterjee, "The Food Movement was a student 

movement irrespective of their party and ideology and with the passage of days this 

student movement was gaining momentum". The agitators participating in this movement 

took out processions, arranged street meeting, sent deputations and etc. They ventilated 

their grief in this manner. Many teachers and students supported them and marched out 

in an apolitical line with them.23 

As the news of the death of Nurul Islam reached at Naxalbari, a student 

demonstration took place at the Nanda Prasad High School premises under the leadership 

ofNathuram Biswas. Being astounded at seeing the spontaneous strike of the students 

the school authority expelled 6 students forthwith. This was definitely an undemocratic 

decision on the part of the school authority and to protest against it the students' 

community burst out in anger. A continuous strike was declared and began to be observed 

by the courageous students. Some of the residents ofNaxalbari whole heartedly supported 

the student. To ensure uninterrupted study of the students who struck against, the authority 

arranged for them a makeshift school for their study. There were some educated persons 

of Naxalbari and scholar student of North Bengal University who used to teach the 

students. The name of Kisan Chatterjee, Dilip Bagchi, Pabitra Pani Saha are deserved 
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to be mentioned. All of them played an indispensable role in the historic agrarian 

movement ofNaxalbari-24 

Large: waves of countrywide demonstrations splashed upon such a premier seat 

of learning like Presidency College. Some courageous students came forward to give 

an integrate . shape of an organization to the ill assorted student Front. One of the 

closely knit units of this student Front was made by one of the eminent leader like Asim 

Chatterjee of the Presidency College. Among his known associates and aides he was 

popularly known as 'Kaka'. A movement brewed in the Eden Hostel against various 

difficulties and autocratic attitude of the ruling class. After this, in 1966 in the Students' 

Union election, the organized Student Front crune out with the thumping victory and 

won leadership. This consternated the education department of the Government. The 

authority of 1he Presidency College expelled 7 students of the undergraduate level and 

ordered not to admit another two demonstrators into the Post Graduate class. It is worth 

mentioning that those, against whom the punitive action was taken of, all active workers 

of the movement of the Hindu Hostel and members of the student union representing 

the Student Federation of the College 25 In protest against this hostile attitude of the 

College aut ority a continuous sit-in strike started. This strike deadlocked the day to 

day functioning of the collage and administrative set up. Day and night at the gate of 

the Presidency College a confluence of students coming from different colleges to express 

their whole hearted empathy with the demonstrating Presidency Collegians gave a new 

dimension to the militant demonstration. They chanted slogans and the slogans did not 

merely limit themselves to the demands of the demonstrating student of the Presidency 

College. Watch-words began to sound the demand of over all democratization of all the 

educational institutions. These demonstrating students even manifested their wish of 

uniting with the labour class in posters and in Party cries. A student of that time 

commented on this movement thus: "The movement has become an issue involving the 

entire student community and no longer one of establishing only their democratic 

rights."26 
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If it can not be claimed that 100% support of the students of the Presidency 

College was in favour of this movement. At that time there was another student 

organization named P.C.S.O. in this college. It was always against this movement right 

from its inception. Skirmishes between this two student organizations broke out 

frequently in course of demonstration. The P.C.S.O was never in favour of an indefinite 

closure of the college which was otherwise whole heartedly demanded and supported 

by the opponents. Any way the P.C.S.O did not want to be troubled by raising of the 

different demand by the Student Federation. The Statesman reported that, the students, 

loyal to the P.C.S.O started a signature campaign in which out of 1450 students of the 

Presidency College not less than 275 students put their signature.27 The Statesman at 

this time published an article from which an extract is given here -

"Its members are described today, in derision as ........ , opportunist and Pro-

American. Rightly Perhaps. The organization is seen · 'J mirror what is loosely termed 

the establishment. Its members, particularly the bv11
' · .~Presidency's 400 girls, are better 

off than the rest ..... even the protest over the oombing of Hanoy and Haighphong was 

seen by many in the P.C.S.O as an ominous sign at the shape of things to come. They 

too join in the chorus of denunciation of unwarranted intrusions of politics into the 

sanctum of education". 28 

. At the end of 1966 when the Food Movement of West Bengal became 

tremendously powerful, the state go\-1. sent a requisition to the Central Govt. for giving 

an immediate and effective check to it with repressive measures. The then Prime Minister 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi began parlance with the kitist leader detained in jail through emissary 

and then increased the per head allotmc · '. c :.· food grains by 100 grams. In this way with 

the intervention of the Central Govt. the food movement came to an end. But the main 

problems, the crux of the issues, did not get any satisfactory solution. Almost all the ,.. 

demands remained unfulfilled. But curiously enough, hundreds of prisoner put behind 

the bars on political ground in connection with this movement, were released by the 

govt. and this the govt. did being compelled by the leaders of this protest movement. 
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Students told that although the economic struggle did not evolved into a political struggle 

on the higher level, the govt. being impelled by the economic struggle might accept 

some of the political demands as legitimate. The proof of it was the freedom of the 

political pris<.>ners. Here one thing should be made clear that during the Food Movement 

of 1966 among the 50 martyrs 28 were the students. 29 Although Food Movement of 

West Bengal came to a temporary end, student movement was then widely seen all over 

India as a tremendously continuous process for reaching apparently to a definite goal. 

Students participation and leadership in various protest movements 

during the period 1959-1966 not only strengthened that movement but also placed the 

students in a very important position in the Political arena of West Bengal. It also inspired 

the other political parties to gain momentum. The students' participation and movements 

gradually extended its area of activities from urban areas to villages and thus occupies 

a very significant position in the political platform of West Bengal. 
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The Conc:ept of North-East India and the Partition Historiography 

Mahadev Chakravarti 

It is necessary to have a clear picture of the pre-independence days to understand 

the trends of development in North-East India in the post- independence period. Many 

of the seeds of postcolonial disorder in North-East India were sown in the colonial 

period and the most devastating tale of woes actually began with the partition of the 

country in 194 7. The historiography of partition has gone through a sea change during 

recent years., particularly after the golden jubilee year of India's Independence, as the 

researchers are now more interested in reconstructing the aftermath of Partition, which 

has brought the high cost associated with the process and radical changes in the societies 

of Eastern and North-Eastern India, rather than the causes of the landmark event and 

the 'high p litics' behind it. Today it is largely related to the process of evaluating the 

achievements and failures of the nation-state after six decades oflndependence.[J] 

The Concept of North-East 

True, the British colonists were to evolve the idea of a "north-eastern frontier" 

agency after they colonized the Brahmaputra valley and surrounding hill areas on 

the Indo-Burma frontier and Alexander Mackenzie perhaps first articulated the concept 

of a "northeast" frontier.[2] Initially, the concept remained a geographical one. For 

much of the British period, undivided Assam was thought of as the "north-east frontier 

of Bengal", and its economy and politics were largely dictated from and linked to this 

westerly direction. [3] In fact, the concept of North-East India was virtually a creation 

of the 194 7 Partition itself. While East Pakistan (and nowBangladesh) was "India

locked," similarly North-East India was "Pakistan (and now Bangladesh)-locked." 

Ninety-nine per cent of North-east India's borders is with foreign countries, making it 

impossible to separate domestic and foreign policy. However, according to Sanjib 

Baruah, the phrase 'North-east India' practically entered the Indian lexicon only in 
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1971 with the culmination of the North Eastern Council and also the dramatic changes 

in the region's political geography with the emergence of Bangladesh as an independent 

nation when Pakistan was split in 1971 and that the category 'North-east' had its roots 

in the set of national security considerations. The entire North-Eastern region was looked 

through security prism rather than development prism 

North-East was practically cut off from the rest of the country since 1947 and 

the memory of the Partition triggered further fragmentation and conflict in the society. 

The Partition resulted in the abrupt severance of inland water, road and railway 

communications, as well as the loss of access to the Chittagong port, crippling crucial 

economic linkages and driving up costs of all commodities. Though the Northeast region 

has critical strategic significance, it remains tenuously connected with the rest of India 

through a thin umbilical cord, the so-called 'chicken's neck', or the 'Siliguri Corridor' 

in North Bengal, with an approximate \\-idth of 33 kilometres on the eastern side and 21 

kilometres on the western side.[4] This constitutes barely one per cent of the boundaries 

of the region, while the remaining over 99 per cent of its borders are international -

with China to the North; Bangladesh to the South West; Bhutan to the North West; and 

Myanmar to the East. In fact the Northeast India is a frontier region in the true sense of 

the term. Due to its geographical location, and great distance from New Delhi, the 

people of this region often suffer from a feeling of neglect and feel that the central 

government does not have much time or concern for their security, priorities and needs. 

This feeling has, at times, been exacerbated by responses from New Delhi which did 

not take into account the feelings and sensitivities of the people inhabiting this area.[5] 

In the post-independence period, New Delhi, a~cording to Haimendorf, was 

unable to sensitively respond to the intr.sate realities of the North East.[6J Rather, it 

seemed to follow the colonial policy of isoia1ion and alienation, treati...'1g the North East 

differently from the other Indian sta,e~. The northeastern states with just 25 out of a 

t::;·~al of S43 seats in the I.oi<. Sa.:>ha \.Ver~ so lo!:.g politically ~nsignificant in Delhi. In rhe 

i k,r~:: Sa:-:;'.,.:: :=e~1~c -::.f in :.;ornp;:1~;i.,ilhy grew :rto one ofresentment agsinst being made 
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a part of India, and in the post-partition period an anti-India sentiment ultimately emerged 

amongst a section of the region's people, especially when the Indian government cold 

shouldered :local aspirations. Given the region's historical background, antagonism could 

be easily instigated by external forces. 

Venier Elwin, the distinguished British anthropologist and missionary, who was 

Jawaharlal Nehru's trusted adviser on all tribal matters, proposed to keep tribals of the 

North-East as tribals without disturbing them with so-called modem developmental 

programmes.[?]. But not many in the wider political community and the academics 

were comfortable with that approach. The Nehru- Elwin model virtually came down 

crashing in the harsher world that began in the mid- l 960s. It was widely felt that the 

time had come to take a new look at Elwin formula that had lost the meaning and 

served only the vested interests. The hill societies have also witnessed great change 

over the past six decades.(8] More and more people have gained access to some form of 

education and to basic allopathic medicine and health care. Christianity is rapidly 

replacing indigenous religions. Swidden cultivation (9] is losing prominence to sedentary 

forms of hill farming. New sources of wealth, including commercial forestry and craze 

for 'white collar' or government jobs by the emerging middle class people etc., are 

creating sharp social stratification in North-Eastern societies; and because of these social 

changes new and newer challenges to the Nation-State are coming from the 'periphery', 

i.e. the North-East.[10] Large-scale population movements and migrations in the post

partition decades have caused dramatic changes in the demographic ratios and social 

and cultural mixes of people in some states, and caused the local population to feel 

endangered and beleaguered. The roots of ethnicity or revivalism or social distance in 

North-East [ndia are to be searched in that background as the present situation of unrest 

has its vital root in the partition of India. For example, the distance between Kolkata 

and Agartala before Partition was about 300 kms.(via Bengal). It became 1,700 kms, 

through NH 48, after the partition. Even the best roads in the world cannot make up for 

this difference. Six of the eight state capitals of North-East are still not connected by 
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rail. Only Guwahati and Agartala today (metre gauge)are connected by rail. Three of 

the capital cities (Itanagar, Kohima, and Shillong) do not have modem airport facilities. 

This isolation, since the days of partition, affects the economic prospects for the region 

(by affecting the costs of imports and exports) as well as the responsiveness of the rest 

of India to catastrophes in the region. 

B.G. Verghese sums up in the following way the cumulative impact of the chain 

that commenced in the North-East with the cataclysmic events of 1947 partition: . 

The physical and psychological severity of the blow was not fu lly appreciated 

in the country and the disruption of communications and markets was not 

repaired soon enough, nor infrastructure developed to match the new needs 

completed as expeditiously as necessary. Isolated and traumatised, the Northeast 

turned inward. A succession of insurgencies and movements to seek separation 

or autonomy, assert identity or exclude foreigners and outsiders aggravated 

the hiatus, with the rest of the country coming to think of the Northeast with 

disinterest as a far-away place, perpetually troubled. Beset with its own internal 

problems and complexes, the Northeast fell behind economically and despite 

its inherent wealth remains at the bottom of the heap as a conglomeration of 

seemingly impecunious special category States. [11] 

Take for example, the case of Assam in a synoptic form : 

Before Partition : - Assam's per capita income was 5th from the top -

Industrialisation in 1.834 with Tea companies - Coal industries in 1850's - Timber 

export started in 1850's - Railway tracks were laid in 1860's - Asia's first Oil refinery, 

Digboi (1901) - Agricultural productivity higher than national average - impressive 

handloom & handicraft products 

But what was the scenario after Partition (1947)? - Other than 

elimination of North-Eastern Region's traditional trade and commercial linkages that 
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existed in pre-partition days - Assam was truncated and creation of separate states -

illegal migra -ion, - and from the economic angle : - huge infrastructure gap - power, 

road, communication, education - lack of industrialization : unemployment -

Liberalization policy did not have much impact and Assam has the lowest per capita 

income at Rs 7513 currently among the eight NE states, including Sikkim. 

At the very beginning of the post-independence period, North-East 

essentially meant Assam and the two erstwhile princely states, Manipur and Tripura. 

Assam was later on truncated and four tribal states were created: Nagaland (1963), 

Meghalaya (1972), Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram (1987). This was done to protect 

the distinct cultural and linguistic identity and interests of the people of the region. In 

spite of this division, the maximum number of Scheduled Tribes in North-Eastern region 

reside in Assam (according to 2001 census, out of Assam's total population of26,655,528, 

the number of S. T. was 3,308,570 constituting 12.4% of the population). Previously 

the North-East was known as the land of the so-called "seven sisters",[12] but with the 

joining ofSii.kkim the number is now eight; although the "sisters" in the past rarely met 

with each ther. The North-East at present comprises of the eight States of Assam, 

Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Tripura and Sikkim 

which collectively account for about 8 per cent of the country's geographical area and 

roughly 4 per cent ofits population with about 200 ethnic groups, languages and dialects. 

J.B Fuller in his Introduction to Alan Playfair's book on the Garos [13] wrote in 1909 

that the province of Assam at the far northeastern corner of India is a 'museum of 

nationalities'. Over the years, the geographical entity, the social setting, economy, 

politics and aspirations of the ethnic groups of this region were bunched together 

into one unit and the term 'northeast' is used and the eight sisters are identified 

as a single geographic unit and socio-economic entity and identity. Jairam Ramesh, 

the Central Minister, himself admits that the word 'Northeast' is particularly unfortunate 

because it tends to evoke images of a homogeneous, undifferentiated mass, which it 

certainly is not. In fact, the repeated use of the phrase 'Northeast' creates more problems 
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than it actually solves. The concept of North-East was politically formalized in 197 1 

when the North East Council (NEC) was formed (and functioned from 1972) and 

Sikkim was included in the North East Council in 2002. 

Thou~h little known and relatively little studied both within and outside the 

country, the North East is a region as colourful and varied as India itself. Some indologists 

and intellectuals have seized upon caste divisions, untouchability, religious obscurantism, 

and practices of dowry, sati etc. as distinctive evidence of India's social relations and to 

them, these social ills have literally come to define India and her perennial backwardness. 

But in North-East India most of these social ills were not so glaring; although slavery, 

though not of European parlance, was there in the society. The Chinese scholar and 

pilgrim Hiuen Tsang, who visited the plains of Assam in the first half of the seventh 

century, described the region as covered with beautiful mountains, lush forests and 

wild life, and depicted a fairly advanced civilization and rich cultural heritage in his 

narrative. 

The North-East represents the richest ethnic region of the world, and.meeting 

point of four major races (Austric, Mongoloid, Tibeto-Burman and Indo-Aryan) who 

came from different directions at different historical times. The Australoids came to 

this region before the coming of the Mongoloids who partially or fully absorbed the 

Australoid strains. The physical features of different tribes of North-East India suggest 

that the Australoid elements are present in some of the tribes even today. India's North

East has been catchments for many communities and ethnic groups. From South-East 

Asia have come the Khasis (part of the Austric, Mon-Khmer group) originally from 

Kampuchea; the Bodos, descendants of the Tibeto-Burman race; and the Tai-Ahoms, 

who ruled Assam for 600 years, migrating to the Brahmaputra Valley in the thirteenth 

century from the Shan province, bordering Burma (Myanmar) and Thailand. Various 

Naga communities are on both sides of the India-Myanmar border, and, other than 

Nagaland, are setded in Arunachal Pradesh(Noctes and Wanchoos), Manipur (the 

Tangkhuls, among othus), and Assam. In a word, the North- East is a 'mini-India': 200 
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oflndia's 635 tribal communities live there and 175 of325 Indian languages are spoken 

in the region.[14] 

Partition Historiography 

The history of Partition is well documented from different perspectives. From 

the colonial perspective, we have books on official and semi-official documents by: 

Mansergh and others,[ 15] Alan Campbell,.J ohnson, [ l 6]Penderel Moon,[ 17] C. H. Philips 

and M. D Wainwright, [18] and others. From The Indian Perspective, we have, other 

than the invaluable volumes like Towards Freedom : Documents on the Movement for 

Independence in India, there are the works of authoritative persons such as Maulana 

Abul Kalam Azad, [19] V.P.Menon,[20] P.N. Chopra,[21] Subimal Dutt, [22] Ajit 

Bhattarcharjea,[23] and many others; and it is not necessary to recount the same except 

to the extent germane to the theme of the present paper. From The Pakistani Perspective, 

we have documents as published by the Government of Pakistan [24] and Syed 

Sharifuddin Pirzada, [25] 

The historiography of Partition · is enriched from various angles by · Leonard 

Mosley,[26] Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre,[27] Patrick French, [28] Mushirul 

Hasan, [29] Ayesha Jalal, [30] Ravinder Kumar, [3 l] Yong and Kudaisya, [32] and many 

others. 

The socioeconomic impact of Partition on different localities and individuals 

h~ drawn _the attention of researchers, as the human dimension of the experience of 

Partition has become the major content of the new Partition historiography.[33] The 

Partition resulted in extreme violence and one of the largest migrations in history. 

Partition deaths throughout India and Pakistan numbered between 500,000 and one 

million, while some ten to twelve million migrants moved across the new borders in 

Punjab and Bengal. l341 In the words of Lucy Chester : 

Although estimates of partition casualties remain controversial, it is clear that great 

suffering, on a scale rarely seen in human history, accompanied the partition. Violence, 
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and the memory of violence, is therefore one of partitions legacies to the South Asian 

region .. .. partitions scars remain in the minds, if no longer on the [irgfies, of many 

South Asians. It is not only the actual survivors of partition who exhibit this damage; 

their descendents are also marked. [35] 

Regarding Tripura, the 194 7 partition was a disaster. It opened the floodgates of 

an influx from East Bengal that forever changed the demography of the erstwhile princely 

state. This demographic change paved the way for a fierce ethnic conflict that has ravaged 

the tiny state for the last three decades. 

A very few people in the entire North-Eastern region had ever heard the name 

Radcliffe, although their day-to-day life since the post-partition days were regulated 

and influenced by the 'Radcliffe Line' . 

Joya Chatterjee, over and above her celebrated work Bengal Divided,[36] has ... 

developed a standard criticism against the 'Radcliffe Line' drawn between the two 

parts of Bengal and North-East India. In her words it was 'a hastily and ignorantly 

drawn line' by a man who had 'no background in Indian administration, nor did he have 

any prior experience of adjudicating disputes of this sort' .[37] Before his appointment, 1 

Sir Cyril Radcliffe, a reputed barrister, had never visited India and knew no-one in 

India. Paradoxically, to the British and feuding politicians alike, this liability was looked 

upon as an asset; on the theory that ignorance of India would equal impartiality, and he 

was considered to be unbiased toward any of the parties, except of course Britain. 

Britain's action in 1947- condemned as a "shameful flight" by Winston Churchill (who 

predicted that India would break up in just ten years, though his forecast proved wrong)-

had a catastrophic effect particularly on the North-East. Stanley Wolpert s new book

Shameful Flight, published in 2006, is an account of the Partition story which lays the 

blame for one of the most horrific episodes of the 20th century squarely on Mountbatten, 

the flamboyant cousin of the king, who rushed the process of nationhood along at an 

absurd pace. Radcliffe Award was the outcome of an official plan announced by Lord 

Mountbatten. The partition, according to the Radcliff Award, was followed by a massive 
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influx of Bengali Hindu refugees from East Pakistan to different parts of the country. 

The migration virtually started before the partition, particularly after the Noakhali riot 

in 1946. Partition brought with it unceasing waves of migration that disrupted, and 

continue to disturb, existing demographic equations in different parts of North-Eastern 

region, particularly the present Assam, Tripura, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh and 

Mizoram. \Volpert's main contention is that the United Kingdom abandoned India in a 

reckless and headlong retreat - a retreat that left India and Pakistan in a chaotic bloodbath 

that left perhaps a million dead and 12 million refugees.(38) Wolpert points out, 

He(Radcliff)was to accomplish, in a month, work that should have taken at least a 

year ... . He was so afraid of what he had done - worried that Sikhs, Hindus or Muslims 

would kill him - ( that) he left India hastily. (39] 

The Indo-Pak international border on the eastern sector was drawn right through 

thickly pop lated areas instead of between them. Not only were the new borders artificial, 

but also no one knew for sure where they began, because the border had not been 

physically demarcated on the ground. It not only divided a nation but also cut through 

the middle of several villages.(40] There were even instances (particularly in Tripura) 

where the dividing line passed through a single house with some rooms in India and 

others in Pakistan. No society can develop without peaceful borders with its neighbours. 

The present situation of border unrest in Tripura either over the Muhari river basin 

issue of Belonia (South Tripura ) or over the ongoing border fencing issue (inspite of 

Indo-Bangla Treaty of 1974, popularly known as the Indira-Mujib Treaty), has vital 

root in the Radcliffe Award. 

More importantly, it disrupted the traditional way of life and people were cut 

off from their traditional markets, sources of livelihood, medical facilities, etc. [ 41] In 

fact, it created a "cartographical monstrosity, a deep ulcer on the right flank of India". 

Radcliffe justified such casual division with the truism that no matter what he did, 

people would suffer. The thinking behind this justification may never be known since 

Radcliffe "destroyed all his papers before he left India"[42] on 15 August 1947,before 
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even the boundary awards were distributed. OnAugust 16, 1947 at 5:00pm, the Indians 

and Pakistanis were given two hours to study copies, before the Radcliffe award was 

published on 17 August.[43] . True, Cyril Radcliffe was assisted by four other members 

of the Boundary Commission : Bijon Mukherjee, C.C.Biswas, M.A.Rahman and 

M.M.Akram, all of them lawyers belonging to two. different religious communities.[44] 

But there was practically nothing that they agreed upon, with the result that the award, 

eventually published on August 17, i.e. two days after independence, was entirely the 

handiwork of Radcliffe alone. Here then is the dramatic story of a truly pivotal moment 

in history, an event that ignited fires of continuing political unrest that still burn in 

South Asia. 

Some observers felt Radcliffe gave too much weight to economic considerations, 

neglecting his mandate to determine the "conti~ous majority areas" ofreligious groups. 

For example, the Chittagong Hill Tracts- densely forested hills contiguous to the Lushai 

Hills (now Mizoram) of India and the Arakan hills of Burma (now Myanmar ) and 

inhabited by largely Buddhist Chakma tribesmen - were awarded to Pakistan despite 

the fact that the Muslim population amounted to·only three per cent. It i's not yet known 

how Radcliffe was persuaded to award the Chittagong Hill Tracts to Pakistan as there 

was no official discussion on the matter, and many on the Indian side assumed the CHT 

would be awarded to India and the Indian tricolour was hoisted at the headquarters of 

the tracts at Rangamati on 15 August, 1947. Two days later however, the Radcliffe 

award was announced, and the tricolour was replaced by the crescent-and-star Pakistani 

flag. In the post-partition period large scale human rights violation became a part of the 

life of the Chakmas and other tribes of the Chittagong Hill Tracts. Sanjoy Hazarika in 

his "Refugees Within, Refugees Without" has painted a telling picture how being 

hounded out by the growing incidents of communal violence and the displacement 

caused by the Kaptai Hydel Power Project, the innocent victims of partition like the 

Chakmas and Hajongs of the Chittagong Hill Tracts and Mymensingh districts 

respectively of Pakistan, were forced to rnigrate and take refuge in Arunachal Pradesh, 
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Tripura and Mizoram in a number of waves since 1964 and how this created lots of 

tension in Arunachal Pradesh between the people who claim themselves indigenous 

and the refugees.[45] The Chakmaand Hajong refugees ' problem is till today one of the 

most critical but contemporary problem in the region which has vitiated the society. 

Partition and its outcome are bound to be multi-angular, particularly from the point of 

view of the so-called 'indigenous' and 'settlers'. In fact, the refugee problem in the 

present world is one of the most painful sites which we are to observe particularly after 

the Second World War. Nobody wants to recognize him or her as refugee or synonym to 

this. The Partition of India in 194 7 resulted in one of the largest and most rapid migrations 

in human history and, in the words of A.G. Noorani, the Partition ranked, beyond a 

doubt, "as one of the 10 greatest tragedies in human history". [46] 

Not that the attempt was made first by Radcliffe. The story of the first Partition of 

Bengal in 1905 is well-known. At the outset, British strategy toward Northeast India 

was: 

*** to make sure that the tribals remained separated from the plains people, and the 

economic interests of the British in the plains were not disturbed; 

*** to ensure that all tribal aspirations were ruthlessly curbed by keeping the bogey of 

the plains people dangling in their faces; and, 

*** to ensure that the tribal feudal order remained intact, with the paraphernalia of 

tribal chiefs " etc.[47] 

During the colonial period, Northeast Frontier District, Naga Hills District, 

Lushai Hilh: District and North Cachar Hills Subdivision were considered as the excluded 

areas. The partially excluded areas were the Garo Hills District, Khasi and JaintiaHills 

district except Shillong and Mikir Hills district. J.P. Mills served in Assam from 1913, 

and became Secretary to Sir Robert Reid when he was Governor of Assam. During the 
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Second World War period, J .P.Mills, Advisor to the Governor of Assam for Tribal Affairs, 

suggested, three alternatives for the hill areas of the North-East: 

1. the inclusion of all the hills in Assam; 

11. the exclusion of all the hills from Assam; 

iii. the inclusion of some of the hills in Assam. 

Robert Reid, the Governor of Assam (193 7-1942), was personally in favour of 

the second alternative and wanted the formation of an Union of States in the hills of the 

North-East India and Upper Burma. Robert Reid also stated that 

'they (tribals of Northeast India) are not Indians in any sense of the word, 

neither in origin nor in appearance, nor in habits, nor in outlook and it is by 

historical accident that they are tagged to Indian province. ' 

Therefore, the inclusion _of the region into Indian Territory can be termed, 

according to him, as a 'series of historical accident'.[48] In fact, Reid wrote in his 

memoirs: 

" We had thought of setting up som·e sort of ag~ncy to embrace the whole North

East Frontier fringe, and to exclude it from the general run of Indian politics 

with which it had no affinity"[49] 

Known as the Reid Plan, the proposal for a North-Eastern Hills Province fired 

the imagination of a number of British Administrators [50] 

On the eve of Partition, Prof. Reginald Coupland of Cambridge University came 

out with a sugg~stion to trifurcate India with a Christian Dominion in NE India. Perhaps, 

Coupland had a point, because if partition of India was to be done on religious lines, 

then, he thought that Christians must also assert. Coupland fine-tuned the proposal that 

developed into what we know as the Coupland's Plan for a 'Crown Colony' under the 

British Government.[51] His idea did not fructify because the Khasis, Garos and others 

could not be provoked into rebellion. The late Sir Winston Churchill, then a Prime 
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Minister of Britain, had approved Sir Robert Reid's plan in principle. But the Labour 

party, headed by Attlee which came to power after World War II, did not act on it due to 

multifarious reasons. 

The three major irritants at present in Indo-Bangladesh relations are: (i) Insurgents 

from Northeast India using Bangladesh territory as a sanctuary to launch terrorist 

campaigns against India.(ii) Cross-border migration from Bangladesh to the bordering 

states of India. (iii) Inter Service Intelligence (ISI) of Pakistan engaged in Bangladesh 

in anti-India activities. And all these had its root in the 'Radcliffe Line' 

Narratives of the 1947 Partition and its outcome are bound to be multi-angular. 

But despite the passage of 60 odd years after the partition, the positive 

contributions of the 'Partition refugees' to Tripura's over-all economic growth and 

development have not yet been systematically described or assessed. If the better~off 

and middle class people from East Pakistan could reconstruct their lives with relative 

ease in West Bengal, for those belonging to the lower middle class and degraded castes, 

it was almost impossible and most of them opted for Tripura and the like. 'Partition 

refugees' in India met much better treatment in the western part of the country, where 

they became part of the mainstream, while in the east, particularly in Tripura, they 

languished, struggled hard and radicalized the margins. 

From another point of view also, the 'Partition refugees' acted as growth-booster. 

The hardy peasantry of eastern Bengal reclaimed the undulating terrain in Tripura for 

wet-rice cultivation that would boost revenues and the State's GNP. The settlement of 

'Partition refugees' into this backward region, where large areas of land were lying 

unexploited, helped as a growth-booster in the short-run. To take only one example 

from Tripura : In 1945- 46, the total revenue receipts of Tripura were Rs. 40,63, 782 

only; [52] but in the year 1972- 73 , it went up to 217.38 lakhs, which is 5 times [53] the 

amount of 1945- 46. The 'Partition refugees' were the main suppliers of labour input 

which is essential for development. The 'Partition refugees' not simply broke the 
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rr..onotony of the age-oldjhum economy, but ultimately strengthened the monetization 

of economic transactions which in itself was a great economic advance. Regarding 

'Partition refugees' we have lots of memoirs in Bengali, voices of the victims, fictions, 

pictures, literary and cultural studies in West Bengal and a powerful writer like Prafulla 

Chakrabarti on the subject.[54] Unfortunately, in North-East India, this is yet to be done. 

By cnderscoring women-related issues as central to the Partition-narrative, Jasodhara 

Bagchi and Subhoranjan Dasgupta in their edited book offer a social and cultural 

complement to extant studies on colonial politics and communal violence in Bengal 

which also altered both the demographic composition and economic profiles of Assam 

and Tripura.[55] The Partition also wrought other important changes in women's lives 

so that formerly home-bound non-tribal women frequently emerged as wage earners to 

support their dispossessed migrant families. Thus the entire problem may be thoroughly 

surveyed from multi-angular perspectives, so to understand the present trends of social 

history in North-East India. 
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~~~ ~-~ ?1~•%11 ~~~vtlC?l?l "Bf'Wm ~I ~ ?l~ .. 11511 ~~~vtl'il M~~fG?l 

~~ ~~~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~@H~c.:i.;:i ~ ~ ~ Rvf--1 ~ 
~I 1;ffi M"JM'1JM~ ~ \5l1<11~1\ ~ ~@H~(.--1?1 '8 ~ ~ ~@H~(.--1?1 ~1~--1\5@?1 

~ m1~ ~ ~@H~<.--1?1 ~ ~~ ~ ~ <PJJ ~ ~ ~~ ~1~--1'5@$1 
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~ <f>C{l<f>n, ~ ~9ftDT<f ~Ol"115'tl ~~~qi~~~ 'l~~ ~I ~~8~ ~ ~ 
~©MW.--l'il l.!l~ ~ 'The Constitution of Dacca University Women Stundents' Union 

1942' Rc~Hloi ~~ ~ '-!J<K l.!l~ ~ ut<PT Fl•JFlqJldl{l ~~ ~ ~~ 
'51-j_~IM\6 ~I ~ ~@M{IC--l~ ~~--ll-I:1 ~ ~ '8 ~ ~ ~9ftDT<f <;l{;l"115'tl 
~,~qlc~~ ~ \5l<MH ~I a: l.!l<f>~IC<t l.!l ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ '51<1"~ 
~~, 

~ ~@M{IC--l~ ~ ut<Pl ~•JMqJIGi{l ~~ 15li?lll-i--l ~ ~ ~~8~ 
~ ~ ~, l.!j~ 98T M<f115c.:i'il m '511_~1'ffl ~ '51~\5 ~ l.!l<K ~ ~ ut<PT 
WJMqJIGi~ 15li?llM16 ~ ~@M~C--l'il ~~ <t>l<f<f>~ ~, ~ ut<Pl ~•JMqJIGi~ ~ 
~ ~~ ,,~~ ~ <f>Gir.¥16 ~ vff!lfll ~~~ ~-~~ R~l<t~ ~ ~* ~ 
~~~-sq R~l<t~ ~ ut<PT ~JFlqJ!dl~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l.!l~ ~ 
MqJ~H ~' ~~~~t:IJ~~~~~-TTI l.!j~~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ ~-'51~®{1 <R~ ~ '8 Gl"f11C"rn 

~ ~I ~ ~®cq~ "If~~ '51-l_0IC--l ieil®{l'6l<1li-ft Cl516--ll~ "df5~Gi--l ~ '51Fl<tl~IC<t 1 

aj®1_~ ~ Gl"1<tl~<f> ~ ~ "If~~ '51-l_0IC--l~ ~1C~I\Sf--l ~I ~ ~ 
>11~4.l!C:4 ~ 'l~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~I l.!l ~ '51-l_0IC--l 
~JMqJIG'\C{l~ R~<t>1_~ l.!j~~ ut<PT ~ 'if~~~ Gl"1~rnt'6 ~ l.!j~~ ~~ 
~I '5~~ >il~l~<f> ~ '8 ~ ~ifl1_~C<f> ~ H<tlC>i~ ~ '51-l_0IC--l 

C<ll'51l-ilC--l~ ~ M ~ ~ -TTI ~ ~~80 ~ ~ ut<PT ~•JMqJIG'\C{l~ ~®cq~ ~ 
~ '5l'i_0IC--l 11"f<p ~ ~ifl01~ ~~ ~ ~ <ITTTI M<fl$\5 ~ ~@H~C--l'il 
'51N3~<f> '51-l_€llC--l ~ '<il, ~ '8 ~ ~ ~ 91ffiC<t"1--lC<f> ~ ~ ~~&> ~ 
~ ~ 19'tl-l_{ll~ {A Gl"~ ~ ~ ~' \5't ~ ~ ut<PT WJMqJIGiC~~ ~if!Cl-i~ ~t:IJ 

~ ~ ~ 9frn~ ~ ~ C<A£~1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fi1ffl ~ ~ 
~1~q '8 ~ <Pl' 

ut<PT Fl•JFlqJIGi~ ~ ~ ut<PT ~, ~ ~ '8 ~~ ~- l.!l~ ~ fl 
~I ~~~~ ~ Wflc1 '8 ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ <t~IC--l >iWJ~g:jl~ ~ 
~ ~I ~~8~ ~ ~1Sf<1_c4 ~ ~ ~q fl ~ ~ ~ '-!l~I ~ 
Fl•Ji'lh~ >imT ~~&> ~ >il~ffi<t> <tl~.'.fl~ ~ <ll~G'!t ~ >il~K1'5IC<t (3"1<Pf WJMqJIGiC~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ '8 >!Wi~ttl~ ~ m -c-m1 l.!l ~ ~ >il~ffi<f> <tl~.'.fl~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~I \!;f~ ~ ~lf\Cl-i'il ~ ~ 1Jj--ll'{l3~ <Rlm ~ ~q fl ~ 
\!;f~ ~ ~ifl1_~ ~~ ~ ~ mM ~ ~ ~ '51--lC--l.Jl9frn ~ ut<PT ~ 
~ <llt:1J ~,~ ~' >il~ffi<t> <tl~.'.fl<!l ~ ~C~l19'tC--l ~~8~ ~ ~ ~ ~~'f 

fl~ l.!l~~ ~ ~iflel-i'il mffl 1Jj--l!'{l3~ ~ ~ <f>CG'\Cl9't ~~~fl ~I 

ut<PT zGl~<;lN,C{IU <f>CG1Cl9't~ ~ifll<tlC>i DU~ <f>CG'\CiSr~ ~;iJGi~H ~if!cq<il ~1<1l~<f> ~ cqm 
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~ ~ ~~ 113M ~ ~ Ul<ffiT "'j_~ \!);f!<1l~<fi ~ ~ '5~~ "'lffi~(.'!) ~ 
~ -TTI ~~ Vf ~ ~ \*i~l.:i ~ ~~ ~ Ylffi~(.'!) ut<fil <fi(};'l(.iSt~ (.?zj(2(.c, 

~ '8 ~~ ~ >i?zj<l-a)ii ~ <fi(.C'j(.iS/~ ~~ ;;g_ \El~. \5TI~()lq ~i\S> ~ 
<fi(.~iiH I f5f~ ut<fil ~•JM"tllG'i{l ~ ;;g_ ~Ol"lbi1 ~~~vt l~(.<P ~ ~ ifl1""1l<P ut<fil ~ 
<1>i<1l()l~ lR~ -qm ~~~I'\@~ mm[; ~•JM"tJIG'i(.{l~ <fil4<fi~ 9fm(.q 
~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \El~ GI~~~~~~ <Tm .:rr 1b' 

~ 'J_ffi· ~ >iM~g:jl~ ~ ~lfl(.11~ '511<11~<:fi ~~ -qm ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ifl<.vt~ ~ ~ ~ ~18f1_Gi ~ ~ ~ 9l_<fr!!."l, <fi~"liil~ ~ (~ ~ ~) 
'8 ~~,m ~ ~1.:i•f<.-l (~ ~@f@t<fi ~) 1 i- \El~ <U<l-a)~ <Pf.G1 ut<fil ~•JM'1.l lG'i (.{B1 

~ ISfiiMN>~ Gi'lf>J.:fi{l 91ffi.q'6;j ~. ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~•JM"tl ic"l(.{l~ '51~)~(.~ 

. jf!!_. JfF,~ ~ -M <Tml 

~~8~ '>lt<.G1 ut<fil ~JM"tllGi<.{l~ i5116J~<.~ ~-~ila-i~lii ~ifl<.'1~ ~ jf~• ~ 
~ ~ '5(1(.c,lt,iil~ ~ IE! ~ -~91<li ~!>'fGilG'i ~ '8 GI~ ~~fGi ~ ~ 
~ m f~ Gl1<.c,lt,;:il~ ~I @16(.{l~ ~ '5<.!2IT ~ ~ '8 ~ ©PU~.:i\51 I 

>i~l19tM1§3!.:fl ;;g_ ~!!Mla-i ~ ~ctm <A!f&i<fi~ ~ ~ ,~~ ~'1! --s ~ ~ 
~ G'11llffll ~ ~j\5?Jj>l ~ ~ J{fc, ~ '51<1"~ ~ ~~c;f, '5t 

. >1\J<ti16l<.<1 @~ .:rr ~ ~ <til4<til~r.i ~~fl~~ 9K%<fl ;;g_ ~!>'fGili;,i UR 

ut<fil{l jf~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ut<fil WJM"tllGi<.{l~ ~ --s ~ <UMTI ~ 
~ <fi<.~<.~·{ v, ~ >i~{l<tilGi ~~80 --s ~~8~ .:rn1 IE! ~ ~ >i~{l<filGi ~~b- ~ --s 
~~~I ;;g_ ·~Ol"lbi1 ~~~vtl~ ~ ut<fil f◄t•JM"tl!Gi(.{l~ @~ ~ ~t.:i-~ ~ 
~ v~ fitffl ~. ~C{l~.:J Oll\5!?Jj~ ~ Gl1~'1 I ;;g_ ~!>'fGilG'i UR ~ ~ 
~ J~ '8 ~-~ ~ ~ ~ '5<.!2IT IE! ~ ~ ~ '8 ~@PU~.:i\51 

~ fl <nm )o . i5l;uM<.<fi ~~1.Gi ~. ut<fil WJM"t.llGi{l ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
@~jf ~ ~)())~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @~9f.:T <fi<.~~.:i. >i~<filij.:i ~-~ --s 
ut<fil ~ (.~<fi\$*0! ~ ~~ \El~ ~q ~~ ~ ~ ~I ) ) 'd™, ~ 
~ jfg_,iry~ i51N8<.~<fi '51-1_0!<..:i~ ·ffi ~ ~~ \Sf!-1_{1!~ (~~~) IEl<T~ ut<fil f<l•JM"tllGi<.{l 

~ v(r-ifl '<l(.I, ~ (.~I~ I ()1(.-lp(.ifl f◄t•JM'1JIG'i{l <ti(.~<fiM<..:i~ ~ <fflt ~ .:rr, mR"tllG'i{l 

~ ~ ffi ~ ~ <.~I~ <fflt ~I N&l{l\5, ~ ~ ~JM"tl lG'i{l ~ 'v1m t'>ll, <ft 
~ ~ .:rn-, ~ '<!(.I, ~JM"tllGi{l ~ '51'6.l~<.~ ~~~ ~ ~- <£1-T. ~~ 
~en ~1 ,~ ~ G11~>11ii ~ ~ ~ ~ t<fiR ~ \El ~ ur~ ~•JR'1.l1a-ic{l 

~ W;~ .:rr1 )~ ~ ~ Ylffi<.<1"1<..:J~ ~ ~ ~ fl ~j\5:zj>i · ~ 

~ \El<f~ Of ~ ~j\5?zj>j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ '8 

~ Gffiilh1<fi'6l(.<1 ~q ~I GJ;uM(.<fi 4!N5<fi'<ft~ @'~ ~ fl ~. ~1~'61(.<1 

>j~{l<tilcii R'ffi ~I ~~~~<£!~~~~GI~~ ~1Sf1_G1 
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~ ~ 'd11R 1i<.<11CA.:i m: 
8~ ~ ~ m Ut<PT F<i•JF<i"tJIG"l<.~'11 ~ '8 ~JJG"l~l'i ~\Q<.li\'11 ~~ IQ~ 'fe..~ 

'<lO,~C<-411 IQ~ ~~ ~,~~C<-41 ~ ~ ~&1<.li\'11 IQ~ J{fe._~ '5-1-:(~l<..:i >iM~~,~ ~ 
~ ~ ~q m, ~ ~\Q(.li\'11 ~ ~-tlN5<tW-i'11 <P(.G11 ~ ffi IQ~~ '<la> 
f.t•JF<ili\Jliii<.~'11 ~ IQ<fe.. ~ ~e._ ~~ IQ~ ~ ~NS<Nliii ~ ~~ 
~e..-lQ I IQ ~ Cli\l\5iiil'11 IQ~ ~ ~iSrcj__ci ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~\Q(.li\'11 <tl>i-a).-J I 
~ ~ ~ ~ 'iffi, ~@1(.li('l1 1i~.-J'l1'~ ~ A'4>1i(.li\'11 ~ 'iffil ~ ~ iiil~0ffi1 
IQ~ ~ ,,e..~ >j~~u,~ ~ '5f1~1i\ ~ IQ~ ~Jjiij~,-1 ~ ~11iM<\)\!51(.<t 

~M1il~ ~ IQ<fe.. ~ M<.1i(.<-4 ~'ik~l\5 ~ ~ ~ <TRI ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I.fl. ~ ~ f.t•Jf<ili\Jlii1C~'11 ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~I -Tim '5f1~(.li('l1 ~'i 

"1'11<t'51<\)l<.<-4 --11!@r~l<tliSrl'11 IQ~ IQ~~~ 1i<.'11~<-i ~ ~\Q•tvt, ~ ~ -cqm 
~C~~C<-41 ~ -.:im G"ll~0ffi I 

~~~ ~ ~ ~ ISTl-;({11~ l3l<PT ~JF<ili\JIG"l<.~'11 ~ ~~H~.-J ~ ~ "'lffilil(.li\'11 <!1m 
~ '5flC~liSr~ ~ ~ ~ ~I ~ IQT5 ~ l3l<PT WJMli\Jlii1C~'11 ~®(.li\'11 ~ 
~H~(..-J'l1 '5-1N,Cl:11i ., IQ~ '5-1-:(01(..-J ~ ~ H~~l-;(Jil<.'11 ~~ ~9ffi ~ <llm ~ 
IQ~~ WI '5-l-;(01C~'11 ~ ~ ~ ~ - <t~~t,1j "5CID~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ IQ~ ~, ~ ~ l.fl~1 ~e.. m F<i~rnfG<.<\) ~ ~ Ut<PT 
f.t•Jf<ili\JIG"I<.~ IQ~~~ vIT!lfT 'fe..~ ~. UT~~~ ~ ~ '8 

~ ~<re.. IQ ~ ~Jic-'1~1--l ~ 'r!N>M-~1'11 ~N>!?J>i '5fl<.G"llb.-JI IQ<fflg ~I ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ <t~~t,1j D@~ (.~b-\!)b-- ~b-~8) ~ IQ~ ~I I.fl~ 

<\)M\5lfG'11 ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ IQ~ <fG"li ~ m ~b-'to-lQ~ ~ ~~ 
m <t~~t,11 ~ IQ~ 1if<i"'1rr; ~ 1i(.<11~cc4--1, ~b-b- ~ ~ <t~~t,11 ~~ ~,'11 
~ ~ ~ lifN>!?j~<{i ~~ ~ ~ 1iM\5lfG(.<j) '5-l'<!l~\$> ~. ~ IQ~ 

<\)M\5lfG ~ ~ ~ ~I ~b-b-8 ~ ~ iili'a:0~'11 ~~ <!lm '5TT~"'1C.:i'11 ~~ 
'5-l~~t,1j ~~~li\1'11 '8 ~ '11<fi1'J--11!<1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 91\¾<.<t"l"'i ~I ~b-lrQ ~ 
CiSrl'¥1111<.<\)1'11 ~l~<tl~ ~ ~ ~ \!5l'1116J~ ~N8M~l.:i >i(.'!)J"'tJ--1114 Jl1l,'11'11 ( ~b-8~

~~~~) ® ®l--lli\l--18-trll M ( ~~Qb-- ~~Sb-) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-\!l~ 

ffll9t ~ ~I C~~"'tJ.-Ji!<I Jl'f(.'11'11 ( ~~88- ~b-b-8) <p-1Jf ~ ~ (?- ~~~b-) '5'fR 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ zyM-<fil\SM ~-~ ~ ~ ~ 
~I IQ~~ '11<fi1'l.-JM ~ ~ ~ >i~C·.:>'11 ~e..""f ~ ~ 'fe..mM ~ <t~~t,1'.j 
~ ~H(.~~CG"l--11~~ M (~b-QQ-~~~~) ~ ~ ~ ~~00 

<t!lfl<.4f'11 ~ ~K~ '11<fi1'l.-JM ~ ~ ~-\!l~ ~ ~ ~I ~ ~ 
( ~~q~- ~~8<1:) ~ ~ ~I ~b-~~ ~ (.4\lcii<\)l\51 "1ie..WUT '11<ft1'.)--11!4 ~ ~ 
~ ~ ""lffiC<t"M ~I ~ ~ ~ ~l~l\!5'11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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~~~~~~~I ~b-('llq~~',8~~' ~('l>O~~~~ 

~. ~('l>O~) ~ ~ ~. ~('lloq ~ ~ ~ . ~('l>Ob-~ ~ ~ ~<K 

~('i>O('il ~ ~IG'Jl~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Gl•;t•1IM\5 ~I ~ ~ <rf<t ~l~H~I 

~ ( ~b-b-~- ~(\)~ ~) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~('l>O({ ~I vtt"fH<I\ ~ Gl-i:IM""1 

m ( ~b-q~- ~?:,Qo) ~ ~ ~l!_~ ~ ~ ~-\!! ~ ~ >i~(.'!l-i:t 

~l!_~ ~Iii ~ ~I ~('i>O~ ~ FTT~ ~ ( ~b-({b-- ~(\)~~) ~ ~~ 
~ -~ 01m ~~~I~~~~ <PflMC<l\-i:t (~b-q('ll-~('ll~o) 

Gl-jf~IC~ <rr:v'( ~l\5I-i:t~ ~ ~ ~ ~'i ~ ~ \51-i:IM-vtl ~('l>Ob- ~ <["'11 

~ 91ITTr -i:tliS/c~ICA ~ ~<K ~ Gl-i:tM""1 '5l1t1IG1~ '51~1:!_'8> ~, w1<1~ m©twT 11M 

( ~b-qo- ~('ll~<2) \!!~ ~ "'lffit,IG'J--1I ~ \!!<Tl!. ~ \51-i:IMC-v\-i:t ~Gil'§ ~I 

~?:,o(t ~ <l!>'f'§(Pf-i:t ~ m <["'11 ~ ~ ~ ~q ~ ~I ~ '6 

~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ell~ $Ii~ ~I <["'11 ~ 
-i:tliS/C~IC~-i:t <I\HT'i W-T ~I ~ ~ !jR ~ ~ 9JFlffi GilfJ6liS'r ~ Gl<l'U~l<fl I 

<["'11 ~ 1~ <Tffi ~cf!jRI ~ ~~ ~ ffl ~ 91_C<f ~-~ !jR MC~CA--11 

~= <["'11 ~~ ~ >l~~-i:t ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ m™ 
~ ~I ~?i>oQ ~ <l\l~CG'J~ 'C9ff?f.T >iF£GilC~ <["'11 ~ ~ '6 ~~~~I 
<["'11 ~ m ~ 9JF1ffi ~ \51\5)161~ w, 9ff <Ttl!.~ <tR•t[Gi ~, JfK<TtM<P 

~ ~~ ~-~ <fl <tffi•f[Gi ~I01ffl >i~N5-i:t ~N5~(.>i l!l ~ M\tBIR\5 ~'i ~I 

~ -~ ~ m ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ vf"1(.<p-i:t ~ ~I 

~ ~ '4~(.'!>~ ~~ -c'>11-ef~p:p\51 ~ ~ ~;}M~l--1 ~ W1~'§I(.<1 ~ ~ 
<["'11 ~ ;4~(.'!l-i:t ~ '5ft'>'ff% ~ ~I ~ ~'IBl f<km~ ~ ~(\)~q 

~ -~~ Gl"~ ~ '6 ~ ~ ~ ~~>i\§I '6 'l'f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ <~1 ~('ll~b-~ f@c>i~-i:t ~ -TT'l'f~ ~ ~~>i'-§I-i:t Nv\'1\5~ Gl'f~ 
~ ~C'i M--1I~<1\ v\l~MI~ >i'§l-i:t<l\-i:t ( ~b-b-~- ~?:,~~) ~ ~ m ~ w ~~ 
<[-vt ~l\!5-i:t~~ \!!~ ~I l!l '>lmT ~l~v\ ~ ~ (~b-q~-~(\)8b-) ~ ~ 
>i~C\!5~ ~~ ~I ~('ll~?:, ~ ISTl-;(~I~ ~-TT'l'f9!01 Gl~G ~ ~'IBl Gl'f~ 
<["'11 ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~>i'§l-i:t Gl'f~ ~~~-~~I 
~ ~ ')'~ ~ ~ ~ RN\501~ \!j<pfl!_~ ~~~\!) "C9ft<T'i ~I <TK~ 

C~IStl~Gi ~r ( ~?:,o~- ~?:,('ll~) ~ <1~~6"'!1 '6 ~>lGi~l--1 ~ ( ~?:,88) ~ ~ <["'11 

~ ~;<p t'>11-eM<l\'5l-i:t ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~1 ~ m c~1STl~G1 m 
~ ~'1 ~, F<l~C~-i:t <pl!_WJf ~&l>i'§I~ RiJf'l~M1 ~-~ ~. ~ ~ 
Jf\§ffi •RWJf ~ ~ ~l~v\ . ~~~a,, ~ ~N5~~<1\ '6 <RWJf ~ 1_(.--11~I-i:t 

~l~¾lv\ ~~ ( ~('llo~- ~(\)~~) '6 <R~ ~~C•-MI ffl '5l1~v\ f1sq~I~ ( ~b-~({- ~~sq) 

<["'11 ~ •1~\!5(.<p ~ ~I 
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~"''!>9. ~ ~ ~"''!)"' ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ m ~~ ~~~ 
~ ~ 9fm ~ ~ C'6\Sf-ll-!1 ~ >i ~l'{S-i11ii!\§IC<11 \fl ~ ~c1~1-l ~ 
FIDW~ C<fS<1c1~ llfl <.'11~~vj ~ fBtti l~?4 ~~ -Bl, '5C<f ~ ~ ~ >i~C\!l -i:l 

~~ @91C<ll\SfC<fS~ ~ '@~q ~ ~ <fSC?4(.ez--l l ~ ~ '8'>1HC<1ffi 

~11>lC--l-!1 ~ ~ ~ ~ m \fl~ ~-~Jic1~IC--1-!1 ~~ '8 m ~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ '8 "TT>i--l q) '(Jlffi\5 ~ ~ 9fm l ~ '1"~~ ~ ~Jlc1~H 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-"''!>b-~ ~9. lflfua1 C<fllc1<fll\5l{l lbl~\5 ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ¾'ieta:lci ~ ( ~b-9.1!>- ~"'~~) ~ >i ~ICc1lt,-l l <IBRI ~s 

~ ~ ~"'8~ ~ m<lli W-JMqJ lci{l ~cmevi~ Gl".l0IC-l ~ ~ ~ 91B1C<1"R fl 
~ ~ ~J\'1(-"'vt~ 1£l<fil~Xf ~ ~I ~"'&l ~ ~ ~ m<lli ~ ~ 
>i~>i l~Bl<tS ~ ~ \£1 ~ ~ ~ ~ f<t~ fi1c~HI~ f.ktl l18> ~ 
'>1ffiC<1P'1'3 ~: ~ I!>~ -ext iet lt{l l~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ m<lli W-JM"tJ lc1C{l~ ~ 
>iMN5~ ~ H<ifl~<fS <tSMfG~ ~ @~ \£1~ lbl".l0IC-l~ ~ ~I \£1~ lblt0IC-l~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~I WT ~o ~ ~ ~ \£1~ ~*i~l--1 ~ ~-t,JIC"'>lc11~ 

~- ?zj>il-lC<fS f@r® l>il ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'ifR <tSB1<1 l~ Gl-fl~ ~? ~ 19® 
@ff ~-t,JIC"'>icil~ ~C~v\{l ~lflfGC<tS ~ ~ ~ fflm ~ . \£lm ~ ®cvi~ 

., ~~ ~5'f ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ \£1~ d ~ i!iliCcilt,-lf <tSm ~I ~ 
~lv\1-l<tSI~ ~ ~ <tSffiC~ ~ I ~ >i~C<1'5 ~'ifcf ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

t,Jl"'>icilC~~ @91fiffe>C~ ~ ~ ~ \£l<R ~~~~~~I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \£1~~ ~ ffl '8 ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ I 

~-t,JIC"'>icil~ ~ i<!l~~<1I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
lbl<f'5<tSl4 ~I ~ ~ 9jfM ~ • ~9f.T ~I ~ ~lflev\~ ~~ ~ 
~I ~ ffi ~ 9JFM WJMqJ!c,{l ~"Cci' ~ tvffi l ~(l 

~ t<T m<tST ~ ~ ~ l£l ~ ~ ~ <tSMfG~ ~~ l£l 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 9fl\9m ~, ~ <tSMfG~ ~~ '8 m<lli ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: I!> ~-ext 1Srlt{ll~ ~ <tS IIS§f;l ~ ~ <.'1"'>i 

~\SFl{lC--1~ ~ ~~ ~I ~ t,JIC"'>icil~ ~ ~ ~cf ~ I <lN~l'5~~ 

>i~C\!l~ ~ ~ <fit4 ~ ~I ~ ~ mRf '5fi~ fl ~ ~I ~ ~ \£1~ 

~>ic1~H (>i~1\5g $ ) ~ll!?~{ll ~~l>il ~ ~ ~ <l,~ ~~ ~- ~~~"i l?l ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ryf,Sm ~ ~ \£1~ ~,~ \£1~ 9f fl ~I 

~-t,JIC"'>lc11~ ~ t<T, ~ ~ ~-t,JIC"'>lc11~ \£1~9f ~ ~ MC{l~Cc1-l 

~ ~ ~ ~ \£1~~ \£1~ ~ ~ lbltJJ~H <rffiC<l--1 ~ ~ U'RI ~ \£1~ 

ffl lbl>iC~li:liet-l<fS ~ MC<1t5-ll ~ \£1~~ f<ry~~ ~ -~ ~ <ITTTI ~'" 

~ "'1ffi~~ ~ ffl 9141Cc1lt5-ll ~ m<fSl WJMqJlc1{l ~~ ':> C~{ll~ 
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~•JMt-t.ll<l'1C~$f ~r'1>t~~ ~ ~I ~~ ~ ~ "14'1CG4lt5--1I~ ~ ~91ft,l<f \5. ~ 
~ ~~ 414'4~ "'lffililC'1~ ~<Ii~ ~ ~I ~~ ~ ~ '511_'-ll~ ~ 
GT1<11~4 ~~ ~q '8 ~ ~~ ~ f<t•JM'1.ll<l'1C~~ ~q '5.l"l_~IC--1~ ~ 
~ ~rij- m GT1CG4lt5--1m ~ ~ ~ ~ C~~~I~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~1 ~~ <i~ ~ ~ m 9lffi~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ 
~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~I ~ f<t•JM'1.ll<l'1~ ~ ~~ 
~ ~~ ~1~1'414 91rn~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I ~ C~~I~ ~ 
>t(di~g:JI~ ~~ ~ '5vtl.:ft-&.:i ~ ~ Dll~IC\SSi~ ~ ~91ft,l<f \5. ~ ~>tl--1C1' 
~ m ~R ~ C~I.SICW'1C--1~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ cGfdlc~l--1 ~ m ~ ~ 
~lf11~ ffl~ ~<Km ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~1 ~ f<t•JRt-tJl<l'1~ ~~M--i ~ 
~ ~ ~ mM ~I~-~~~~~~ <T~~ ~ 
m ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~•R ~~ ~ ~ifl(.11~ ~~ ~'8"~~ ~ ~l:fl ~ ~ 
R•JRt-tJMc~~ ~ ~ 9ft'Sm <1rn m: 

The Vice-Chancellor came to the University at about 11 :30 A.M. and he went 
round the library, the class rooms, the women students' common room &c; He found 
that the work was going on in the ordinary way and there was no sign of excitement 
anywhere. He discussed the situation with Mr. H.D.Bhattacharyya, the Dean of Arts 
and the Proctor and all told him that the situation was quite normal. The Proctor also 
told him that he had talked to numerous students - Hindus and Muslims and they had all 
expressed their disapproval of the incident on Sunday evening last and said that there 
would be no further trouble. 

The Vice-Chancellor returned to his room at about 12:30 when Dr. Shahidullah 
came in, and he was discussing these and other matters with him when he heard a great 
commotion in the University buildings. When he rushed out, he found a number of 
students downstairs and upstairs with lathies in their hands and stones were being thrown 
in some places. The Vice-Chancellor felt that the situation was beyond the control of 
University authorities; so he at once telephoned to the Police. He then went out and 
found the women students in the Verandah of their room, and a large number of excited 
students upstairs and downstaris. The Police then arrived and, at the same time, the 
District Magistrate, the Superintendent of Police and the City S.P. arrived; and after 
some time the situation was brought under control.~" 

~~ "1/i,.m:f ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ b- ~ ~ '8 b- ~ ~<l'1~1"'11 ~)T 

='51=1~=\!1=01=~ ~!tJ >tfdl~g:jl~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '511~'1 ~~ ~ <Rfq ~I~" 

15l--lJMc4 ~~~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ >t~1(SfR®1--1 
~'5'ffi ~ ~ '8 fflT f<t•JMt-t.ll<l'1C~~ ~ ~~i1--11Q./ ~~ 15l~citJt,~, ~ ~, ~ 
~. ~rq-~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~1 ~0 ~'G.:il>t~~ f;Fo~ ~ ~~41 
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~~ \!il<I"~ ~ ~ Ul ~~~o ~ ~ ~ i5T1C"'-tlc4C--l?I ~ ~ 
~<fll?! ~ '5lt¾'5--ll!4 %11514 W'i ~ V1-{, ~ ~~&!) ~ ~91f.k<1ffl ~ ~

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W'i ~ V1-{ ~ i5T1~vtl ~ ~ ~~Jf 

~ 1!1~1 ~ ~. 1!1~ ~ ~ ~~ ~1£1Cvtsl ~ Jlg_~ ~ ~ Jlg_'<jJ<fl %® 
~'5 ~I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ <RJt ~ ~4.lMvtJlc4C~<tl 'd~ <rf ~ .1!1. 

~ %® ~ ~~ ~ ~ V'lm * 1!1~ ~~~~~I '41'--llfGsi 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '8 ~"JMv\JM~ -wr~ '51<lJ 9f1\8m <lm1"~ 1!1~ ~ ~ 
~~ ~ '8 ~~~~~~ l!l<fg_ ~~~ Jf\5JU:f 1!1~~ ~ 
~~~~~~~I"" 
~ W'JMv\JMC~sl '5l'6J~Csl 1!1~ ~ -~1£1Cvt?I ~~ Jlg_~ 'd~ ~ ~ 

l!l<fg_ ~~&!) ~ ~~ ~ Jlg_~ ~ \!ilv\Jl<l~ ~ W'JMv\J lc4~?1 '5l'6J~Csl ~~9f 

~ ~I ~~ ~ ~"JMv\JM~ ~~ ~l?!l\til<fl'6IC<I ~ ~ ~I ~ N,N3C~ 
~ c~~~I~ ~"JMv\Jlc4~ <fll4<fll~ ">18~evtsi ~ \!il~\5 ~I Jl'6ffl ~ \!ili~I~ m<flT 
Ff"JMv\Jlc4~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ m'it ~ ~ ~<fg_ ~ c~~l~sl ~~ ~ i5T1<11Pt<fl ~

~&levtsi ~ ~ ~ OOTT ~I 1!1~ Yi[~ m<flT ~~ <fl~"1--ll?I ~.~Jf. c4l?!Ri--l, ~ 
'5f1~--i~R ~ ~ m '8 'i~~vt ~ ~ ~ >ivtOiJsi ~~ ~ fflfG" ~ 
~ ~I ~.1!1Ji.c4l?!RiC--l?I ~ ~ 1.£1~ ~ <fl~fGsi 'd~ ~ ~ ~~&!) ~ 
~ ~ (Srl-l{ll~ '8 ~ C~I~ ~<fl Jlg_~ ~ ~Ci 'dcrn-:r '8 ~ ~"JMv\Jlc4~?1 ~ '8 

"!g_~ ~ '@~~C--l?I ~ ~ ~I"~ 

~ mRvtJlc4C~si ~~ ~ Jlg_~ ~.~ ~ ~ l!l<f~ <fl\5<:flbl ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 'df50IC--l?I ~ ~1£11_"'1 ~ C~~I~ l!l<fl ~ ~ ~ ~ 
<fl~<flfG ~ ~ ~I \!1~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~91_q-'d™, ~ 
'5f1~evtsi ~sievtc~~ '>'llsici:ilRi<fl mr-~ ~ ~1£1evtsi ~ ~sfcr '8 rk'51~'5, ~ 
'5f1~evtsi ~ >iWt~til~ ~ ~ ~ ~(Sr1Gi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \!il~Kb ~ 
~ ~~'r' ~ '5f1\till<ti ~ ~ 19tl--ll~ 900i'I 

Resolved that this meeting requests the University authorities to take every step 
to receive and hand over the dead body of our beloved Nazir Ahmed to the students for 
performing funeral rites. Resolved that this meeting of the Muslim students of the Dacca 
University requests the University authorities to permit the burial at a place near one of 
the two Muslim Halls so that they may pay their homage to their deceased friend who 

was a great social worker. "8 

~ ~ ~ ~JMvtJlc4~ ~~ ~ t-tl11>ii~ ~ ~ ~~ 91m'iM 
~ ~ ~ ~ \!l<K <fl\5<:flbl \5N,'4N, ~ 8 C~~~I~ ~~ <fl<l?l~C--l ~'!:>~l')1J 

m l!ill~vtC<fl >!~I~~~ ~I 1!1~ <flM<fll\51 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~= 
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~ <UMHr ~ c.•llb~{l ~ ~fJ{ll~I R"JM"tJlc;ij(.{l~ ~ ~ ~ "/:'.IN5elc.--l ~~ 
~~ @fil ~lm ~ ~ ~ @IM~\9 ~ ~I ~ Cl4J~I~ ,qt*~~~ 
~~ •UMm 161<Pll--l ~ ~ 161<1(.•~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
~ . ~ -~~ ~~ wrn ~ f<I;-~ ~?"'(! 

. ~ ~ &) ~ ~-8 c.~{ll~ <tsM<tsl\51{1 ~ ~.:iffifi,@U ~ ~ ~ ~ 
>i~N5~ 9fllp ~ ~ ~ '5l1~~"1 ~ ~ ~I ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ 
C--l'{>"3_N~ \! ~ <0ro-<1'jf ~ ~I"" 

. ~~ i ~ ~ (.~I~ Uf<pl R•JM"tJMC~~ <tsl4<ts~ ..;ffi~cq~ ~<ll ~ 161~'5 ~I 

~~ ~ ~, 15; ~ ~ >i~'G<tslCiii ~ ~•ll>ic..:i~ ~, ~ '8 ~~ ~ 
~~ ~~~ ~<ll ~ ~ ~I ~ ~ ~ &ll>iH<ts <ts~<ts'51 '8 Uf<pl ~ 

~J1f@rc"IB,c.<f.• . ~q '8 ~ ~ill01~ m~~ ~ ~ ~ f<t•JR"tJliiic~~ ~ 
~ ~ ~~b,,. ~~~~~I"-'\ ~~ ~~ Wffi ~ m ~ill<Pt~ ~ 

WJM"tJliiiC~·\:l '5l1<ll~<ts ~ai>i~~ ~ ~ <TM "<tsm ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ m C<PR mm ~w ~ ~ WJM"tJM~ 
~~~ ~~~q~~~~I~~~ 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 161--ll<tsl~\5 ~ 1.i~l'ffe,~ ~ -~~ 161~ci<ts 
~ -TTI ~ -) Jf~~ ~ ~ '8 ~ ~ ~1C~lc;ij(.--l ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ I ~~8~ ~ 11l!lf11619l;>J~l--l <ts~fG~ ffic.9ffM ~~me.mt~ ➔~ 
~I ~ ; ~ ~ ~~ <ft'5~ '8 ~ ~ m ~ ~ <JS$fi'5! 
Ciiil~JHC<t> ::~ >Jt ~<K ~iS,>i--lC<t> ~ <JS(.'$l~iil I ~ ~Jpqajjc;ij{l ~~ ~ ~ 
m ~~ ~ '8 ~ ~1 ~~ ~ ..;ffif¾f5(.\!) Uf<pl wJR"tJ1c;ij~ ~~ 
>i l~c.<lrn ~ ~ ~ ~~ >i'5<1S\51161<lc;ij~.q ~I C<Fl-TT ~~ --11f~rnilf>I 
~ rr.trt=~ ~l\!5IC~--l "<tsm ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ • 1t'O~l--l ~ ~ ~ -ffil ~ 161N5Ri'6i ~ ~lffi.:id,.:ic.iS4' 

.. . wo ld you please the appropriate authority to ring No. 43 (Lalbag Lines) in 
the event of any trouble occurring during the examination. An armed force will be 
standing by ere. I do not consider it desirable to have any armed force visible in the 
vicinity of th Curzon Hall. I would request you to take steps to see that one but authorised 
persons, and candidates, have access to the Hall, and to assist you in this I am posting 
City consta les at the gates of the Hall (that is, on the iron gates bordering on the public 
road) ."'-b-•.:r ~ ~ ~~Fl{l(...j~ 161R5CA<JS 1619l®l(.--l ~!lfc;ij'4ij ~ '8 ~ ~ Jfm 
91-ffi,~<1 ........... 1.:i,~1> ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~~ ~ '5T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~9f.l '8 

R•JM"tJliii~ -~l@IM<JS 9fm(.<M ~ "<tsm ~ ~ R I ~~ ~ >i~>iJI~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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~I ~?:>&> ~ ~Q 1Stl9l~I~ ut<rl ~JM!i(Jlci(Jl<tl ~8~ ~ ~ @~ ~ 
~ ~<:p ¾ll<ti<t5falf91~ ~ \S ~*1~1"'1 ~ ~ ~ ~ <Pi<tlc>l<ti ~ 
~~ vtf<!t ~ ~I ~~ ~~ P'1'l1><151_"v\ ~ ~1~01-tl ~Jl<fSICi:S ~ ~~ mM 
~ f<t•Jf<lqJliitcJl >i<fSCiil~ ~ ~ ~ ~ vtf<!t ~1Cii1"'11 

We express our profound sorrow at the tragic loss of a valuable life of a student 
of this University. In our view, the recent events that have led to this catastrophe and 
brought about the present deadlock, are no accidental happenings, but are the culmina
tion of a spirit of communalism that has been growing steadily and insidiously in this 
University. It found expression on previous occasions too, and has now assumed ter
rific proportions, We should be prepared for similar outbursts of this spirit till by well 
through out measures this root cause of the trouble is eradicated. But this will take 
time, and meanwhile our work cannot be resumed unless elementary safeguard against 
invasions of our seats of study and instruction be provided by setting up the physical 
barrier of distance between these and the Halls of residence which unfortunately have 
turned into breeding grounds of communal polities. We would, therefore, urge upon 
you with all the emphasis and earnestness at our command, to decide upon this segre

gation as the most vital and urgent measure in the present situation.~:. 

~~ ¾ll~<t5fal~ ~~ ~ ~'51~'5 mM -~ rA ~9(1lp ~JMti(JliilC~ 

~cf~ f.h,~'!51 ~ .:rr ~ ~ ~ \S ~ ~ HC~lf@M ~ ~~ 
1Sfl"'1IC\5 9fIDr-l .:n-1 ~, 91_cf ~ ?•1,~'51 ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ rTTI 
~ f<t•JMl'iJliilC~ ~e_~ ~~ ~ ~ fflct ~ >i~<t51ij.:i ~ ~ 
'5JC"'1C~ ~ ~ rA f<t•Jf<lti(JlciC~<ti ~ ~ ~J\iil~l.:i ~~01-tl '51<11l).:i 1 ~~ ~ 
'cfttfi vtf<!t ~ ~ f<t•JMti(JliilC~<tl ~ ~ (~, ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~~01-tl 

1l]"'11~-tll ~ ~ f<t. ~- ~~ ~ \S ~~~ '51<11l]"'1~'!51 ~ ~~ ~ 
'5JN8'5l<l<t5 ~ ~~ ~JMti(JliilcJl<ti ~ '8 ~ <fS~•1c.:i<ti ~ ~<l> ~ vtf<!t 
~~'C<T: 

Due to recent unrest and hooliganism on the 2nd february, 1943 I, the guardian 
of Miss Suniti Sen Gupta a student of 1st Year B.A. Class of your University, beg to 
bring to your notice that unless the students' boarding is shifted from the Central build
ing I am not prepared to send my daughter there. Moreover, I may demand an assurance 

of her safety from you prior to my sending her back to your University."'0 

~Q w~I~ @9f1Dl<f q ~ ~ \S ~ ~ m ~<l> i.5l"'119l0IH<t5 ~ 
~ ~ Mti(J~l.:i ~ \S ~Q ~ ~JMti(Jliil~ ~ ~ ~1Cc416"'11 ~I ~~ 
~ ~ rA ~ ~ ~ct, ~1<11~<15 P'1'l1><15'f\1, ffl \S >i~1'1~ ffl'>fct ~ ~ 
~ ajJli(."v\~ '5lN8'81<11''f\1 ~~~ ~•JMti(Jlc1~ ~ ~,~ ffl,~ ~~ ~<j) ~ 
~ ~I ~~ ~•Jpqti(Jlc4~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'51~'5, ~ \S 'dfQ>M>~1 ~ 
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~ fl ~:<fl ~ ~ ~91Wt<f ~ ~~ ~ ~ff ~ >i15CG'1-i:l ~~ ~ 
~ 1£l<f~ ~Mt-tJl<ii~ ~ "01-m ~ 1£1~ ~ ~'51~'5 '8 ~ 151<115~ YJ\'¾<lvtC<1\ 

iStHIC<t.:tl ~J,- C~I~ ~ ~ ~ \S. ~ %lblC<f<i:l ~q ~ ~l~()IKSCW 

<1\CG'1CiSr<i:l ~f-1 ~MIPl15 fit'l1>15•'3."11 '8 ~ 1~1<~_C"11-i:l ~ G!N3'6l<t151(."11-i:l ~~ ~ Gl~\5 ~I 

~ ~ ~ \S. ~ %1W1 ~ ~ C<T ~~.:t-j_41~ 1'ffi WJMqJlc,~ 

~ ~Wil ~ ~<f~ ~~ ~ Gfl<11Pl<fi ~ · ~ fl ~ -TTTI ~K 

mRqJ,G'j~ ~G1lffl ~\£101-i:l ~M,r'l15 G1<1-aJ..-:i Gl<UI~\!) ~-~~ ~ ~ wJRqJ1G'j~ 

~ mc:rr \S. ~ %ftil<f >iMi;i\5'6IC<t ~\5l~\5 ~~ ~ ~I 1£1~ ~ 
WP! ~~ Mt-tJ~l.:t ~ m ~lc;iilDMI ~ ~ 1£l<f~ ~ >i4>l¼l\5 

~~i~C<T: 

~- -~ ~~ G!N3'6l<115"3_"11 >i15C~ ~ ~: ~ C~~l~<i:1 ~ ~ C<T 

1,.,.,--l<i:1'""'1'9_~f% ~.~ ';{f 1£1~ f.l·t,~'51 ~~~~~';{fl ~e._ vt'f!lf1 Gl-j_:>J~H 

~ ~ffi Gl-j_4I~ ~\flCvt<i:l ~ WJMqJlc;ii~ ~ ~ "dC~liSt..ft$1 f.mTYJ'8l~c4<1\ 

~ ~if G1NS'6l<1151_"11 ~ ';{f ~m ~ ~ tgc'5Br.:tl15-i:l YJffi~c\!) wJRqJlc;ii~ 

~-~r ~ ~ ryrnf <lffi ';{fl 

~- \5.IN3'6l<t15"3_"11 ~~9f ~ 91_--l<i:llffe ~~ ~ 15C~15TT, ~ ~q<j:j l9fITTM 
~= 

~) ~ m ~ ~\£101-i:l ~~ ~ ~ ~ lM'~ ryrnf ~ ';{f 
~ ~~' ~' G'\Jl<1C%~ '6 c;ii~<EJ~ ~I 

~) -~•JRqJMc~<i:l ~ ~'iiilffl <TT '5-Tf<llr'l<1i ~ ~ m Gl1e1.:i ~ ~ ';{f1 

'if) ·f.t. ~- 9fM ~ ~®Oi<i:l ~\5&'6IC<t ~fl~~;~~ Jfe..~ 
~I 

~) ~ c~~@<i:l ~ rA ~ ~\£101-i:l ~ ~ G!NSC<lf<if ~ ~ ~ 
~~l~~c415 "'11~vt1C.:t<i:l ~ fl ~~ I 

@) M•JMqJlc;iiC~<i:l ~~'~<fl 15~bl~ ~~ "dfQ>ec.:t<i:l Gl'6J~C<!:l ~ 
-~ mt"t '6 w,m ~~*~~fl ~~I 

1') ~~ ~ ~ C<T ~ ~ ~ C~I~ ~ ~ Jfe..~ ~ ~ ~ 
· '\5l ~ ~ ~ ~, 15!Mlr'l15 ~ -s >!~151~ ~ F1il1>15'9_"11 ~~9f 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~<f~ ~ ~ <T~~ ~ fl ~I 

~ ~~-~:>Jc;ii~H ~ '6 ~q ~'1<i:l ~~ m "'11~15~$ ~ fl 
-~ <Tm ~~ ~ ~ ~•JMqJlc;iiC~ Gl~Hl.:t<i:1'5 ~ ~ ~~Cvt<i:l ~~ 
-~'6~~~~fll-:i~ 

~ ~ ~~ ~ WP! WJMqJl&JC~~ ffi ~fl-,,-,C-i:t~"'tj~--!M ~9fl~ ~ \S, 

~ ~~ ~ rA ~ ~ ~ Jfe..m ~ -s ~ G1NS'6l<1<1S1_c:11-i:l ~~ ~ 
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~ ~ ~ ~a:~ R•JRvtJ1c1{l ~ ~ m Gl1cc11&.:i1 <flc~~.:i1 ~ ~ 
~ ~ m W<P 1£1~ ~~~ R•JF<lt-tJ1c1c{l~ ~ ~ ~ >iM~&:11~ ~ ~ 
~Jj(}i~ ~ ~.:ti~~ ~ ~I \5C<f ~J!Cl'l~ ~ ~ ~ rll ~ MvtJ~H 
"iffi~c\!) ~ ~ ~ ~ 9LC<f R•Jf<lvtJlci{l ~ ~ ~'f ~ ~ ~ 

~19t1_ci ~ ~ ~ GlMl~<fl ~ ~ ~l\!51:zj~ ~ ( ~1,~q- ~~b- ~) 1£1~ 

~ ~J!Cl1~ '5lfZ5'6l<J<fl1_C"'1~ ~ 1£1~ ~ Gl1Ccil&.:tl ~I ~ '5lfZ5'6l<J<fl ~ 
~ m R".lMt-tJIGi{l ~a: ~ ~ ~ ~~. ~ ~ ~~ ~. ~ 1£1<1$ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~1 ~ 1£1~ '5lfZ5'6l<i<fl 'jflfi.ffi'6lc<i W<IT ~ m R•JF<lvtJIGi{l ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~1 '51.UMC<fl ~a:~~ '5lfZ5'6l<i<fl1_"'1 ~ ~ ~ m ~ 
~ ~"JMvtJlci{l ~ ~ '5.l<J"~ ~. ~ ~ <flC{l<flfG ~ ~~ ~C{ll\Sf.tl{l\!>I 

~I~-

~- ~ Oll<fl~~I ~ r.-rnfl 
~-~ ~ Jf~~ "iffiC<i"l.:i ~ ~ ~'fl 

I!). ~ ~J!01~ '5lfZ5'6l<J<fl1_(."'1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ 
>i~l.:tCC1~ WJM"tllciC{l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I 

8. WJM"tllciC{l~ ~ ~ jf~~ ~'f <ti14l<iij 1£1~ fi11t>l<ic2f {1'1'61M<fl'6IC¾ 

~. ~ m ~ Gl1<il~<fl ~ <ti141<iij 918:l&lci.:tl WJM"tJIGi{l ~~ 
~~~~1= 

~~&) ~ ~~ ~ m<rf R•JMvtJlciC{l~ @9f$T<f ~-~ ~ R•JMvtJlci(.{l~ 
~ob- ~ P'11f><fl1_C"'1~ ~ ~ f.wJ Gl1Cc1l&.:JI ~I Gl1Ccil&.:tl~ ~ @9f$T<f 

R•JMvtJlciC{l~ ~ P'11f><fl01~ ~ ~l~<flMffi ~ ~ ~ <R,i<U ~ TA P'11f><fl01~ 

~ ~ 1£1~ ~ C<flH~~ ~ .m m ~ ~ mm 9jpq ~~ ~ 
~ ffl ~ ~ 19tl.:tlC\!) ~ rltl ~~~~~I @9f$T<f 

~-~ ?zj>ilC.:t~ ~ ~~ 1£1~ ~l~<flM~ {\'l1f>~vtH<fll~ P'11t><fl01~ ~ ~ 
mM t9fCGi\!3 R~rnro~ <ll'?!l<l\!51 ~ ~ ~9ftDT<f ~ ~ ffl ~ ~I @9f$T<f 

~ ~ WJMvtJIGi(.{l~ ~ ~ ~ P'11f><fl01~ ~~ l!l<K ~ 1£1~ J!>l\~MC'il ~ 
rll ~ R"JM"tllci{l ~~'6IC<1 <f.i <Mll ~ ~ ~I 1£1 ~ @~ <l'S>C<lJ~ 

~~ ' 
The Vice-Chancellor further pointed out that, in his opinion, the teachers were ~ 

the most important part of the University, because in their hands lay the formation of 
the character of students and they alone could inculcate noble and high ideals in the • 
students' minds and set an example of proper conduct and behavious. According to the 
Vice-Chancellor the reputation of the University depended upon the teachers more than 
upon any one else and he appealed to them to go forward and do their duty in the 
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present great crisis which might end in the closing of the University permanently, un
less students and their friends realised their duties and responsibilities towards the Uni
versity."8 

1£1~ ~ <fi(.{l<l"iSr--1 ~ ~r;i\J<IH <N,i<U ~I Jl~ ~~ ~ 18 ~liSr.:ft\\5 

~ ~-~ ~. ~ ~. 1£1.~. ~. Gl<l.:ft~~q ~. ~ -~~ 
--1~.:fiOll~.:t ~ <U~-a,f 18 ~K~ ~~ 15. ~:zj~q "1~'1tll~ 18 ffl ~ ~ '511~0lvt, 

~ ~~ 15. 1£1~. ~ ~ 18 ffl ~ ~~ ~ Oll\51!2]~ ~ ~I 

~ Gl'!M~ ~ R~<fi<.'1~ ~ 18 ~liSr.:ft\\5c-.!> '5:T~"f~~ ~ ~~ ~9K5 ~ 1£1"<1"~ 

~ ~-~ ~ ~I '5:T~91<P ~M>tc4 ~ ~ ~ lfl"<p ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ vjffi(.<l"H <p(.~(A.:{ "(.<l ~ ~J)(.q~ ~~ ~ M(.~(A.:t ~~~ 
~ ~~ R. ~- ~~ 1£1"<1"~ ~Gi~l--1 ~J)(.vj~ ~ M(.~(A.:{ <ft~Gil '8 ~K"f3 ~~ 
'5T~ "<l"H ~ ~ '5f1~0lvtl"(! 1£1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .:{l ~~~fl 
91R,'5(9f(..:t~ Glojft,'5 ~I ~ ~. fil~<p(.'1~ ~ ~J101~ @9RT ~ ~~ ~ 

'8 ~ ~ RR5i1'5l(.<1 ~ ~~I ~91rn<f >l<l(."1(.<{ ~JM1JIG4(.~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~~ >i~l(.iSr<$1 ~~~I 

~~ <fi~"1--1I~ 1£1. 1£1~. Gil~Ri.:i 9lffi6l~'5 ~ ~ <fi~"1<..:t<$1_ lflffl ~~91_q ~ 
Ul<l"T~urcw~~~~~I ~~"C<l~~~~"<l"tm 
tl\5J~'51r.<I ~ ~? ~ ~ ~ m<l"l ~•JFl1JIG1c.~~ ~ ~ ~ 18 '5f1<1l~<fi Flilti<fi<.'1~ 

m ~r \£l"<p ~ ~ ~ ~ >J<pG'j(.<p ~ "(.<l ~ <p~"H, ~ '8 ~~ 

c.1iH'5lc.¾ :~ ~ .:{l "<.<l ~ ~"<I"~ '5T1<ll~<fi ~'lfq ~ ~ <U~<l5f <U ~ifl01~ 

~ ~ -TII ~~ ~ ~\!l]~qift ~ ~~~ ~~ 11_@!~ ~- ~ - ~.:f. ~ 
18 R. ~ ~~I ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~®01~ ~ 18 '5f1~01~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M~\51(.<I ~ fl ~ ~I ~ ~5f\!l 

Fl'lf><fii~ ~ ~ "(.<l ~ ~ifl(.vj~ ~ ~ ~ *tiF.l ~ ~I 

~JFl1Jlii1~ ~9tW V't<f ~ ~~ vfrlfm ~ ~Ji<.'1~ ~ ~ <fi~"1c..:t~ Ff<pij" ~mf'i 
~ ~"<I"~ ~ <p~"H ~ ~~ffl ~q ~I 

~>19JP{ q ~ _~91t6Ff 15. ~ ~ mm <p(.{l<piSf--1 ~ <0~01~ m U1<l"T 
t-::r.pt .. d\-~Fl::..-:.qJ7t-:::Jiij:rs-.~ ~ mCTT '5f1(.G1l6--1I ~I ~~ <U~<15f ~ 15. ~~- ~ - ~~. ~~- ~.:r. ~ . 
~- ~ -_vTT"t;~ ~ ~. ~~- ~- ~. ~iSr~<fil~ vo"f, ~ ~ ~<r. _ ~- ~ . 
~~- ~ -~ ~- ~ - ~. 15. ~~- '5f1~0lvt, ~~- ~~- ~. 15. >l(.\5Ji'J--11'<1 ~ ~"<I"~ c.~l~~q 
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~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~cf ~ ~~ ~I ~- >i<.\5JiJs-ll'4 ~ 
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Dr. S.N. Sen was of the opinion that the appointment of a batch of volunteers as 
suggested by Mr. Rafique would not help much. In his opinion the students now a days 
were quite different from what they had been before and that they were most unwilling 
to submit to discipline. We suggested that every effort should be made to cultivate a 
feeling of peace and amity among the students of the different communities and the 
University must feel assured that the tension among the students have subsided to such 
an extent that there is no possibility of a recurrence of the disturbances, before it should 
reopen. The University should, in his opinion, wait for the suggestions of the Enquiry 
Committee set up by the Executive Council, and then decide what actions should be 

. . 

taken and when to reopen.~ 
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As the report of the Enquiry Committee shows that objection was takeh in the 
singing of Bandematarm and the display of a picture of Mangal Ghat on the 31st J anu
ary, 1943 in the Women Students' Function in the Curzon Hall and disturbances fol
lowed; in order to avoid the future disturbances, the Executive Council resolve in view 
of the above and other matters referred to that in all University functions or inter-hall 
functions other than separate Hall functions, no object or symbol or recitation or song 
or demonstration should be allowed which is calculated to wound the religious or po
litical feelings of any community. 8"-
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~ '5-fMffl mUT m ~ ~a,~--11 
The University of Dacca has passed through many and varied difficulties dur

ing the past twelve months, and its difficulties are by no means over. Communal differ
ence which had been an ugly and discrebitable feature of the life of Dacca during last 
two year:; found their way among the students of the University this year and there were 
free fights between two sections _of students in Curzon Hall and the Central buildings 
which resulted in injuries to a number of students one of which proved fatal. The Uni
versity has no excuse or explanation to offer for this outageous behaviour of its stu
dents who, in their excitement, forgot all the noble principles which should differenti-

ate an educated man from an illiterate and uncultured door. N 
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There was a disturbance during the installation of the Women Students' Coun

cil on Sunday, January 31, 1943. The singing of the Bandematarm and display of pic
ture ofMongalghat were objected to by certain students and soon there was a free fight 
between two sections of the University students. The University was kept closed on 
Monday ut was reopened on Thursday at the request of the students who through their 
representatives assured the Provost, the Deans and the Vice-Chancellor that they (the 
students) greatly regretted the incidents which took place on the previous Sunday and 
further assured the authorities of the University that the Universoty could be reopened 
without t ere being any fear of fresh incidents. On Tuesday the University classes went 
on as usual till 12.30 P.M., when there was a serious disturbance, as a result of which, 
some 20 tudents were more or less seriously injured and one of whom expired. These 
disturbances seriously affected the normal activities of the University. The classes re
mained suspended from the 3rd February to the 11th March, 1943 and the summer 
vacation commenced prematurely from the 12th March and extended upon the 27th 
April, 1943, but the normal activities of the University could not actually be resumed 
before th<~ 10th May, 1943. cis 
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vtl!lf lMC$1l~ ~C--1~1C<l$l ~q ~ m- m-~ ~ ~Cill~IC<:1$1 1iilc£10'l$1 v.TTm 
riHl~l<.<1 f.W1f\bc~1 ~c~Rc<il.:i 1 ~ 

~~~ ~ \!j~ ~~~mt WJMqJl<iJ(.~$1 l.5:l~J'&(.$1 ti~ '6 V't<T 

~ ~I ~ ~ ~ 1,fffl *~~mt WJMqJl<iJ<Jl ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ mt WJMqJl<iJC~$l 'iil\£11_-'\i\ f.kiSr01$l ~~ "C<PR $1'{,>'lJiTu ~ 
-qf5fffi ~ ~I ~ ~ ~ ~ TA ~<qwij mt WJM"Ul<il<Jl$1 ~ 1ii]l£l1_-'\i\ 

$1\Br..fi!\b$1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1f!M\5 ~ ~ l~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
~I ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ljjj\£1C--1~1 ~ '6~ (.<tiliii<rl~I WJMqJliii<Jl$l ~-
9fqf l'8' ~~ \!j<fZ ~ ~ ">i"Z~ ~ ~1Nl<ilC--1 ~ ~ ~ um 
~•Jf<jqJJ<iJ<Jl~ ~ ~~ TAl'5'flviR ~ <Wf ~I ~ ~~80 ~ ~ ~ 
~ mt WJMqJl<iJC~$l ~ 'iil~1_Ci-\i\$l 1.5:lf~z"i ~ ¥fi<.98T $lliS/..fiNl$l ~ ~~~ 
~I fl~ TA~ -@!t'>t ~ l.5T1<.~ ~ ~ ~ 18 ~ mtf~ ~sf ~I 

~ ~ ~ <l!ZG11\!j ~ ~5Wi~H ~ ~ ~ ~~ * '1IM51BC--1<!:1 ~~ HBrCv\?! 
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wr!l·WM~ ww~~i1~ ~t,J1rJJ ~ m ~ ~ ~ <liC-il~, ~ ~ 
~ ~ 9ffi~ ~ ~ ~·~ ~ 9JWI ~-UMC<fi ~~8'!) ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ "G1<1if 

f<l•Jf<lqJl&i(:IBl ~ ~1£\'f'vt ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
~t~I ~~~~~~fl~~~'d~~~~ 
Jf~~ ~ ~ ~•R ~ 1't<lit WjMti(Jla-!C{l-!l ~-~ ~'ifviR ~ ~ ~ 
~~ ~r ~ ~16Jt-rn ~I ~ ~~ >i~Hl<lila-t ~ ~ ~ 13'l<Pm ~ ~ 
Jf~· ~~ ~ l,f<1it ~•jMti(Jla-!C{l-il ~ ~ '8 ~lfl3/'1 ~ ~ 
MN,tl-611:<j ffi ~ ~ ~HM<tS ~~ ~ ~ ~I 

~ f.ro~: 
~I Suranjan Das, Communal Riots in Bengal, 1905-1947, Delhi: Oxford University 

Press, 1993. 

~ I Sabyasachi Bhattacharya, Vande Mataram: The Biography of a Song, New Delhi, 

Penguin Books, 2003. 

'!>I "Even then Dacca University did not become a stronghold of the Muslim League till 

the Lahore resolution was passed in 1940. It was the idea of Pakistan which brought 
about a tremendous change in the attitude of young men and women getting trained 
in this university." Mahmud Husain, "Dacca University and the Pakisthan Move
ment", in the Partition of India: Policies and Perpectives, 193 5-194 7, edited by 
C.H.Philips and Mary Doreen Wainwright, (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 

1970), P. 3 7L 

s1 ~~so~~~~~~ 9hD~m ~ ~~~ f<lqjla-tCTl-il -&ti>iH<fl 

~G1\5t ~ ~9t ~q ~I \£1~ ~ ~ ~ Mti(Jli:4C{I ~ 
f.bltl:~ <IJT900f ~ ~ ~9K5 ~I ~~80 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

"" ~l~ ()l()llffi~la-t ~f.k ~ ~ ~ ~>JC~I~ ~ ~I ~~81!> ~ 9f1<RT 

IQ~~ <liCi:4C\Si ~i:4~1--lCvt-il ~ m ~ ~ \£1<:f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '8 

-ill\St;fiN>1 ~~~ ~ ~~ l;!)f1f@t~a, ~ <fiCi:4C(Sr ~~-!11¾1 r1-vtt~l-il ~ e:i/GJl-i_0lr1 

m ~ 91ffi~-il ~ ~I \£1~ ~ ~~ <liC~ICr1"f.l ~;iffifG@c'G ~ -@fk'iffi 
9K5f<Pl ~c'61a-ir1 m ~ ~ ~<te:iR> ~1 ~~~ ~ ~ca,~'G-!l ~<11~M1vt 
~~~m~~~\£l<f~~~~'8"01 ~~sq~~~ 
tit-W•if~ ~~ ~ ~~~ Mti(Jli:4C{I <fl~~ '5lf~ '5li~ ~ ~~ 
~ ~:y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 91m~ ~I ~~gq ~ -ill\ST"f~ <liCi:4C(Sr-!1 

~~ '5TMl~<li ~ Gl1Ci:4l<tS>ilS'§rl m ~ f.t<nq ~I \£1~ ~ ~ 
. ~Im~ vt't?BIC<t\St '8 '3~~ ~-~ ~ ~q ~ 9ft'Sm W-TI ~1071Jll5J 
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~ ~~-~ ~~ ~ ~ QJ1ffl ~ ~ ~ f.kvfR<tS l>i~!?_ 001 ~ 
slfl 

QI ~ - '511C'4lbrll~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ b\£l><t@, 13f<!i1 ~•Jf<iqJlc4Cs1 ~. (13f<!i1: 

<fla,Jjq mffi, ~008), 9! ':,80-881 

~ I "We are very much perturbed and agitated over the orders that have been just issued 
for an immediate evacuation of Jagannath Hall of its present habitat. We under
stand that it has been suggested that the Hall would be shifted to Dacca Hall build
ing. We would like to make it plian that we could, no on account and under no 
circumstances, agree to lose our separate entity. You can, we are confident realise 
how painful it is on our part to leave this Hall with the walls and buildings of which 
our memories are so intimately bound up. 

But if we go at all, and now we are sure, we have to go, we must go to a place 
where our separate existence shall be fully maintained, and where our collective 
interests as students of Jagannath Hall shall be adequately preserved. The causes 
that necessitate the maintenance of our separate existence are numerous. '· Letter 
from the students of Jagannath Hall to Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-ChancelloL ni
versity of Dhaka, 24 January, 1943. Bundle No. 2, Serial No. 1942-43, Dhaka Uni
versity Record Room. 

q I "Moreover, I am afraid a handful of our Hindu boarders may not feel quite comfort 
able in the midst of an overwhelming number of Muslim boarders, particularly as 
many of them will not be students of this college. And in the present atmosphere of 
strained relation between the two communities I do not consider it expendien t to 
keep them together. I, therefore, approach you with the request that you 'wou ld 
kindly accommodate our Hindu boarders numbering a dozen or so during the pe
riod of this emergency in the Dacca Hall of the University, which is quite adjacent 
to our hostels." Letter from Dr. M. Ahmed, Principal, Dhaka Intermediate Col lege 
to Dr. Ramesh Chandra majumdar, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka University. 5 June 1942 . 
Bundle No. 2, Serial No. 1942-43 , Dhaka University Record Room. 

b-1 Letter from Dr. Ramesh Chandra Majumdar, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka University to 
Dr. M. Ahmed, Principal, Dhaka Intermediate College, 6 June. 1942, Bundle No. 2. 

Serial No. 1942-43 , Dhaka University Record Room. 

~I ~ -~. m<til-~ ~ "C~ \l;f~ ~. ~ ~~~. ~',f:TI~ ~. ':>~~ ':>- ':>~b- ':l, 

m<rl f<l--JMqJlc4~, ':>~b- ':>, 9! ':,q1,-_q~1 

':>ol ~!lfG1IG1 ~. mf?r ~ ~ '8 1f!!Jff-~ <f/t!..C1W/ '8 Tff<R mfiqnq?l, 

(m<rl: m ~' ~oo'-!>), 9! 8~b--~~I 

':>':>I ~Pf1_c1 ~. Tff<R ??'JN®d-/U/?1 fl~ (m<til: ~. ~oo'-!>), 9! ':>08- ':,o q 1 

':>~I M&lf¾ ~ ~ M ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ . [j/W fii-:feqffeff31 ~ 9l ~b-~-8':>~I 
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~~ I ~f~ ~~ 18 ~ ~\Sf~G'j M, /5M(/'Rf Tf"f{,<P?/ '{j"fff, (1'l<Pt: ~ mM, 
~00 ~) 9.! ~C:C-~'01 

~81 <l'C"l1 ~ ~ 18 ~ m '511C&llt5i!I~ ~ t<T ~ '5!</J~ ~ - fl 
~ \5l ~: <lr.¥~t511 ~9ft~. ~ ~. (~©!~ ~~ ~). 11M<fll~I, 
~ ~ ~~; ·d~l'51_~1~ WIT~, ~~11~<1..n 18 ~ ~-~. <flM<fll\51, R"J\61~~ 
~~--lM16M, ~So~. 'd~ ~: &!1~1_~1~ 91M, ~M~<l..n, <flGi<fll\51, ~ ~ ( ~~~o) 18 

~ ~'5 ( ~~~8); ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ <f!~G1l ~ <fl&l<fll\51, ~~b-lr; ~ 
~~ <r-Jf-~ ~ <18"tM 'dl01ffl >i~N5~ ~N5!<l>i, <flM<fll\51, ~~oq I (Formerlndia Officer 
Library and Records London, V. Tracts No. 14127 bb. 4(2) Sabyasachi Bhattacharya, 

Vande Mataram: The Biography of a Song, New Delhi, Penguin Books, 2003. 

~C:CI uFf-l ~. q C~{l~, ~~~. 9.! ~I 

~'01 m<flf f.t•JMt-iJl&IC{l ~ ~ ~ ~ Rt9fltr, lJf<flt ~. ~ OT, ~ ~ ~. 9.! ~ I 
~q I Memoranda by Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-Chancellor, University ofDbaka, 2 Feb-

ruary, 1943, D. Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76, Dhaka University Record Room. 

~b-1 '5l1:~ ~~ ~ ~ ~©!~ ~. ~©l-l ~. ~ vf\S, M\5Jli!-vt 91M, ~9\'ff 
1.Jl--ll~, ~~ 11M "1'm, ~ ~ 18 MG11'.) ~ <PJ:-<ITTTT >i<flC¾ ~ ~ ~I 
~~ ~\Sfa:(Gi ~ ~ aj~Cl1~ ~~ <ltm ~ ~CJlRC&lil ~ ~ \£1, \£1~. \£1~. 

• ~~. ~ ~. ~l~~q ~ \£l<K >iM~g:JI~ ~ ~ ~l!?J~q 
l!l~~ l!l. l!l~. ~ GT!~q, ~l!?J~q Dl-vf film 18 ~ Off•1\5l<fll~q1 ~ 
~~ ~ ~ OTP'1'5l<fl \511~q ~ 'd~ <rt (~) ~~~ ~~. ~ 
~ "'1~<1'6l<fl!C&I GT!'8~ fc;lc~ ~ ~. ~ ~ GT~"f ~q ~. ~ ~ ~ 
l!l<f~ ~ ~ ~ ~~IC.-l~ ~ 9ffi ~~qc:c ~ <f!~Gil01C"R:f ~~ 9fvf ~9 
~ -, ~ ~ ~ m 1'l<Pt wJF<lt-iJl&1C{l~ ~ 11T5frn ~ ~ ~1•1~1<fl 

~rvf 18 ~,Gil01C"R:f ~IIST..nl\5f<iq 18 ~~ ~ Off•l\51<:fl '5f1~q CA 1£1~ fi 
\5ffl -~q ~? 1'l<Pl WJMt-iJIG'JC{l~ ~ ~ ~ OTP'l\51<:fl 1!5,fj~(.q~ ~ l!l~ 

~ ~ t<T, Khandaker Moshtaq Ahmed, S/O Kabiruddin Ahmad Khandaker, 

Vill. Doshpara, P.O. Gouripur, Dr. Tippera (D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76) 

~ffl orl"l\5l<fl l!l.ft~cq~ ml~~ 9lfiwJ 9fl\Sm <Tm ~G1l 1£l~ ~, 

c~~ ->i~~9, ~~~q, 91. ~8~-8'!}), 
~ ~~, ~~1!5,fj~(.q~~~~~~~~, ~~~~ 

~~ ~I ~~8~ ~ ~ -TT0T 1!1<1$ ~ ~ ~'<f ~ ~I ffl 
1 ~vf ~ ~ '511C'1l6i!I~ ~ M ~ ~. ~ il\Sf*Gi ~. ~ ~. 

~~. ~~8c:c 18 ~ ~: ~ ffl (~) ~ ~. 1'l<Pl, C>il>i~ ~ 
~ ~. ~~qof i!I\Sf~<ii ~ ~. ~ ~I ~ t<T l!l~ ~N>~ci<fl 
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~ ~~ "Gw.l ~~ ~ ~I 

~ol ~5fiiiliii DR, fflrn ~ ~ '6 ~-~, <ff~~ '6 ~ ft•J f<WOIG'R!, 
,. ~~\!), ~\!)qi 

~) I \!j i;-J\S§rl\ST~,:P ~ ~ ~ m?'i "Jf~<Wf "iK'lC<l"R ~ GT: ~ m C!-P~~~ ~ 
ft•JR'1Jliii~ ~ ~ c~ bMc.\!)Rifl ~ ~ \!j~ ~ * R--i~~, G'f\Sm 
~~~IRiil <lfalm (Sf!Fl(.\!) 911m ~I~ m?'i, q (.~~~I~, )~~, .$1(.IST1j'f(j3 ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~~ ~JM'1Jliii(.~~ (.~~l1~(.1S ~: My daughter Mi ss. Tripli 
Sen,a student of the First year B.A. Class, has reported to me that her necklace was 
snatched away from her neck during the disturbances that took place on Tuesday 
last. I inform you this so that you may kindly make necessary enquiries about it and 
return it to me ifrecovered." Letter from Brajendra Krishna Sen Gupta to Registrar 
of the Dhaka University, 4 February, 1943, D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial o. 7o. 

Dhaka University Record Room. 

~~I Letter from Dr. M.N. Basu to the Registrar, Dhaka University. 3 February. 1943 . 

D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76, Dhaka University Record Room. 

~'!)I "That a committee consisting of the Commissioner (Mr. A.S. Larkin). Chairman 

and Convener, Mr. P.C. Ghose and Mr. Md. Ibrahim be appointed to enquire into 
the incidents which had taken place on Sunday the 31st January and Tuesday the 
2nd February 1943 and the general state of affairs and discipline in the Uni vcrs ily 
and to make definite recommendations." Dhaka University, Extract from the !VI in 
utes of the Executive Council held on 3rd February, 1943. 

~81 Resolution of the Meeting of the Muslim Students of Dhaka uni versity. 3 Fchruary. 

1943 , D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76, Dhaka University Record Room . 

~Q:I mBl <ui9$r, cqm ~. ~) ~. )\!)8~, 8 C!-P~~I~ )~~I 

~~I ~ ~JMl{lldi~~ >iM~t11~ ~ ~ )~~o \!j~ ~ ~ ~ -~ -~ 9frfr.,~ 

~I 

~ q I Letter from the Registrar, Dhaka University to District Magistrate of Dhaka. 5 

February, 1943 , D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No 76, Dhaka University Record Room. 

~b-1 Letter from the Additional Superintendent of Police to the Registrar. Dhaka Uni
versity; 13 February, 1943 D-Register, Bundle -7C, Serial No. 76. Dhaka Uni,·ersil) 
Record Room. 

~~I Memorandum submitted by 64 teachers of Dhaka University to Dr. Mahmud Hasan . 
Vice-Chancellor Dhaka University, 25 February, 1943 D-Register. Bundl e-7C. Serial 

No. 76, Dhaka University Record Room. 

'!)o I Letter from Durga Mohan Sen to Dr. Mahmud Hadan, Vice-Chancellor. Dhaka 

University, 5 February, 1943 , D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76 Dhaka Univers ity 
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Record Room. 
I!)':) I Letter from Dr. Haridas Bhattacharyya to Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-Chancellor, 

Dhaka University, 1 March 1943 D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76, Dhaka 

University Record Room. 
I!)~ I Letter fromDhirendranath Banerjee to Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka 

University, 6 March, 1943, D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76, Dhaka Univer-

sity Record Room. 
l!)I!) I Letter from Qazi Motahar Hossain, House Tutor, Fazlul Haque Muslim Hall to Dr. 

Syed Moazzam Hussain, Provost, Fazlul Haque Muslim Hall, Dhaka University, 7 

March, 194 3. D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 7 6, Dhaka University Record Room. 

1!)81 Mem randum on the meeting of Dr. Mahmud Hassan, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka 
University with the teachers of Dhaka University, 11 March, 1943 , D

Register,Bundle-7C Serial No. 76, Dhaka University Record Room. 

l!)QI ~r.i ~. ~ FP-JN'1Jli;iC~?l ~ ~. 9! ':)oQI 

I!)~ I Memorandum on the meeting of Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka 
University with the distinguished persons of Dhaka, 11 March, 1943. D-Register, 

Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76 Dhaka, University Record Room. 

l!)'\I Dhaka University, Extract from the Minutes of the Executive Council held on 1st 

February, 194 3. 

l!)b-l"Firstly, that the Muslim Hall should be removed from the University Central Build
ings. Secondly, that disciplinary action should be taken against those students who 
have been found guilty by the Enquiry Committe. We, however, shall gladly wel
come all attempts made to bring about understanding and good will among all sec
tions of students." Memorandum of the students of Jagannath Hall and Dhaka Hall 
to Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka University, 12 May, 1943. D-Reg

ister, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76 Dhaka, University Record Room. 

l!)~l"They also raised the question of the punishment of guilty students. I told them that 
I was n t prepared to discuss details with them, but that I would do my duty as Vice
Chancellor impartially and I would not be forced into any course of action or be 
prevented from taking any action by the opinion of any person or persons." State
ment of Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka University, 13 May, 1943. D

Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76 Dhaka, University Record Room. 

80 I "As to your answer to our second grievance, that you will set before us an example 
of discipline by taking necessary steps against miscreants in the 2nd February fra
cas after due enquiry and that you will do it quite impartially in conformity with the 
laws of equity and justice, we hereby let you know that you will under all circum-
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stances get all possible help from us. We are ready to help you in the maintenance 
of discipline and justice provided that you allow us, at all times, to exert our weights 
of the liberty of thought and discussion." Memorandum of the students of Dhaka 
Hall and Jagannath Hall to Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka Univer
sity, 14 May, 1943, D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76, Dhaka University Record 

Room. 

8~1 uFfiT ~~MqJliiic.~ <."11c4c.<-!M ~ ~ ~ ~ ' uFfiT ffiSM, ~ OT, ~~&>, 9J: ~, 
8~ I Dhaka University, Extract from the Minute of the Executive Council held on 5th 

June, 1943. 

&>I Proposal submitted by D.H. Northfield for the consideration of the Executive Coun
cil, Dhaka University, 28 June, 1943. D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No 76, Dhaka 

University Record Room. 

881 Extract from the Minute of the Executive Council held on 17th June, 1943. 

8QI Extract from the Minute of the Executive Council held on 2nd September, 1944. 

~ I "That the provosts be requested to meet the students and impress upon them that if 
they, on invitation, choose to attend a function of a Hall of which they are not 
members, they should show courtesy to their hosts in every way and co-operate in 
making the function successful." Extract from the Minute of the Executive Council 
held on 25 November, 1944. 

8C\ I Letter from Professor N. Ahmed, Principal, Dhaka Intermediate College to Dr. 
Mahmud Hasan,Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka university, 7 February, 1943. D-Register, 

Bundle-9C, Serial No. 88, Dhaka University Record Room. 

Sb- I "That the foregoing scheme be approved provided that no religious ceremonies 
shall be performed in the quadrangle of either of the two Hall buildings (The Dacca 
Hall and the F.H.M. Hall). They may be performed in the Dining Halls or the Com
mon Rooms of the respective Halls." Extract from the Minutes of the Executive 
Council held on 22 September, 1943. 

8~ I "I Shall be glad to know whether there is any E.C. resolution regarding the holding 
of any religious ceremony in the half-quadrangle. If so, kindly send me a copy of 
the reslution with date." Letter from Professor S.N. Bose to Registrar, Dhaka Uni
versity, 17 January, 1944. D-Register, Bundle-9C, Serial No. 88, Dhaka University 
Record Room. 

Q o I "It is necessary for me to know whether you will sanction the holding of a 2nd year 
pass class in Islamic Philosophy of the single woman student with the boys of the 
same class. This girl is an Honours student in Islamic Studies and is therefore read
ing with Muslim boys in her Honours class. If you did not sanction this, as you did 
not sanction the other day the holding of the joint class of Hindu boys and girls, 
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then it would mean that two pass classes in Islamic Philosophy will have to be 
provided as an hour when Mr. Jilani is not free and so the work will fall on Mr. A.H. 
Talukdar who does not like this subject. Conversely, Mr. Jilani will have to take a 
class in greek Philosophy (now taken by A.H. Talukdar), which would increase the 
number of his subjects, and so he does not like this arrangements that I have been 
obliged to make at present provisionally." Letter from Professor Haridas 
Bhattacharyya, Head of the Department of Philosophy to Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice
Chancellor, Dhaka University, 4 June, 1943. D-Register, Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76 

Dhaka, University Record Room. 

<DI Extract from the Minute of the Executive Council held no. 11 November, 1944. 

Q~I Vice--Chancellor's Convocation speech, M. Hasan, 6 december, 1943, Dhaka Uni
versity, The Convocation Speeches, compiled by Sirajul Islam Choudhury; Vol. I, 
1923-1946, (University of Dhaka, Dhaka, 1988), pp. 403-404. 

Q\!ll "The incident ofthis year will always remain shameful blots on the fair name of 
this i stitution and source of son:ow and shame to every one of its members. We 
can only hope that our students have fully realised the enormity of their transgres
sion a d they will do their best to re-establish the honour and prestige and the good 
name of their 'alma mater' by their laudable conduct in future . _I am happy to say 
that t e present feelings and relations between the students of the University are 
very cordial and encourage us to believe that troubles of this kind will never again 
heap shame and sorrow upon the University". Vice-Chancellor's Convocation 
Speech,M. Hasan, 6 December, 1943. Dhaka University, the Convocation Speeches, 
compiled by Sirajul Islam Choudhury, Vol. I, 1923-1946, (University of Dhaka: 
Dhaka, 198), pp. 403-404. 

Q-81 University of Dacca, Annual Report for 1942-43, pp. 1-2. 

a-a- I "I have gone through the repost as published in the newspaper and also the deci
sion of the Executive Committee. It appears that though there is recommendation 
for the removal of the Boarding attached to the University classes, the Committee 
did not consider that question. I understand there is demand from the Students and 
Guardians as well, for the removal of the Boarding house from the University build
ing, in spite of that there is no sttempt for such steps. It is not desirable to open your 
classes on the 10th before removing the aforesaid Boarding, as the guardians are 
apprehensive of danger. I will therefore, request you to see your way if such steps in 
(sic) possible." Letter from the Secretary of the Dhaka District Hindu Mahashabha 
to Dr. Mahmud Hasan, Vice-Chancellor, Dhaka University, 8 May 1943. D
Register,Bundle-7C, Serial No. 76, Dhaka University Record Room. 

~ I ffl"P'~ ~~ '8 ~ ~iet11_c1 ~. b~(.•8:f lit'1(.<li-i:1 ~. 9! ':>~I 
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